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PREMIER’S
FOREWORD
Western Australia boasts a competitive,
flexible and resilient defence industry
with a long and successful history.
Our State has strong advanced
manufacturing capabilities supported
by tertiary institutions that are at the
forefront of the next generation of
defence technologies.
In addition, numerous local companies
are successfully applying world-leading
advanced technologies and capabilities,
developed for the State’s resources
industries, to service the defence sector.
The McGowan Government is
committed to supporting the State’s
defence industry as a priority area for
economic development to diversify the
State’s economy and create jobs for
Western Australians.

Our priorities for assisting the defence
sector are centred on harnessing the
State’s competitive advantages and
pursuing industries of the future.
Highlighting our commitment to the
State’s defence sector, we have established
Western Australia’s first Minister for
Defence Issues portfolio, appointed a
highly capable and qualified Defence
Advocate, and established Defence West.
Defence West will champion the interests
of the Western Australian defence sector
by working with industry and other
relevant stakeholders to attract defence
investment in order to create jobs and
opportunities for Western Australians.

I encourage operators, industry
stakeholders and other interested parties
looking to engage and collaborate with
globally competitive companies and
institutions to utilise this Directory.
The McGowan Government is looking
forward to the continued growth and
development of the entities listed in this
Directory to continue to create jobs for
Western Australians and contribute to the
nation’s sovereign industry capability as
well as the international defence market.

Hon. Mark McGowan MLA
Premier; Minister for Public Sector
Management; State Development,
Jobs and Trade; Federal-State Relations
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MINISTER’S
FOREWORD
Western Australia has a long and
proud history of successfully servicing
and contributing to the national and
international defence industry through
innovation, collaboration and providing
value for money.
Being home to a world-class and globally
competitive defence industry including a
thriving research and development sector,
Western Australia stands to continue to be
a key player in domestic and international
defence markets.
Western Australia is home to Australia’s
largest naval base HMAS Stirling, as well
as key Royal Australian Air Force and
Australian Army bases signifying the
strategic importance of the State.
The State is home to numerous defence
focused Prime Contractors and Small to
Medium size Enterprises (SMEs) with many
clustered at the world-class Australian
Marine Complex in Henderson.
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Western Australia has the capability and
capacity to contribute towards upcoming
national and international defence
programs. The industrial capability to
deliver across these capability streams is
underpinned by the innovation capabilities
of the State’s “Team WA” Universities
and the skills development and training
services provided by the TAFE sector.
As the Western Australian Minister
for Defence Issues, I am committed to
promoting our capabilities and harnessing
the State’s competitive edge to maximise
domestic and international defence
business opportunities.
This Directory provides an invaluable guide
to Western Australia’s industrial skills,
capabilities and capacities that exist in
relation to upcoming defence programs.

I invite those seeking proven and
trusted defence-ready companies and
organisations to consider the capabilities
of the entities presented in this directory.

Hon. Paul Papalia CSC, MLA
Minister for Defence Issues
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DEFENCE WEST
Defence West is the Western Australian
(WA) Government office responsible
for supporting the interests of the local
defence industry, to deliver the capability
requirements of the Australian Defence
Force and to grow the State’s exports.

• The Commonwealth Government

Defence West supports the activities
of the WA Defence Advocate
Rear Admiral (Rtd) Raydon Gates AO CSM,
to promote our world class, globally
competitive capabilities both nationally
and internationally.

• State and Territory Governments

As a branch within the Department of Jobs,
Tourism, Science and Innovation (JTSI),
Defence West works closely with a range
of key stakeholders, including:

• The Centre for Defence Industry
Capability (CDIC) to assist local
industry to develop equipment
and services to meet the needs
of Defence;

• Peak defence industry bodies

including the Australian Industry
and Defence Network WA
(AIDN-WA), the Australian Industry
Group (AiG) and the Chamber
of Commerce and Industry
WA (CCIWA), to collaborate in
identifying opportunities and
addressing issues impacting on
the WA defence industry;

and Department of Defence to
identify and develop the State’s
strategic infrastructure requirements
to enable ongoing support to the
defence sector;

to support the national defence
endeavour;

• The Department of Training and

Workforce Development and South
Metropolitan TAFE to identify the
workforce requirements and deliver
the skilled workforce to meet the
demands of industry in delivering the
upcoming defence programs;

• Team WA Universities to promote

collaborative partnerships with
industry and further the State’s
contribution to defence and security
related research and development;
and

• Within the WA Government to ensure
the interests of Defence and defence
industry are considered within the
State’s decision making.

International Presence
The WA Government currently operates
11 Trade and Investment Offices
around the world, including in Europe,
the Middle East, and the Asia-Pacific region.
These overseas offices, together with the
Department of JTSI International Trade and
Investment Division, support WA’s export
industries including defence.
Defence West works with the Department
of JTSI International Education, Trade and
Investment Division, who provide the
following free of charge and confidential
services for local export ready companies:

• Information, including economic

trends, trade statistics and
market analysis, market demand,
market competitions, import
compliance, rules and regulations.

• Contacts and introductions, including
advice on overseas programs,
associations, government, regulators
and supply chain.

• Marketing advice, including business
culture, as specific to different
countries and regions.
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ABOUT THE WA DEFENCE INDUSTRY
CAPABILITY ASSESSMENT
The WA Defence Industry Capability
Directory is the culmination of the
Defence Industry Capability Assessment
undertaken by TCF Services, on behalf of
Defence West. The Assessment examined
and captured Western Australia’s current
and potential industry capability and
capacity, in relation to upcoming
defence opportunities.
This work was conducted with a focus
on the Commonwealth Government’s
Defence Integrated Investment Program
and the six capability streams contained
within it. As part of the Assessment,
Western Australian industry was asked
to review their current and future
plans against the capability streams to
understand where their products and
services could contribute towards the
national defence endeavour.

Registration was open to local industry
from late 2017, with over 200 companies
participating in the Assessment.
This inaugural WA Defence Industry
Capability Directory provides a
snapshot of the world class, globally
competitive companies that are based
in Western Australia, in particular those
that most closely match the immediate
requirements of the Defence Integrated
Investment Program. Companies’ previous
work with Defence and/or Defence Prime
Contractors was taken into account,
and priority was given to those investing
in research and development and creation
of intellectual property.

If you would like to be included
in the next directory, you
can register your interest at
defencewest@jtsi.wa.gov.au
or in writing to:
Defence West
Department of Jobs, Tourism,
Science and Innovation
Level 6, 1 Adelaide Terrace
East Perth Western Australia 6004

Defence West will continue to work with
local industry to increase its capability
and expand this directory in future.
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AUSTRALIAN MARINE COMPLEX
COMMON USER FACILITY
www.australianmarinecomplex.com.au

The Western Australian Government
owned Common User Facility (CUF),
located at the Australian Marine Complex
in Henderson, is a fully integrated
industrial facility with an open access
policy for multiple users.
Operating since 2003, the CUF is a safe and
secure location for fabrication, assembly,
commissioning, maintenance and repair
activities for the Marine, Defence, Oil and
Gas and Resource industries.

AMC Management (WA) Pty Ltd
124 Quill Way, Henderson, Western Australia 6166
Jonathan Smith
General Manager
Tel:
+61894370500
Email: jonathan.smith@amccuf.com.au

Infrastructure at the CUF includes:
•	Fully serviced 40 hectares laydown
and assembly area
•	Rail mounted main fabrication hall
80 metres x 60 metres with 200 tonne
capacity crane
•	Heavy-high-wide road system linked
to Main Roads network
•	Fully protected harbour dredged
to 10 metres
•	3,000 tonne wharf dredged to
11 metres able to service vessels
over 200 metres
•	Floating Dock 99 metres in length,
44 metres between sidewalls
•	Self Propelled Modular Transporters
to transfer vessels
•	Workshops, project offices and
amenities
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Companies using the CUF provide their
own management, workforce, operating
methods and are able to utilise the CUF
infrastructure and bring in their own
equipment. The CUF acts as an extension
of their own workplace at competitive rates
to achieve their project outcomes.
AMC Management (WA) Pty Ltd
(AMCM) are under contract to the State
Government as the Facility Manager of the
CUF and operator of the floating dock and
transfer system. They are responsible for
marketing, operating and maintaining the
facilities and are the first point of contact
for access to the CUF.
The WA Government also owns and
manages the adjacent Marine Industry
Technology Park, including the Jakovich
Centre which contains offices, meeting
rooms and conference facilities available
for use by both industry and Government.
There is also significant available land
reserved for the development of high-tech
and innovative industries.
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ASC PTY LTD

www.asc.com.au

20 Nautical Drive, Henderson WA 6166
Simon Rusiti
Submarine Capability Development Manager WA
Tel:
+61894104356
Email: simon.rusiti@asc.com.au

COMPANY OVERVIEW
ASC is owned by the Commonwealth of Australia, and exists to serve the frontline of Australia’s naval defence
capabilities. Initially established in 1985 as the prime contractor for the design, manufacture and delivery of six
Collins-class submarines, we were awarded in 2005 a build contract for three Hobart-class air warfare destroyers.
With more than 2,500 employees across three facilities in WA and South Australia, ASC has evolved into the
nation’s largest specialised defence shipbuilding organisation.

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
In WA, ASC maintains its own facilities adjacent to the Common User Facility at Henderson to support the
Collins-class submarine fleet. In 2003 we commenced a 25-year contract to undertake the ongoing repair,
maintenance and design upgrades of the submarines. This through-life support contract was replaced by the
current In-Service Support Contract (ISSC) in mid-2012. ASC maintains a highly-skilled workforce in the West
that currently undertakes up to mid-cycle dockings for submarines in WA.

12
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CAPABILITY STREAMS
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS
AASL - AIR AND SEA LIFT
MASW - MARITIME and ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE
CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Submarines
Science and Technology

ASP SHIP MANAGEMENT/
ASP DEFENCE SUPPORT
SERVICES
aspdss.com

6 Leach Crescent, Rockingham WA 6168
Glenn Packer
Project Director In-Service Support HMAS SIRIUS
Tel:
+61895294311
Email: gpacker@aspships.com

COMPANY OVERVIEW
ASP Defence Support Services began in 2002 as the WA office of ASP Ship Management. From our Rockingham
facilities, we managed the Navy’s auxiliary oiler HMAS WESTRALIA before winning the in-service support
contract for its replacement, HMAS SIRIUS. The ASP Group now provides a complete range of integrated maritime
service solutions, including: third party technical ship management and crew management services. We employ over
200 highly-skilled shore based staff to service a diverse fleet portfolio from tanker, bulk carrier, container, offshore and
other ship types. We also engage in long-term time charter activity in both Australia and New Zealand, involving critical
supply chain distribution of refined products around those coast lines.

CAPABILITY STREAMS
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS
MASW - MARITIME and ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE
CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Multi-Purpose Vessels
Replenishment/Supply Ships
Minor War Vessels

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
Our Group maintains a reputation for technical excellence. We bring a wealth of commercial seagoing and engineering
management experience, combined with a deep understanding of the requirements of Defence and a very strong
safety focus. We are one of the largest employers of Australian seafarers, with a network of 400+ qualified personnel.
Specialising in third party ship management, we have a long history of providing crew for a variety of ship types
including tankers, dry bulk carriers, passenger, container, ferries, as well as specialist research and offshore vessels.
Our experience encompasses long standing contractual arrangements both with the Commonwealth and an array of
blue-chip commercial ship owners and operators. This element of our activities differentiates us from all other locally
based operators. We are also a leader in safety and environmental management, and continually develop processes
and procedures to drive behavioural change.
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AUSTAL

www.austal.com

100 Clarence Beach Road, Henderson WA 6166
Tim Speer
Market Development Manager – Australian Defence
Tel:
+61894101111
Email: tims@austal.com

COMPANY OVERVIEW
Austal commenced operations in Henderson in 1988, with a vision to build high quality commercial vessels for the
international market. Since then, we have produced over 260 commercial and defence vessels for over 100 customers
in 50 countries, and have established additional ship building facilities in the USA and the Philippines. Austal is
‘The Australian Shipbuilder’: a defence prime contractor and maritime technology partner of choice; designing,
constructing and supporting revolutionary defence and commercial vessels for the world’s leading operators.
Our mission is to provide a total product and service solution as a high performing, commercially disciplined prime
contractor for the design, build and sustainment of defence ships and systems.

CAPABILITY STREAMS
KEYN – KEY ENABLERS
MASW - MARITIME and ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE
LCAW - LAND COMBAT and AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE
CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Amphibious Elements
C2 and Common Operating Picture
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ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS

Destroyers

Austal Australia aims to be recognised internally and externally as a high performing, commercially disciplined prime
contractor of ships, systems and support – through the continuous and sustainable achievement of key business
outcomes, namely: inspired people; innovative, high quality products and services; customer satisfaction; productivity
and efficiency; and sound financial management. As a strategic business unit of the Austal Group and key partner
within Austal’s global network of shipyards and service centres, Austal Australia provides vessel design, construction
and support services from its ship building facilities in Henderson, and service centres in Darwin (Northern Territory)
and Cairns (Queensland). We also have a business development office in Australia’s national capital, Canberra.
Proudly designing and building some of the world’s most iconic ships (including the world’s largest and fastest
trimaran passenger ferry), Austal Australia has been the centre of defence and commercial vessel design and
innovation for the Austal Group and is an established and highly respected provider of sustainment services, globally.
We have also developed, and continue to design, install, integrate and maintain sophisticated vessel information
management systems (eg: MarineLink and IMARCS), communications and radar systems and advanced ride control
systems (eg: RideControl).

Minor War Vessels
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Frigates
Multi-Purpose Vessels
Replenishment/Supply Ships
Science and Technology
Search and Rescue
Training and Simulation

BABCOCK AUSTRALIA
PTY LTD
www.babcock.com.au

2 Jessie Lee Street, Henderson WA 6166
Jeremy Antao
Operations Manager (WA)
Tel:
+61884409691
Email: jeremy.antao@babcock.com.au

COMPANY OVERVIEW
Babcock is a leading global engineering support services organisation. We employ over 28,000 people across
six continents, and have worldwide revenues of over AU$9.5 billion. In Australia and New Zealand we operate
across six sites, with 750 staff. We manage critical assets, deliver complex programs and teach vital skills to
improve operational effectiveness. We also support customers across emergency services, defence, mining
and construction, transport and infrastructure and energy markets.

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
Our WA operations at Henderson provide in-service maintenance and logistics support to Royal Australian
Navy surface vessels and submarines. We support customers across technical, program and complex platform
requirements through the provision of proven systems, processes and people. Our asset management services
bring a new approach to the management and total sustainment of complex fleets and assets.

CAPABILITY STREAMS
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS
AASL - AIR AND SEA LIFT
MASW - MARITIME and ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE
CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Base Support and Redevelopment
ICT for Operations
Training Platforms and Simulation
Multi-Purpose Vessels
Replenishment/Supply Ships
Utility Helicopters
Search and Rescue
Destroyers
Frigates
Submarines
Minor War Vessels
Light Helicopters
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BAE SYSTEMS AUSTRALIA –
HENDERSON FACILITY
www.baesystems.com/australia

42 Quill Way, Henderson WA 6166
Luke Simmons
Acting General Manager Henderson
Tel:
+61863993000
Email: luke.simmons@baesystems.com

COMPANY OVERVIEW
BAE Systems is a global company delivering products and services for clients in more than 100 countries across the
resources and energy, defence and commercial maritime sectors. With an annual turnover of $35 billion and clients
in over 100 countries, our worldwide support, capabilities, performance and people combine to give our clients
the confidence of solid backing and support. Our Henderson facility in WA is located within the Australia Marine
Complex (AMC), which provides infrastructure and support to the local maritime and offshore oil and gas industries.
Within the AMC, there are many specialised engineering companies that assist us to undertake commercial maritime
and naval shipbuilding maintenance and repair activities. This base of approved suppliers provides a source of
additional expertise and resources to successfully complete large-scale ship repair and conversion projects.

CAPABILITY STREAMS
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS
AASL - AIR AND SEA LIFT
MASW - MARITIME and ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE
LCAW - LAND COMBAT and AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE
CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Amphibious Elements
Base Support and Redevelopment

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
With the largest ship lift in WA, and indeed one of the largest in Australia, our Henderson shipyard prides itself on
being a world-class facility to execute customer projects in a safe, flexible but timely manner, whilst meeting schedule
and budget. With our own in-house Dock Master and Docking crews, we offer unmatched services to the commercial
maritime sector including maintenance, repairs, refits/upgrades and conversion of: offshore supply vessels; survey
vessels; anchor handlers; construction barges; dive vessels; tugs; motor yachts; container and bulk carriers; tankers;
in-field supply vessels; dredges; trawlers and seismic vessels. The 8,000 tonne ship lift can accommodate vessels that
are up to 150 metres in length and 24.5 metres beam, and provides access to a number of fully-serviced dry berths via
a rotary turntable, which provides the flexibility to dock and undock multiple vessels to help meet stringent customer
docking schedules. BAE Systems has invested over $30m in the last four years to develop a world-class facility and
secure a long-term future in commercial and naval ship repair. Our aim is to deliver efficient value for money solutions
to customers, through strong performance and drawing on the experience and strength of our world-wide company.
Accreditations include: ISO9001:2008 (Quality); AS4801:2001 (Safety, Health) and ISO14001:2004 (Environment).
We employ a flexible workforce that can undertake multiple projects spanning maintenance, repairs and conversions;
can support off-site project mobilisation and riding crews; maintain an in-house engineering design capability;
and can draw on an extensive specialist sub-contractor database, many of whom are Original Equipment
Manufacturer (OEM) accredited.
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Destroyers
Frigates
Minor War Vessels
Missile Defence
Multi-Purpose Vessels
Replenishment/Supply Ships
Science and Technology
Search and Rescue
Special Operations
Submarines
Testing Ranges
Training and Simulation
Training Platforms
Training Ranges
US Force Posture Initiative

BGC CONTRACTING
www.bgc.cc

20 Walters Drive, Osborne Park WA 6017
Ian Asphar
Defence Submissions Lead
Tel:
+61892602274
Email: iasphar@bgc.com

COMPANY OVERVIEW

CAPABILITY STREAMS

From humble beginnings, BGC Contracting grew from a small earthmoving company in the early 1990’s to become
Australia’s largest privately owned mining and construction company with a team of approximately 3000 employees
and an annual revenue in excess of $1 billion year on year.

KEYN - KEY ENABLERS

As a highly diversified contracting entity, the business delivers a wide spectrum of mining and construction services for
the resources, energy, defence and infrastructure sectors, with subsidiary DIAB Engineering as the business’ specialist
industrial maintenance, engineering and fabrication services arm.

Base Support and Redevelopment

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Barracks and Training Ranges

With offices in Perth, Brisbane, Sydney and Whyalla and branches in key regional areas such as Karratha, Port Hedland
and Geraldton, BGC Contracting has extensive experience on major projects Australia wide.

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
BGC Contracting are Australia’s largest privately owned mining, construction and maintenance services contractor,
with 3000 employees and an annual turnover of $1 billion.
Dual winner – 2017 ‘Contract Miner of the Year’ and 2017 ‘Contractor of the Year’ National Awards.
Vertically integrated divisions across the BGC Group – BGC Asphalt, BGC Quarries, BGC Cement, BGC Concrete,
BGC Precast, BGC Transport.
Being privately owned makes us flexible, adaptable and responsive to changing market conditions. We are able to find
solutions for clients where larger, publically listed entities cannot.

WA DEFENCE INDUSTRY CAPABILITY DIRECTORY 2018
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CIVMEC

www.civmec.com.au

16 Nautical Drive Henderson WA 6166
Pat Tallon
Chief Executive Officer
Tel:
+61894376288
Email: civmec@civmec.com.au

COMPANY OVERVIEW
Civmec is an integrated, multi-disciplinary construction and engineering services provider to the oil and gas, metals and
minerals, infrastructure, marine and defence sectors. With our diverse capabilities, we provide our clients with a wide
range of complementary in-house core competencies and services including: heavy engineering; modularisation; site civil
works; precast and prestressed concrete; structural mechanical piping; electrical instrumentation and control; industrial
insulation; offshore logistics; maintenance; refractory; access solutions and training.
Our headquarters and state-of-the-art facilities are located on a 200,000 square metres waterfront site adjacent to the
Australian Marine Complex (AMC) in Henderson, Western Australia.
We base our strength on our diversity, a strong dedicated management team and a total commitment to providing
our clients with the best service.
We have built an experienced, well-trained and loyal workforce that understands our clients’ needs and is able to
respond to their requirements efficiently.

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
Civmec is committed to creative leadership and the ability to embrace new ideas, innovation and collaboration
with our clients. We also value and place the utmost importance on our dedicated and safety-focused workforce
and our strong commitment to quality.
It is our agile, dynamic leadership – together with the confidence and ongoing loyalty, commitment and talent of our
people – that allows us to achieve success time and time again. Our drive to be the industry’s best and be proactive
is what differentiates us.
Civmec has large-scale operations in strategic eastern and western support hubs, with six office locations across
Australia. Our Henderson facilities are enhanced by the superior land and marine-based supporting infrastructure of the
AMC’s Common User Facility, such as the 4,600 metric tonne floating dock, heavy load out wharves and berthing facilities.
On the east coast, our facility is located on 22.7 hectares of riverfront land near the port of Newcastle, NSW.
It offers key shipbuilding, service and maintenance capabilities, providing national and regional clients with
a range of integrated services.
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CAPABILITY STREAMS
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS
CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Base Support and Redevelopment
Barracks and Training Ranges

COFFEY SERVICES
AUSTRALIA PTY LTD
www.coffey.com

Level 1, 235 St Georges Terrace, Perth WA 6000
Ryan Smyth
Business Development Manager
Tel:
+61862182100
Email: ryan.smyth@coffey.com

COMPANY OVERVIEW
Coffey was established in 1959, and now operates as a professional services company with expertise in engineering,
geoservices, environmental and project management. With a global footprint, we create value across the asset
lifecycle in the oil and gas, power generation, mining, defence, government and transport industries providing
customers with smarter solutions. In 2016, Coffey was acquired by US-based Tetra Tech Inc. Tetra Tech supports
government and commercial customers through the provision of innovative solutions to complex problems focused
on water, environment, energy, infrastructure, and natural resources.

CAPABILITY STREAMS
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS
LCAW - LAND COMBAT and AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE
CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Base Support and Redevelopment
ICT for Operations

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
We have been delivering project management, engineering and environmental services to Defence for more than
23 years. Our business is structured to address the 2016 Defence White Paper, specifically its statement that “a high
degree of interoperability with the United States is required to provide Australia with an effective deterrent,” as well
as Defence’s statement that it intends to “enhance the ability for joint operations with the United States,” including via
the acquisition of interoperable weapons systems. Recent projects include: project management and environmental
works relating to the new air combat capability; base engineering assessment programs (Stages 3–6); national airfields
maintenance works at RAAF Bases Darwin, Townsville, Amberley and Williamtown; national airfields maintenance
works at RAAF Bases Curtin, Tindal and Townsville; and space surveillance telescope works at Exmouth WA and
New Mexico USA.

Science and Technology
Air Bases
Barracks and Training Ranges
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DECMIL

www.decmil.com

20 Parkland Road Osborn Park WA 6017
Drew Wilson
Tel:
+61862408114
Email: drew.wilson@decmil.com.au

COMPANY OVERVIEW
Established in Western Australia in 1978, Decmil is a leading Australian construction and engineering company
providing services across a range of industry sectors. We are committed to outstanding project management and
delivery regardless of the scale or the intricacy of the work. Decmil is a wholly-owned subsidiary of ASX-listed company
Decmil Group Limited. Our goal is to maximise returns from our operations by delivering value to our clients,
shareholders and stakeholders.

KEYN - KEY ENABLERS

Decmil has a proud history of delivering projects with the Department of Defence, having delivered a wide range of
projects at operating bases nationally. We have a demonstrated ability in delivering sensitive, remote, secure and
technically-challenging projects. Our defence experience has included accommodation, fuel infrastructure, training
area infrastructure upgrades, building and hangar upgrades, water infrastructure, roads and urban operations training
facilities. These projects have been delivered under multiple contract arrangements, including managing contractor,
design and construct and construct only.

Testing and Training Ranges

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
Our diverse experience, flexible approach and integrated construction and engineering capability ensures we
respond appropriately and efficiently to our Clients’ needs and add value no matter the stage of the project life
cycle. Our design management capability is supported by our costing and planning experts, giving us the technical
ability to develop fully costed, value-engineered designs to deliver greater quality, time and cost certainty throughout
construction with a focus on whole of life considerations. We work collaboratively with design firms to understand
their technology and preferred delivery concepts and techniques to optimise the design, ensuring a seamless and
integrated approach to construction. We pride ourselves on delivering solutions that provide the Client and end users
with a more suitable, more functional or more reliable facility than previously envisaged.
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CAPABILITY STREAMS
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CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Base Support and Redevelopment

DORIC CONTRACTORS
PTY LTD
www.doricgroup.com.au

Level 1, 420 Hay Street, Subiaco WA 6008
Justin Taylor
Manager - Strategy and Defence
Tel:
+61893882655
Email: doric@doricgroup.com.au

COMPANY OVERVIEW
Doric Contractors is privately owned and has operated since 1989. Our primary capabilities are in construction,
project management, design management, cost estimation, programming, time and cost scheduling and building.

CAPABILITY STREAMS
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS
CAPABILITY DOMAIN

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS

Base Support and Redevelopment
Testing and Training Ranges

We have won an excellence medal and gold award at the Australian Business Excellence Awards, which demonstrates
that the quality of our leadership, management practices, business systems and people is of the highest standard,
and comparable to that achieved by many of the world’s leading and most respected organisations.
On behalf of the Commonwealth Government, the Department of Defence has engaged Doric as its Managing
Contractor to plan, design and construct the HMAS Stirling Redevelopment Stage 3A project.

WA DEFENCE INDUSTRY CAPABILITY DIRECTORY 2018
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EUROFINS

environment.eurofins.com.au

Unit 2, 91 Leach Highway, Kewdale WA 6105
Matthew Deaves
State Manager, WA
Tel:
+61892519600
Email: MatthewDeaves@Eurofins.com

COMPANY OVERVIEW
Eurofins operates in Australia as a NATA-accredited laboratory group with over 200 staff and network of laboratories
including Melbourne (Head Office, A-NZ), Perth, Sydney and Brisbane. We specialise in all things that have or may
impact on human health, hygiene and the environment including: hazardous materials (such as asbestos), pollution
(such as hydrocarbons and metals) and emerging contaminants (such as PFAS).

CAPABILITY STREAMS
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS
SAAC - STRIKE and AIR COMBAT
CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Base Support and Redevelopment

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
The Eurofins Group is committed to providing the highest quality services, accurate results in time and expert advice
by its highly-qualified staff. The reliability and accuracy of our data helps customers to make informed decisions on
risks, while meeting increasingly stringent quality and safety standards and the expanding demands of regulatory
authorities around the world. Our Group offers a portfolio of over 150,000 analytical methods for evaluating the
safety, identity, composition, authenticity, origin, traceability and purity of biological substances and products, as
well as for innovative clinical diagnostic. Through research and development and acquisitions, we draw on the latest
developments in biotechnology and analytical chemistry to offer customers unique analytical solutions and the most
comprehensive range of testing methods. Large investments in innovation, technology, IT and logistics and very large
sample volumes ensure that customers enjoy high standards of quality at reasonable prices.
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Science and Technology

FORGACS MARINE AND
DEFENCE PTY LTD
www.forgacs.com.au

16 Nautical Drive, Henderson WA 6166
Rod Bowes
Group Proposals Manager, Civmec
Tel:
+61865955508
Email: Rod.bowes@civmec.com.au

COMPANY OVERVIEW
Forgacs Marine and Defence has been established for over 50 years and provides support to both the Australian
military and maritime shipbuilding and support markets through: vessel maintenance and support; naval vessel
and module construction; commercial vessel construction and services; ship construction for export; civil works and
infrastructure; marine infrastructure and vessel disposal. We maintain two large scale operations in strategic West
and East coast locations, and regional facilities in Broome, Darwin and Gladstone, and offices in Sydney.

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
We offer our customers cost-effective, tailored and innovative solutions. We are committed to creative leadership,
the ability to embrace new ideas, focusing on unlocking the value of innovation, collaborating with customers,
a dedicated and safety-focused workforce and a strong commitment to quality. Our agile, dynamic leadership together with the confidence, loyalty, commitment and talent of our people - allows us to achieve success time and
time again. Our drive to be the industry’s best and to be proactive, is what differentiates us. On the West coast,
our main office headquarters and facilities are located in Henderson in a uniquely situated 200,000 square metres
waterfront site within the Australian Marine Complex (AMC). We are currently building the nation’s largest undercover
ship maintenance and construction facility, which will have capability to house complete frigates and destroyers.
The AMC’s Common User Facility complements and enhances our Henderson facility by providing land and
marine-based supporting infrastructure, such as a 4,600 metric tonne floating dock and berthing facilities. We also
maintain an ability to deploy and operate from remote sites to deliver earthworks, structural foundations for plant and
buildings, infrastructure, reinforced steelwork and precast concrete at defence establishments across Australia.

CAPABILITY STREAMS
MASW - MARITIME and ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE
LCAW - LAND COMBAT and AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE
CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Base Support and Redevelopment
U.S. Force Posture Initiative
Multi-Purpose Vessels
Replenishment/Supply Ships
Minor War Vessels
Armour and Vehicles
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FUGRO REMOTE SYSTEMS
TECHNOLOGY
www.fugro.com

24 Geddes Street, Balcatta WA 6024
Sam Forbes
Service Line Manager
Tel:
+61407478121
Email: s.forbes@fugro.com

COMPANY OVERVIEW
Fugro is a world-leading, independent provider of geo-intelligence and asset integrity solutions for large constructions,
infrastructure and natural resources. We provide the technical data and information required to design, construct
and maintain structures and infrastructure in a safe, reliable and efficient manner. Working around the globe,
predominantly in the energy and infrastructure markets, we employ approximately 10,000 employees in 65 countries.
Fugro Remote Systems Technology provides specialist expertise in subsea engineering, remotely operated vehicle
(ROV) tooling design and bespoke intervention equipment. Our engineered solutions meet a vast array of subsea
inspection, repair and maintenance requirements. Utilising ROV-based solutions, our specialised engineers develop
tailor-made equipment and procedures to undertake vessel mobilisations and intricate remote subsea repairs.

CAPABILITY STREAMS
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS
MASW - MARITIME and ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE
CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Science and Technology
Training Platforms and Simulation
Communications
Multi-Purpose Vessels
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ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS

Replenishment/Supply Ships

Together with extensive offshore experience, our engineering capability enables us to provide innovative engineering
solutions that push the boundaries of remote intervention. We combine traditional engineering calculations, industry
leading engineering software products and our proprietary subsea simulation software – DeepworksTM - to provide
comprehensive design solutions. This allows proposed design solutions to be simulated, trialled and demonstrated
before any commitment to manufacturing. 3D models of our designs are imported into the simulation software
which allows engineers or ROV pilots to fly and operate the design and highlight any areas for improvement. Utilising
this capability early in the design phase allows us to optimise designs, thus increasing confidence in the viability of a
proposed solution. This factor is invaluable in securing budgets and management buy-in for proposed projects.

Maritime Support and Reconnaissance Aircraft

WA DEFENCE INDUSTRY CAPABILITY DIRECTORY 2018

Search and Rescue

FUJITSU AUSTRALIA
LIMITED
fujitsu.com

Level 9, Exchange Tower, 2 The Esplanade, Perth WA 6000
Ron Costanzo
WA State Manager
Tel:
+61408097910
Email: ron.costanzo@au.fujitsu.com

COMPANY OVERVIEW
Fujitsu Australia provides a broad range of ICT services and solutions to the Department of Defence in many locations
across Australia and overseas. In WA, our workforce supports two data centres and a local warehouse and logistics
centre that provides ICT services and solutions to large government and commercial organisations. The centre can
service any regional or remote location across Australia.

CAPABILITY STREAMS
ISWC - INTELL, SURV, RECONN, SPACE, EW and CYBER
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS
AASL - AIR AND SEA LIFT
MASW - MARITIME and ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE
LCAW - LAND COMBAT and AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
We are unique due to our understanding of, and relationships in the local defence-industry. Together with our local
WA presence and size, we can assist in working with local companies to develop more defence-related jobs in WA.
We have a large number of Defence cleared staff, and can advise local industry dealing with Defence on the security
and compliance credentials required. We are focused on, and have funding programs available for co-innovation
and proof of concept activities, and can also bring to bear in Australia the latest technology from our research and
development labs throughout the world.

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Intelligence
Cyber
C2 and Common Operating Picture
Base Support and Redevelopment
ICT for Operations
Science and Technology
Stable Defence ICT
Maritime Support and Reconnaissance Aircraft
Destroyers
Frigates
Submarines
Minor War Vessels
Air Bases
Barracks and Training Ranges
Special Operations
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GHD

www.ghd.com

999 Hay Street, Perth WA 6000
Cameron Owen
Technical Director - Project Management
Tel:
+61862228222
Email: cameron.owen@ghd.com

COMPANY OVERVIEW
GHD is one of the world’s leading professional services companies operating in the global markets of water, energy
and resources, environment, property and buildings, and transportation. We provide engineering, architecture,
environmental and construction services to private and public sector customers. GHD has a long history of supporting
defence and security in Australia and the South Pacific region. We support sea, land, air and joint capabilities for
defence, police, immigration and customs, both directly and as partners with major contractors. Services include:
strategic, project and procurement management; master, airfield and explosive ordnance planning; air, land and
maritime forces facilities design; maintenance engineering analysis; specialist integrated logistics support services;
technical writing and publications; specialist engineering services; blast resistant design and weapons storage;
structured communications systems; contaminated sites including nuclear, radiological, unexploded ordnance and
hazardous materials; risk management and assessment; and security systems and structures.

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
Established in 1928 and privately owned by our people, GHD operates across five continents - Asia, Australia, Europe,
North and South America - and the Pacific region. We employ more than 8500 people in 200+ offices to deliver projects
with high standards of safety, quality and ethics across the entire asset value chain. Driven by a customer-service led
culture, we connect the knowledge, skill and experience of our people with innovative practices, technical capabilities
and robust systems to create lasting community benefits. With one in every four of our people being a shareholder,
GHD does not have any external ownership - the sustained growth, direction and success of our company is
determined by the people who work at GHD. This allows us to plan for the long term, setting strategies that enable
growth and develop some of the best technical capabilities in the world.
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CAPABILITY STREAMS
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS
AASL - AIR AND SEA LIFT
SAAC - STRIKE and AIR COMBAT
LCAW - LAND COMBAT and AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE
CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Base Support and Redevelopment
Communications
Air Bases
Barracks and Training Ranges

INTERTEK

www.intertek.com

L3, 235 St Georges Terrace, Perth WA 6000
Konrad Drogemuller
Regional Director
Tel:
+61892630300
Email: korad.drogemuller@intertek.com

COMPANY OVERVIEW
Intertek is an industry leader with more than 42,000 employees in 1,000 locations
in over 100 countries. We deliver Total Quality Assurance expertise 24 hours a day,
7 days a week with our industry-winning processes and customer-centric culture.
We provide a systemic approach to supporting the Quality Assurance (QA) efforts of
customers across their operations including research and development, raw materials
sourcing, components suppliers, manufacturing, transportation, distribution and retail
channels, and consumer management.

CAPABILITY STREAMS
ISWC - INTELL, SURV, RECONN, SPACE, EW and CYBER
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS
AASL - AIR AND SEA LIFT
MASW - MARITIME and ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE
LCAW - LAND COMBAT and AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE
CAPABILITY DOMAIN

CAPABILITY DOMAIN

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS

Surveillance Reconnaissance

Transport Aircraft

Electronic Warfare

Utility Helicopters

For more than 130 years, companies around the world have depended on Intertek to
help ensure the quality and safety of their products, processes and systems. We hold
extensive global accreditations, recognitions, and agreements, and our knowledge of
and expertise in overcoming regulatory, market, and supply chain hurdles is unrivalled.
Through our global network of state-of-the-art facilities and industry-leading technical
expertise we provide innovative and bespoke assurance, testing, inspection and
certification services to customers.

Space

Destroyers

Cyber

Frigates

C2 and Common Operating Picture

Submarines

Base Support and Redevelopment

Minor War Vessels

ICT for Operations

Air Bases

Stable Defence ICT

Airborne Early Warning and Control

Training Platforms and Simulation

Light Helicopters

Multi-Purpose Vessels

Barracks and Training Ranges

Refuelling Aircraft

Land Communications

Replenishment/Supply Ships

Armour and Vehicles
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KAEFER

www.kaefer.com.au

U4/156 Kewdale Road, Kewdale WA 6105
Barry Punter
Manager - Defence
Tel:
+61428224967
Email: b.punter@kaefernc.com.au

COMPANY OVERVIEW
Since 1918, KAEFER has successfully delivered its unique products and services to the international defence sector in
new-build and sustainment projects for surface and sub-surface vessels. KAEFER Integrated Services provides: interior
outfitting; thermal/acoustic insulation; Heating, Ventilation and Air-Conditioning (HVAC); fire protection; fire safety
products; cold storage; protective coatings and access systems; and a variety of other specialist products and services.

CAPABILITY STREAMS
AASL - AIR AND SEA LIFT
MASW - MARITIME and ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE
CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Base Support and Redevelopment

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
Our key differentiators are our global access to technology and innovation, implemented through our parent
company’s 27,000 employees and well resourced research and development department – thus ensuring our
partners are provided with the most up-to-date technology. Innovation and continuous improvement is at the core
of our business, which is delivered through our formal RED (recognised, efficient and different) and LEAN programs.
This mindset together with strong ethical values, offers the defence market a best-in-class service. Our company
treats our customers as partners, whose success in turn becomes our success.
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Frigates
Submarines
Minor War Vessels

L3 OCEANIA

www.L3T.com/Oceania

108 Marine Terrace, Fremantle WA 6160
Scott Elson
Director, Sales and Marketing
Tel:
+61894310043
Email: Scott.Elson@L3T.com

COMPANY OVERVIEW
L3 Oceania is a leading provider of maritime systems and solutions in the surface, undersea, geospatial and network
centric spheres of operation for both defence and commercial applications. We promote a sophisticated level of
customer support and pride ourselves on our people and the pursuit of excellence in delivering complex programs
for the high-technology undersea and defence domains.

CAPABILITY STREAMS
ISWC - INTELL, SURV, RECONN, SPACE, EW and CYBER
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS
AASL - AIR AND SEA LIFT
MASW - MARITIME and ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE
LCAW - LAND COMBAT and AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
We are a customer-focused company that is acknowledged as a significant local and global leader in the provision
of acoustic systems and solutions to the naval and maritime domains, particularly in the areas of through-water
communications and portable tracking, and geospatial support systems. This capability extends to hydrographic
system solutions that leverage inherent product design and development, instrumentation, systems engineering
and system integration capabilities. Our systems integration capabilities have enabled the extension of our business
activities into the broader range of network centric and navigation system programs in the areas of border monitoring
and protection and homeland security. Over more than 20 years, the capabilities of our people and the pursuit of
excellence in program management and engineering have become hallmarks of L3 Oceania’s operations.

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Surveillance
C2 and Common Operating Picture
Science and Technology
Communications
Submarines
Minor War Vessels
Special Operations
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MACTAGGART SCOTT
AUSTRALIA
www.mactag.com

10 Myuna St, Regency Park SA 5010
Sean Hickey
Engineer
Tel:
+61472869157
Email: shickey@mtsa.com.au

COMPANY OVERVIEW
MacTaggart Scott Australia’s prime role is to support local operators of MacTaggart Scott hydraulic equipment.
We are the Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) for unique specialist hydraulic systems, such as the aircraft
elevators on Australia’s amphibious ships, and the emergency propulsion unit, towed array handling system and mast
raising equipment on the Collins-class submarines. Following these programs, we have expanded our capabilities
through the development of an Australian supply chain, and participation in local research and development projects.

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
Our engineers and technicians are fully supported by our Headquarters in Scotland, which has been supporting global
navies for over 100 years. From our WA and SA operations, we have people ready and available to support MacTaggart
Scott equipment and other hydraulic equipment throughout Australia and the neighbouring region.

CAPABILITY STREAMS
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS
MASW - MARITIME and ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE
SAAC - STRIKE and AIR COMBAT
CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Multi-Purpose Vessels
Replenishment/Supply Ships
Destroyers
Frigates
Submarines
Minor War Vessels
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NAVAL SHIP MANAGEMENT
(AUSTRALIA) PTY LTD
nsm-aust.com.au

27 Quill Way, Henderson WA 6166
Brett Peek
Industry Engagement Manager
Tel:
+61 466478080
Email: brett.peek@nsm-aust.com.au

COMPANY OVERVIEW
Established in 2012 as a Joint Venture between Babcock and UGL Limited, Naval Ship Management (NSM) is a leading
provider of complete maritime sustainment solutions. Utilising a team of highly skilled professionals strategically
located across Australia in conjunction with a robust, agile and scalable international supply chain, we provide
cost-effective, responsive and customer focused solutions that optimise the availability and capability of customer
critical assets. NSM provides an extensive range of services in support of the ANZAC-class frigates and associated
system support facilities, initially through the ANZAC Class Group Maintenance Contract and more recently as a
member of the Warship Asset Maintenance Agreement (WAMA) with the Commonwealth of Australia, BAE Systems
and SAAB.

CAPABILITY STREAMS
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS
AASL - AIR AND SEA LIFT
MASW - MARITIME and ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE
CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Multi-Purpose Vessels
Replenishment/Supply Ships
Search and Rescue

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS

Destroyers

Headquartered in the Australian Marine Complex at Henderson, and with a national footprint and highly responsive
international supply chain, NSM is ideally placed to support the critical assets of customers wherever the need may
arise. NSM offers a range of complete maritime sustainment solutions, including: engineering support services;
maintenance support services; ship repair, refit and refurbishment; supply chain management; procurement
and logistics. Our dedicated 24/7 urgent defect response cell also enables us to react at extremely short notice to
emergent requirements at naval and ship repair facilities throughout Australia and internationally. NSM retains a lean
but effective program and project management organisation that does not incur the costs of unnecessary overheads
or latent capability associated with a residual blue collar workforce. As such, we can quickly adapt to suit changes in
volume, location and scope of work to be performed. Our Thin Prime model offers a competitive alternative to the
traditional Prime, and provides an agility and low overheads base that larger enterprises find hard to match.

Minor War Vessels

Frigates
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RAYTHEON AUSTRALIA
PTY LTD
www.raytheon.com.au

1 McGrath Road, Henderson, WA 6166
John Farrington
Combat Systems Management Director
Tel:
+61 8 9494 8600
Email: john.farrington@raytheon.com.au

COMPANY OVERVIEW
Raytheon Australia is the Australian arm of the Raytheon Company, a major US defence
contractor and industrial corporation with core manufacturing concentrations in weapons
and military and commercial electronics. The Australian operation was established in
1999, and has since grown to become one of the largest US-owned defence contractors
operating in Australia. In WA, our Henderson facility has now become home to more
than 148 employees with expertise working on the Collins combat system in-service
support program. In addition to the Collins class work in Western Australia, for over
7 years, Raytheon Australia has managed, operated and maintained the facilities, systems,
equipment and devices located at the Harold E Holt (HEH) Naval Communication Station.
The facility provides continuous, strategic and tactical communications with submarines
for the Naval forces of the United States, Australia and allied nations. Other principal
company facilities in Australia are maintained at Techport (Adelaide), Macquarie Park
(Sydney), Murarrie (Brisbane), Carole Park (Brisbane) and headquarters in Canberra (ACT).

ISWC - INTELL, SURV, RECONN, SPACE, EW and CYBER

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
For over 15 years, we have developed and maintained a strong relationship with the
Australian Defence Force (ADF) through our position as a trusted partner in support of
the Navy’s Collins-class submarines. Local activities comprise combat system design,
development, integration and test as well as complex project management, integrated
logistics support and technical governance. Following on from our involvement in the
successful Combat System Augmentation program, we were selected for the Collins
Replacement Combat System (RCS) program, and tasked with designing and delivering the
combat systems hardware necessary to accommodate the US Navy’s AN/BYG-1 Tactical
Weapon Control System. In this role, Raytheon Australia became responsible for the
enterprise architecture, systems hardware and software engineering necessary for the
design, development, test and delivery of the interface between the AN/BYG-1 system and a
range of legacy and new sensors on the Collins platform. In addition to the Henderson site,
we maintain a dedicated Collins workforce at HMAS Stirling, Outer Harbour (South Australia),
Canberra and Sydney. By establishing these co-located operations with our naval customer,
we have maximised collaboration efforts across multiple areas of the enterprise.
32

CAPABILITY STREAMS
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KEYN – KEY ENABLERS
AASL - AIR AND SEA LIFT
MASW - MARITIME and ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE
SAAC – STRIKE AND AIR COMBAT
LCAW - LAND COMBAT and AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE
CAPABILITY DOMAIN

CAPABILITY DOMAIN

Air Defence

Maritime Support Aircraft

Air Traffic Management

Missile Defence

Command and Control

Multi-purpose Vessels

Common Operating Picture

Reconnaissance

Communications

Replenishment/Supply Ships

Cyber

Science and Technology

Destroyers

Search and Rescue

Electronic Warfare

Space

Fighter Aircraft

Submarines

Ground Combat

Surveillance

Helicopters

Testing Ranges

ICT for Secure Defence

Training and Simulation

Intelligence

Training Platforms

Land Communication

Training Ranges

Light Helicopters

US Force Posture Initiative

Maritime Reconnaissance Aircraft

RPS GROUP

www.rpsgroup.com.au

Level 2, 27-31 Troode Street, West Perth WA 6005
Ms Rowan Maclean
General Manager, Buildings and Property,
Australia Asia Pacific
Tel:
+ 61892111111
Email: rowan.maclean@rpspm.com.au

COMPANY OVERVIEW
RPS is one of Australia’s leading providers of client-side project services. We have more than 30 years experience
delivering complex projects across the defence, energy, water, commercial, residential, masterplanned communities,
education, health, aged care, industrial and social infrastructure sectors. Our team has successfully delivered projects
for Federal, State and Local Governments, top-tier iconic Australian companies as well as small and emerging
companies and businesses. We provide flexible and efficient project leadership through the values of teamwork,
integrity and commitment in order to exceed client expectations.

CAPABILITY STREAMS
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS
LCAW - LAND COMBAT and AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE
CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Base Support and Redevelopment
ICT for Operations

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS

Science and Technology
Stable Defence ICT

We have developed a respected reputation for providing project management and technical expertise and advice to
defence infrastructure projects. Our people have a strong understanding of the requirements and controls involved
in working with the Australian military. We ensure value for money and the highest standard of quality through a
project’s planning, design and delivery phases.

Testing and Training Ranges

RPS has developed its competitive advantage in the Project Management industry by providing high calibre, quality,
professional personnel that are recognised in the market through success in delivering positive outcomes on projects
and programs of work. Our approach to project management ensures that all involved - from the project team and
specialist partners through to the client - have a clear understanding of the project’s scope and objectives.

Air Bases

Training Platforms and Simulation
U.S. Force Posture Initiative
Air Traffic Management Communications
Barracks and Training Ranges
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R.STAHL AUSTRALIA
PTY LTD
www.stahl.com.au

Level 1, 100 Havelock Street, West Perth WA 6005
John Zagame
Managing Director
Tel:
+61477295111
Email: john.zagame@stahl.com.au

COMPANY OVERVIEW
R.Stahl Australia was established in 2011 as a full local subsidiary of R.Stahl GmbH of Germany to service
the needs of the local electrical industry in relation to the supply of equipment for explosive atmospheres.
The company now designs and manufactures electrical products for the defence, aviation, marine and manufacturing
industries including: lighting; installation equipment; control stations and control devices; accessories; signalling
devices; load disconnect switches and motor starters; power applications and low voltage systems; remote input/
output systems; components for heating systems; wireless devices and marine solutions.

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
Our system solution service includes a total package of electrical engineering, consulting, manufacturing, testing
(including Factory Acceptance Testing (FAT)) and certifying services, including: documentation, setting into operation,
on-site service and maintenance for the defence industries. Our products are suitable for hazardous area applications
to meet IEC Ex, ATEX, DNV, Lloyds and other certifications.

CAPABILITY STREAMS
ISWC - INTELL, SURV, RECONN, SPACE, EW and CYBER
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS
AASL - AIR AND SEA LIFT
MASW - MARITIME and ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE
LCAW - LAND COMBAT and AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE
CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Surveillance
Base Support and Redevelopment
Multi-Purpose Vessels Refuelling
Aircraft Replenishment/Supply Ships
Transport Aircraft
Utility Helicopters
Search and Rescue
Maritime Support and Reconnaissance Aircraft
Destroyers
Frigates
Submarines
Minor War Vessels
Air Bases
Light Helicopters
Amphibious Landings and Breaching
Barracks and Training Ranges
Helicopters and Armed Aircraft
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THALES AUSTRALIA

www.thalesgroup.com/en/
countries/asia-pacific/australia

7 Pickard Avenue, Rockingham WA 6168
Gregg Bohan
Underwater Systems Programmes Manager
Tel:
+61895507513
Email: Gregg.Bohan@thalesgroup.com.au

COMPANY OVERVIEW
Thales is a global technology leader in the aerospace, transport, defence and security
markets. We have 64,000 employees in 56 countries, and reported sales of $14.9 billion
in 2016. Drawing on our over 25,000 engineers and researchers, Thales has a unique
capability to design and deploy equipment, systems and services to meet the most
complex military and security requirements.

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
Thales in Australia is a trusted partner of the Australian Defence Force, and has a
commercial presence across the air traffic management, ground transport systems and
security systems/services markets. Our expertise in the military sector ranges across
protected mobility vehicles, naval support services and integrated communications
solutions, air traffic management systems, cyber security solutions and transport
systems for the commercial sector. Our capabilities are recognised not just in terms
of equipment, but also our systems integration, prime contracting and through life
support expertise.

CAPABILITY STREAMS
ISWC - INTELL, SURV, RECONN, SPACE, EW and CYBER
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS
MASW - MARITIME and ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE
LCAW - LAND COMBAT and AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE
CAPABILITY DOMAIN

CAPABILITY DOMAIN

Intelligence Surveillance Reconnaissance

Destroyers

Electronic Warfare

Frigates

Space

Submarines

Cyber

Minor War Vessels

C2 and Common Operating Picture

Air and Missile Defence

ICT for Operations

Airborne Early Warning and Control

Science and Technology

Helicopters and Armed Aircraft

Stable Defence ICT

Ground Combat

Training Platforms and Simulation

Land Communications

Air Traffic Management

Special Operations

Communications

Armour and Vehicles

Maritime Support
and Reconnaissance Aircraft
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WOOD

www.woodplc.com

432 Murray St, Perth WA 6000
Andrew Houghton
Business Development Manager
Tel:
+61409143193
Email: andrew.houghton@woodplc.com

COMPANY OVERVIEW
Wood plc is a global leader in the delivery of project, engineering and technical services to energy and industrial
markets. We operate in more than 60 countries, employing around 55,000 people, with revenues of over
$10 billion. We provide performance-driven solutions throughout the asset life cycle, from concept to
decommissioning across a broad range of industrial markets including upstream, midstream and downstream
oil and gas, chemicals, environment and infrastructure, power and process, clean energy, mining, nuclear
and general industrial sectors.

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
Wood delivers comprehensive services to support its customers across the complete lifecycle of their assets,
from concept to decommissioning, across a range of energy, process and utility markets. The rich heritage of
our founding organisations over 160 years has made us a respected presence in global industrial markets,
combining unrivalled technical knowledge and a drive for outstanding delivery. We have a powerful global
network of professionals focused on delivering services, safely and cost-effectively that help our customers get
the best from their assets to meet their performance goals. Coupled with an endless curiosity and hunger for
new ideas to help our customers solve their business challenges, we have a culture of improvement and best
practice that infuses all our operations.
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CAPABILITY STREAMS
ISWC - INTELL, SURV, RECONN, SPACE, EW and CYBER
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS
MASW - MARITIME and ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE
SAAC - STRIKE and AIR COMBAT
LCAW - LAND COMBAT and AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE
CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Cyber
C2 and Common Operating Picture
ICT for Operations
Science and Technology
Destroyers
Frigates
Submarines
Armour and Vehicles
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HOFMANN
ENGINEERING

www.HofmannEngineering.com
In 1969, two brothers from Germany set up a
small toolmaking shop in a backyard in Perth.
Today, Hofmann Engineering is one of the largest
precision engineering and gear manufacturing
operations in the Southern Hemisphere.
It operates from six cities and employs over
500 Australian workers.
Then

3 Alice Street, Bassendean WA 6054
Erich J Hofmann
Managing Director
Tel:
+61892795522
Email: erich.j.hofmann@hofmannengineering.com

COMPANY OVERVIEW
Hofmann Engineering is a globally recognised
engineering solutions provider to the defence industry,
and offers a range of specialised tooling capability to
support the manufacture of major components and
sub-assemblies for Air Force, Army and Navy Assets. Our
full turn-key tooling service incorporates: engineering
design; manufacture; fabrication; assembly; accredited
testing and installation; electro/mechanical site service;
and MRO and through life support capabilities.

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS

Now
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Since 1969, we have provided specialist engineering
services to Australia’s defence and industry sectors.
Our technology development program has been
driven by commercially demanding customers
whose owners and shareholders demand return
on investment, and therefore regard lost time as lost
revenue. Reputation and survival is accordingly
achieved by the rapid application of effort with
technology, innovation and risk management.
Hofmann Engineering considers a daily tenacity must
be maintained in operations that mirrors, and even
exceeds, end-user requirements and expectations.
This is our key focus. The optimum mix for defence
is the teamed combination of this culture – from the
civil-commercial industry with the understanding
of defence requirements – gained from our close
relationships with the military and the major primes.

CAPABILITY STREAMS
ISWC - INTELL, SURV, RECONN, SPACE, EW and CYBER
MASW - MARITIME and ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFAR
LCAW - LAND COMBAT and AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE
CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Space
C2 and Common Operating Picture
Base Support and Redevelopment
Multi-Purpose Vessels
Replenishment/Supply Ships
Transport Aircraft
Destroyers
Frigates
Submarines
Minor War Vessels
Armour and Vehicles

VEEM

www.veem.com.au
They say every great company has a story
– one that captures the essence of the business
and its culture.
VEEM Ltd has a proud family business story
dating back to 1968. From modest beginnings
as a small engineering services company
specializing in the repair and dynamic balancing
of drive shafts, engines and other rotating
equipment, the company has grown to become
a world-class manufacturer of premium
sophisticated equipment for the marine,
aerospace, defence and oil and gas industries.
It is the story of a company with a strong
European work ethic, a focus on
engineering perfection and a “can do”
problem solving approach.
VEEM is a West Australian manufacturer of
sophisticated equipment for the defence,
marine, aerospace and oil and gas industries.

22 Baile Road, Canning Vale WA 6155
Dave Johnston
Defence Products Manager
Tel:
+61894559355
Email: davidj@veem.com.au

COMPANY OVERVIEW
VEEM produces gyrostabilisers, shaft lines and
propellers and provides bespoke manufactured
product services to the marine and defence industries,
beginning with defence contracts in the late-1980s
for the Collins-class submarine program. Today our
operation covers some 10,500 square metres and
comprises Australia’s largest non-ferrous foundry,
Computer Numeric Control (CNC) machine shops,
fitting shops, pattern shops, welding shops and design
and administration offices. VEEM are also major
exporters, including to Austal Ships for its US Navy
warship program.

powerful gyrostabilisers for super yachts, patrol boats
and offshore working vessels. VEEM gyrostabilisers
now hold a world leading position in the powerful,
highest quality roll stabilisation devices market for
products specifically engineered for use on large boats
and small ships.
Industry Certifications include
•	ISO 9001:2015 – Quality Management System,
ISO 14001:2015 – Environmental Management System
•	ABS foundry Approval, DNV/GL Foundry and welding approval – CU3
•

IRS foundry approval – Copper, RINA approval

•

Lloyd register approvals

CAPABILITY STREAMS

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
VEEM’s purpose-built Canning Vale based workshops
are state-of-the-art and cover approximately 10,500
square metres. They have 10 – 25 tonne capacity cranes
throughout. The company’s plant and equipment is
modern and heavily utilizes CNC and robotic technology.
Recognizing the growing global market demand for
high performance, marine propellers, VEEM invested in
adding to its propeller manufacturing capability with a
focus on generating superb designs, ground breaking
technology and associated patents, plus the most
advanced CNC machinery and robotics in the world in
order to achieve the necessary accuracies.
VEEM has since established a world leading position
in high performance marine propellers. Building upon
these core strengths, VEEM now also manufactures

AASL - AIR AND SEA LIFT
MASW - MARITIME and ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE
LCAW - LAND COMBAT and AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE
CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Science and Technology
Multi-Purpose Vessels
Replenishment/Supply Ships
Maritime Support and Reconnaissance Aircraft
Destroyers
Frigates
Submarines
Minor War Vessels
Special Operations Vehicles
WA DEFENCE INDUSTRY CAPABILITY DIRECTORY 2018
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ADVANCED BRAKING TECHNOLOGY

ADVANCED NAVIGATION PTY LTD

19 Creative Street, Wangara WA 6065
Neville Walker
Company Secretary and Chief Finance Officer
Tel:
+61419331496
Email: neville.walker@advancedbraking.com

Level 8, 37 Pitt Street, Sydney NSW 2000
Thomas Picherit
Director of Business Development
Tel:
+61413305790
Email: thomas.picherit@advancednavigation.com.au

www.advancedbraking.com

COMPANY OVERVIEW
Advanced Braking Technology is an ASX listed
company focusing on the development,
manufacturing and marketing of industrial
products to the automotive, transport and
mining industry. This incorporates the
ground-breaking and internationally patented
single rotor enclosed wet brake technology,
known as Sealed Integrated Braking System
(SIBS), plus the new Terra Dura polymer brake
which targets the recreational 4WD market.
The company has manufacturing bases in
Australia with its Head Office in Perth and a
corporate office in Melbourne.

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
Since closing our manufacturing facility in
Thailand in 2014, we have partnered with
manufacturers in Australia for our SIBS, failsafe
safety brakes. Although we have one main
competitor in the USA we believe that our
brakes are superior in many ways. Customer
feedback indicates our safety brakes outlast
Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM)
products in harsh underground conditions.
Our company has built up significant
Intellectual Property (IP) over its 20 plus years,
and has the capability to provide robust,
long-lasting brakes which would be highly
suitable to military ground vehicles. Our main
focus in the past has been in mining, however,
defence is an obvious industry which could take
advantage of our technology.

www.advancednavigation.com.au

CAPABILITY STREAMS
AASL - AIR AND SEA LIFT
LCAW - LAND COMBAT and AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Armour and Vehicles

COMPANY OVERVIEW

CAPABILITY DOMAIN

Advanced Navigation is involved in the
development and manufacturing of
navigation technologies and robotics.
Our focus is on generating products of the
highest quality standard, both in terms of
hardware and software.

Intelligence Surveillance Reconnaissance
Space
Cyber
C2 and Common Operating Picture
Science and Technology
Training Platforms and Simulation

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS

Air Traffic Management

We have specialised expertise across a broad
range of fields including sensors, Global
Navigation Satellite System (GNSS), inertial
navigation, Radio Frequency (RF) technologies,
acoustics, robotics, Artificial Intelligence (AI)
and algorithms.

Communications
Multi-Purpose Vessels
Refuelling Aircraft
Replenishment/Supply Ships
Transport Aircraft
Utility Helicopters

CAPABILITY STREAMS

Search and Rescue

ISWC - INTELL, SURV, RECONN, SPACE, EW and CYBER

Maritime Support and Reconnaissance Aircraft

AASL - AIR AND SEA LIFT

Destroyers

MASW - MARITIME and ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE

Frigates

LCAW - LAND COMBAT and AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE

Submarines
Minor War Vessels
Air and Missile Defence
Airborne Early Warning and Control
Electronic Warfare
Fighter Aircraft
Light Helicopters

WA DEFENCE INDUSTRY CAPABILITY DIRECTORY 2018
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ADWEST GROUP

AEROSPACE NDI PTY LTD

15 Christable Way, Landsdale WA 6065
Mark Brennan
Managing Director
Tel:
+61400870084
Email: mark.brennan@adwestgroup.com.au

68 May Holman Drive, Bassendean WA 6054
Anthony Mark Collier
Accountable Manager
Tel:
+61418943285
Email: tony@aerospacendi.com

www.adwestgroup.com.au

COMPANY OVERVIEW
Adwest Group is a fabrication company.
We mainly deal in steel but are just as
comfortable with stainless steel and aluminium.
We also have an in-house sand blast and
powdercoating facility. We have ISO9002
accreditation, and have worked on many major
mining projects and for most blue chip mining
companies in WA. We are used to MDRS and
our welders/boilermakers are all qualified.

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
We are capable of undertaking the supply,
fabrication, powdercoating and fixing on signs,
all to specified drawings provided by our
customers. We have the agility to manufacture
many small items and stay in total control of
the process.

www.aerospacendi.com

CAPABILITY STREAMS
ISWC - INTELL, SURV, RECONN, SPACE, EW and CYBER
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS
MASW - MARITIME and ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE
LCAW - LAND COMBAT and AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
C2 and Common Operating Picture
Base Support and Redevelopment
Multi-Purpose Vessels
Replenishment/Supply Ships
Utility Helicopters
Destroyers
Frigates
Minor War Vessels
Air Bases
Barracks and Training Ranges
Armour and Vehicles
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COMPANY OVERVIEW
Aerospace NDI is involved in aircraft
component maintenance, including wheels/
brakes, undercarriage, hydraulics, thrust
reversers and flight controls. We also undertake
aircraft specialist maintenance including
Non Destructive Testing (NDT) (5 methods),
machining (fabrication), electroplating,
welding and component painting, along with
the manufacture of ground support
equipment and tooling.

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
We provide a range of services for local and
interstate clients, with almost all of these
services carried out in-house. Customers
therefore benefit from reduced costs and
faster turnaround times. Aerospace NDI offers
a rapid response one-stop shop service and
works closely with operators to assist them in
maintaining flying schedules. The majority of
our workforce is from a military background.

CAPABILITY STREAMS
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Fighter Aircraft
Light Helicopters
Helicopters and Armed Aircraft

AIRFLITE

AIROBOTICS

26 Newton Road, Perth Airport, WA 6105
Kris Constantinides
General Manager
Tel:
+61894789000
Email: kconstantinides@airflite.com.au

20 Weatherburn Way, Kardinya WA 6163
Christine Jarvis
Market Research and Document Lead
Tel:
+61418575915
Email: ChristineJ@airoboticsdrones.com.au

www.airflite.com.au

www.airoboticsdrones.com.au

COMPANY OVERVIEW

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS

COMPANY OVERVIEW

Airflite has significant involvement with the
Australian Defence Forces and other worldwide
Defence agencies, offering a broad range of
capabilities and vast experience to support
military operations on a global scale.

Airflite is an experienced contractor and
Subcontractor to Primes in the Defence sector.
The Company holds numerous quality
approvals, including from Directorate General
Technical Airworthiness (DGTA), and from
Civil Aviation Safety Authority (CASA),
EASA and FAA to Part 145 standards. Airflite
understands how to do business with Defence,
and how to establish and maintain the highest
levels of quality, continuous improvement
and compliance.

Airobotics has developed a pilotless drone
solution, the first of its kind in the global
market. We provide an end-to-end, fully
automatic solution (no human operator
needed) for collecting aerial data and gaining
invaluable insights. Our industrial grade
platform is available on-site and on-demand,
enabling operations managers to access
premium aerial data in a faster, safer and
more efficient way compared to using manual
methods involving ropes, scaffolding and
manpower for data collection. Airobotics
has developed a drone platform that is
fully automated, and we are certified to fly
commercial drones without a human operator.

Company capabilities include aircraft (fixed
and rotary wing) and component maintenance,
spare parts and product support, aircraft sales
and leasing, and a Fixed Base of Operations
for VIP Jet Charter support. Component
capabilities incorporate niche services such
as Non Destructive Testing (NDT), calibration,
structural/sheet metal repair, avionics,
life support systems, egress systems,
hydraulics, batteries and many more.
Airflite’s support includes all operational and
deeper level maintenance, component repair/
overhaul and flight line activities for the Pilatus
PC9/A aircraft in a ‘Turn Key’ solution for the for
the Royal Australian Air Force across multiple
locations in Australia. Airflite is currently
pursuing growth opportunities through the
expansion of existing capabilities to the Navy
sector. As a highly experienced Defence
contractor and subcontractor, with highly
regulated capabilities, the company is well
positioned to expand into supporting Navy and
Navy contractor requirements.

CAPABILITY STREAMS
AASL - AIR AND SEA LIFT
SAAC – STRIKE AND AIR COMBAT

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Air Traffic Management
Airborne early warning and control
Aircraft
Fighter Aircraft
Helicopters and Armed Aircraft
Light Helicopters
Maritime support and reconnaissance aircraft
Refuelling Aircraft
Search and Rescue
Training Platforms and Simulation
Transport Aircraft
Utility Helicopters

completely sealed, waterproof, and corrosion
resistant. Drones are constructed on a rugged
one-piece structure carrying various payloads.
CAPABILITY STREAMS
ISWC - INTELL, SURV, RECONN, SPACE, EW and CYBER
LCAW - LAND COMBAT and AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Intelligence Surveillance
C2 and Common Operating Picture
Stable Defence ICT
Testing and Training Ranges
Search and Rescue
Special Operations

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
We empower industrial companies to leverage
the power of drones without the need for
skilled and expensive drone operators.
Customers can run missions to monitor,
inspect, survey, and secure large industrial
facilities in greater frequency and operational
efficiency. Our unique platform features
include multiple payloads and battery swapping
capabilities using a robotic arm. This allows for
a diversity of payloads and versatility in mission
types. The Airobotics platform automatically
self-launches and lands with the click of a
button. By taking the drone pilot and operator
out of the equation, Airobotics removes the
most expensive and hard to find component
of industrial drone operations. Our platform is
durable and weather resistant and conforms
to industrial grade standards. The Airbase is

WA DEFENCE INDUSTRY CAPABILITY DIRECTORY 2018
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ALLGO ENGINEERING

ALLIED HEAT TRANSFER

40 Weston St, Naval Base WA 6165
Phillip Vergone
Managing Director
Tel:
+61407128527
Email: phil@allgo.com.au

19 Tacoma Circuit, Canning Vale 6155
Michael O’Brien
Sales Manager
Tel:
+61894555933
Email: michael@alliedheattransfer.com.au

www.allgo.com.au

COMPANY OVERVIEW
Allgo Engineering carries out machining works
for the marine, mining, oil and gas and also rail
industries. Established in 1989, we possess
the experience and state of the art equipment
to carry out superior work in a fast turnaround
environment. We run two shifts to attend
to the urgent nature of some of our work.
Allgo has invested in some of the largest and
most advanced equipment seen in WA,
with another new building and larger machines
still to come. We will have 100 tonne capacity
in our next building. Allgo also has a
robot-operated machine to keep us at the
forefront of manufacturing. Our quality
assured company is perfectly placed to play
a big part in supporting the world’s best
defence projects.

www.alliedheattransfer.com.au

CAPABILITY STREAMS
ISWC - INTELL, SURV, RECONN, SPACE, EW and CYBER
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS
MASW - MARITIME and ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE
LCAW - LAND COMBAT and AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Intelligence Surveillance Reconnaissance
Space
C2 and Common Operating Picture
Base Support and Redevelopment
ICT for Operations
Science and Technology
Stable Defence ICT
Testing and Training Ranges

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
Allgo is unique because we have invested in the
best quality high tech machines. Our operators
are amongst the most highly skilled in Australia.
We offer shift work to make sure projects are
delivered on time. Allgo has very low staff
turnover with many employees having served
20 years plus. We have been absorbing Lean
Manufacturing procedures to reduce waste
and streamline our operations. We can
also adjust quickly to cope with unexpected
breakdowns for our clients. Allgo has developed
a custom scheduling system so customers can
be well informed on how jobs are progressing.
After more than 28 years of performing
precision machining projects around
Western Australia, we can take on most jobs.
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Multi-Purpose Vessels
Replenishment/Supply Ships
Utility Helicopters
Destroyers
Frigates
Submarines
Minor War Vessels
Air and Missile Defence
Air Bases
Light Helicopters
Amphibious Landings and Breaching
Barracks and Training Ranges
Helicopters and Armed Aircraft
Armour and Vehicles
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COMPANY OVERVIEW
Allied Heat Transfer designs, manufactures,
services and repairs all types of heat
exchangers for the marine, mining, drilling,
industrial and power generation sectors.
Our engineering team ensures that all plans
comply to relevant standards and regulations,
and customer projects are fully complete.
Our design capability includes thermal
calculations, mechanical calculations and
air flow calculations. Applicable codes and
standards include AS1200, AS1210, AS1170,
AS1554, AS1665, AS3992, AS4037, AS4458,
ASME Section VIII. Div 1, ASME Section 1,
API and TEMA.

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
We have three main departments: design;
manufacture; and maintain; which combine
as a one-stop solution for our customers.
The founding directors and shareholders
share over 100 years of experience in the heat
exchanger industry. Since being established
in 2000, our company has grown and now
operates four branches internationally.
We have obtained two heat exchanger tube
patents - enhanced tube performance and
safety tube performance. This demonstrates
our ability to enhance, customize and safely
conduct a broad range of heat exchanger
projects. AHT uniquely holds U Stamp,
U2 Stamp and R Stamp accreditations.
Compliances include: pressure vessels to
ASME Section VIII Div 1; pressure vessels to
ASME Section VIII Div 2; and repairs to vessels.
We can conduct a full analysis of an industrial
cooling system and recommend bespoke
improvements and solutions. Problem solving

of existing installations can be carried out with
both thermal and mechanical checking.
Our ability to undertake the analysis of existing
heat exchangers and industrial cooling systems
while the equipment is still in service has
provided significant benefits for our customers.
Customers also benefit from our in-house
engineering knowledge and experience in
the application of design and manufacturing
expertise to satisfy customer specifications and
requirements. This level of expertise is what
separates our company from our competition.
CAPABILITY STREAMS
MASW - MARITIME and ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Multi-Purpose Vessels
Replenishment/Supply Ships
Search and Rescue
Destroyers
Frigates
Submarines

AMI SALES

AMRISTAR SOLUTIONS

107 Forsyth Street, O’Connor WA 6163
Aaron Smith
Australasian Business Development Manager
Tel:
+61893310000
Email: aarons@amigroup.co

Level 4, 76 Kings Park Road, West Perth WA 6005
Daniel Harvey
Director and Chief Operations Officer
Tel:
+61863659680
Email: daniel@amristar.com

www.defence.amisales.com.au

COMPANY OVERVIEW
Versatile and experienced, AMI Sales is a long
established company offering both supply,
integration and service capability across
naval and defence marine requirements.
We offer a logistical and technical network
across Australasia, partner with suppliers
offering the highest approvals and
conformities, and employ specialist engineers
and technicians to maintain support from
project start to finish. Our primary offerings
include: system Integration; navigation satcom
and radio; desalination and water filtration;
sewage treatment and environmental systems;
and marine equipment. AMI offer complete
project management from start to finish, and
partner with many major shipbuilders and
facilities in the region.

amristar.com

CAPABILITY STREAMS
ISWC - INTELL, SURV, RECONN, SPACE, EW and CYBER
AASL - AIR AND SEA LIFT
MASW - MARITIME and ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Surveillance
Training Platforms and Simulation
Communications
Search and Rescue
Maritime Support and Reconnaissance Aircraft
Destroyers
Frigates
Submarines
Minor War Vessels

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
We are a member of the AMI Group,
a multifaceted portfolio of companies
including marine sales and equipment service,
safety products, electronics manufacture,
satellite communications and airtime,
navigation charts, and water treatment and
purification for leisure, commercial, defence
and offshore marine interests. AMI Group
partners benefit from extensive service
coverage across Australasia, combined buying
power, inter-agency support and an established
logistical network.

COMPANY OVERVIEW
Founded in 1999, Amristar has over 15 years
of experience and a strong track record of
successfully delivering the most challenging
projects to a solid portfolio of long-term
customers including business and several WA
Government agencies. Headquartered in Perth,
our team of ICT and software engineering
professionals helps organisations develop IT
strategy, architect effective technology systems
and build high-quality, cloud scale business
applications. We write software, most often
web applications, with specialties in enterprise
workflow systems, mapping and geospatial,
digital integration and cloud services.
In addition to bespoke customer-oriented
consulting services, we develop a range of web
mapping products which help customers to
source data from anywhere and deliver
high-fidelity location-intelligent web maps.

and location intelligence/analytics. Our web
mapping products have delivered commercial
success across a range of customers and
projects. In particular, we have built a strong
reputation as geospatial experts able to bridge
the gap between IT and geospatial information
systems. We can demonstrate a track record
in the delivery, maintenance and support of
resilient, sustainable solutions that stand the
test of time.
CAPABILITY STREAMS
ISWC - INTELL, SURV, RECONN, SPACE, EW and CYBER
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS
MASW - MARITIME and ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE
SAAC - STRIKE and AIR COMBAT

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Intelligence

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS

Space

Armistar is unique within the Australian ICT
landscape, with an offering that spans
business solutions, software development and
specialist geospatial capability. We are highly
experienced in both on-premise and cloud/
Software as a Service (SaaS) deployment,
with capability to support all cloud providers,
but specialising in Amazon, AWS and Azure.
Our initial product, iDelve, was the first to
utilise vector streaming on a web platform.
Our newest web mapping product, Mapworks available on-premise or as a fully SaaS solution
- is a go-to platform for enterprises and
application developers who seek excellence
in web maps, spatial data management

C2 and Common Operating Picture
ICT for Operations
Science and Technology
Stable Defence ICT
Training Platforms and Simulation
Minor War Vessels
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AUSCO PRODUCTS

AUTONOMOUS INDUSTRIES
AUSTRALASIA

www.auscoproducts.com.au

www.aiaust.com

273 Camboon Road, Malaga WA 6090 Australia
Robert Murphy
Managing Director
Tel:
+61892485077
Email: rob@auscoproducts.com.au

COMPANY OVERVIEW
Ausco Products is a Western Australian owned
company that has been in operation for over
70 years specialising in engineering design
and machining services. Ausco is committed to
providing a fast turn around and high quality
machining service to a variety of business
including marine, defence, mining, oil and gas
and transport industries.

Level 1, 100 Havelock Street, West Perth WA 6005
Philip Lutkens
GM Business Development
Tel:
+61860128475
Email: plutkens@aiaust.com

CAPABILITY STREAMS
ISWC - INTELL, SURV, RECONN, SPACE, EW and CYBER
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS
AASL - AIR AND SEA LIFT
MASW - MARITIME and ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE
LCAW - LAND COMBAT and AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE

CAPABILITY DOMAIN

Companies such as Sandvik, CBC Bearings,
Boart Longyear, Pentair, WesTrac CAT,
Caterpillar and Silver Yachts choose Ausco
for both small quantity runs of specialist parts,
as well as larger quantity runs of regular items
in both ferrous and non-ferrous metal grades.
Ausco also produces our own range of
accessories for the marine industry such as
deck plates, bollards and cleats, which are
finished to a high standard. These products
are promoted, mainly at the wholesale level,
to a network of marine part suppliers
throughout Australia and New Zealand.

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS

Space
C2 and Common Operating Picture
Science and Technology
Training Platforms and Simulation
Destroyers

The founders of Autonomous Industries
Australasia are like-minded individuals who
have worked in varying and challenging
environments. In conjunction with our
key partners, we are able to deliver a true
consultative approach to deliver solutions
and systems that meet and exceed customer
requirements. This consultative approach
allows us to provide solutions that achieve
true business enablement resolution and
the eradication of issues before they arise.
We like to be a partner of choice, but this
does not come from just a product or solution
perspective. This results from being a trusted
partner and advisor. Our success is our
customers’ success.

Frigates
Submarines
Minor War Vessels
Fighter Aircraft
Light Helicopters
Helicopters and Armed Aircraft
Special Operations Armour and Vehicles

We specialise in engineering design and
machining services to many industries
including marine, defence, mining, oil and gas
and transport industries.
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COMPANY OVERVIEW

WA DEFENCE INDUSTRY CAPABILITY DIRECTORY 2018

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
Situational awareness capability, cases,
cables and App development, sensors, stealth
capability (eg: fabric materials, Ghillies suits),
vehicles, remotely operated weapons stations,
command and control, off-grid communications
and tracking, communication solutions, long
and short-range sensors, application for the
modelling of ubiquitous location and
mapping, rapid mapping of radio, LTE, Wi-Fi,
radiation and other sensor data, GPS-denied
subsystem ruggerdised and smart devices
(mobile and tablets), mobile management
and security solutions, Integrated Push To Talk
(PTT) on any device regardless of network and
counter-drone technology. Discriminators
include: stakeholder management;
integration and interoperability between
sensors and emerging technology and
autonomous systems; assembly of sub systems,

core systems and integration; manufacturing
Computer Numeric Control (CNC) , laser,
3D printing, rapid development of prototypes
reducing cost by 40-50% compared to
full development and manufacturing;
manufacturing capability in Australia; supply
chain and project management to meet time
lines; design and development of sensor
and communication networks; accountability
on projects via relationship management
and Factory Acceptance Test (FAT) and
Site Acceptance Test (SAT) testing prior to
release of any systems or solution, proposals
and documentation.
CAPABILITY STREAMS
ISWC - INTELL, SURV, RECONN, SPACE, EW and CYBER
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS
AASL - AIR AND SEA LIFT
SAAC - STRIKE and AIR COMBAT
LCAW - LAND COMBAT and AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Intelligence Surveillance Reconnaissance
Electronic Warfare
C2 and Common Operating Picture
Base Support and Redevelopment
Science and Technology
Communications
Air Bases
Ground Combat
Land Communications
Special Operations
Armour and Vehicles

AVI

BARCLAY ENGINEERING

6 Blaikie Street, Myaree Western Australia 6154
Tony Routledge
General Manager
Tel:
+61863920000
Email: info@avi.com.au

12-16 Catalano Road, Canning Vale WA 6155
Mario Vendittelli
Business Development Manager
Tel:
+61892560921
Email: mariov@barclayeng.com.au

www.avi.com.au

COMPANY OVERVIEW
At AVI we engineer, manufacture, customize
and support the most rugged and secure
networks, communication and security
systems for defence, government and
industrial sectors. We manufacture high
assurance, critical communication systems
for deployment in harsh and crucial
environments. We provide Commercial
Off-The Shelf (COTS), Military Off-The Shelf
(MOTS) and fully customised solutions.

www.barclayeng.com.au

and under the most extreme environmental
conditions. We also boast an agile product
development process that brings together
emerging technologies, innovation and
industry standard to provide clients with
custom built solutions.
CAPABILITY STREAMS
ISWC - INTELL, SURV, RECONN, SPACE, EW and CYBER
AASL - AIR AND SEA LIFT
SAAC - STRIKE and AIR COMBAT

We are a 28-year old privately owned
Australian company, which operates in the
Australian and International defence, mining,
government, land and aerospace markets.
We maintain global reach from headquarters
in Perth, Western Australia, where our design,
manufacturing and administration take
place. Support offices are located throughout
Australia, in both Washington DC and
Fayetteville in North America, Hereford in
the United Kingdom and Santiago, Chile.

LCAW - LAND COMBAT and AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS

Cyber

We are unequalled in our ability to provide
clients with a multi-disciplinarian engineering
team with specialist defence, commercial and
mining services expertise. For defence, we
specialise in providing rugged solutions for
land, sea and air communications, in addition
to provision of on-site maintenance and base
repair of our systems. We offer training needs
analysis, training package design and delivery.

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Intelligence Surveillance Reconnaissance
C2 and Common Operating Picture
Communications
Electronic Warfare
Science and Technology
ICT for Operations

Training Platforms and Simulation

COMPANY OVERVIEW

CAPABILITY STREAMS

Barclay Engineering’s capabilites include
in-house engineering, design, drafting
and manufacturing. Our workshops can
fabricate products in steel, stainless steels
and aluminium. We have a well equipped
3000 square metre workshop with overhead
cranes, laser cutting, turrent punching,
plate rolling, Computer Numeric Control (CNC)
bending capabilities aligned with specialist
welding equipment. We design and fabricate
equipment for acoustic treatments on all
forms of plant and equipment suited to the
marine industry.

ISWC - INTELL, SURV, RECONN, SPACE, EW and CYBER
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS
AASL - AIR AND SEA LIFT
MASW - MARITIME and ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE
SAAC - STRIKE and AIR COMBAT
LCAW - LAND COMBAT and AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
C2 and Common Operating Picture
Base Support and Redevelopment
Testing and Training Ranges

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS

Multi-Purpose Vessels

Our in-house capabilities makes us a
one-stop-shop for customers requiring a total
solution to their needs. We have built and
installed power stations all over the world,
salt washing machines and hoppers in
stainless steel, gas turbine filtration and
silencer systems for air intakes and exhaust
systems and Heating, Ventilation and
Air-Conditioning (HVAC) systems for offshore
platforms in Australia and Russia. In 2017 we
celebrated our 40th year of business.

Replenishment/Supply Ships
Destroyers
Frigates
Minor War Vessels
Air Bases
Amphibious Landings and Breaching
Barracks and Training Ranges

Our quality management, engineering and
manufacturing processes are proven by the
performance of our systems in the battle-field

WA DEFENCE INDUSTRY CAPABILITY DIRECTORY 2018
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BID WRITE

BLACKTREE TECHNOLOGY

Suite 3, 642 Newcastle Street, Leederville WA 6007
David Lunn
Director and Principal
Tel:
+61408904367
Email: david@bidwrite.com.au

Suite 10, 10 Barber Street, Kalamunda WA 6076
Joel Nevin
Director
Tel:
+61862452120
Email: joel.nevin@blacktree.com.au

bidwrite.com.au

COMPANY OVERVIEW
Bid Write provides a diverse range of tender
and proposal management services including
capture and bid strategy development,
writing support, enhanced bidding processes,
training people through public and in-house
workshops, and improving capability with tools,
tips and techniques. Formed in WA in 2008,
Bid Write is now Australia’s largest (in terms of
full time staff) specialist tender and proposal
management consultancy, and has permanent
offices in Perth, Melbourne and Brisbane.
Our team is backed up by an international
peer consulting network encompassing
professionals located in eight countries.
Defence is one of the six main industries
BidWrite supports.

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
Bid Write specialises in helping organisations
looking to win and retain business through
contestable/competitive sourcing processes.
We are one of the very few businesses in
Australia offering this singular focus. We
are unique due to: ‘both sides’ of tendering
focus - meaning we share buyer and seller
insights to help either side achieve better
outcomes; our focus on professionalism,
through membership of key international
organisations such as the Association of
Proposal Management Professionals (APMP)
and the Chartered Institute of Procurement
and Supply (CIPS). Bid Write is a corporate
APMP member, and all our consultants are
APMP certified. We have Australia’s first and
only APMP Level 3 Professional and we are the
only organisation delivering APMP certification
training in Australia. This ensures we stay
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www.blacktree.com.au

abreast of winning procurement development
and best practices from across the globe - not
just relying on history or work experience.
Customers benefits from our practical results
orientation, borne from completing more
than 2000 tenders across Australia (for SMEs,
not for profit organisations and the largest
Tier 1 listed contractors) since 2008. We have
also trained more than 2500 people over the
last 5 years, including delivering programs
on behalf of Australian Federal, State and
local Governments. We have helped bidders
competing for Australia’s largest Defence
platform tenders and Defence infrastructure
redevelopment opportunities, all the way
through to helping lower tier contractors break
into Defence supply chains.
CAPABILITY STREAMS
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Space
C2 and Common Operating Picture
Science and Technology
Training Platforms and Simulation
Destroyers
Frigates
Submarines
Minor War Vessels
Fighter Aircraft
Light Helicopters
Helicopters and Armed Aircraft
Special Operations Armour and Vehicles
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COMPANY OVERVIEW
Blacktree Technology is an innovative solutions
integrator working with leading edge radio
and satellite communications technology to
connect people and organisations across the
globe. Our expertise covers all Radio Frequency
(RF) bands and technologies from HF, though
to commercial and defence UHF, satellite
and microwave. Blacktree is a specialist in:
data and radio systems and complex satellite
based voice and data networks; solution
integration with strong radio frequency and
internet protocol skills with experience working
across all RF bands to deliver Intellectual
Property (IP) connectivity across the globe.
We provide product support for Spirit River
UHF SatCom helical antennas, antenna
pedestals, RF isolation switches, diplexers and
high performance amplifiers. Our products are
installed in commercial and defence locations
across the Asia-Pacific, Europe and US.

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
We have proven capability to deliver complex
encrypted data and voice systems across
RF and satellite networks ranging from
simple serial terrestrial links to multifaceted
satellite based data networks. We have also
developed increased equipment manufacturing
and support capability in UHF satellite
communications technology by joining forces
with Spirit River Pty Ltd. Blacktree UHF SatCom
products are manufactured in WA and are
approved for use by defence organisations,
including NATO countries and their allies.
A tailored Blacktree solution can incorporate
commercial off-the-shelf components with
application specific components to deliver

optimal outcomes. Blacktree has designed
integrated components and implemented
tailored solutions to resolve challenges such
as: vehicle to base communications in the
mining industry to support autonomous vehicle
movement and machine health data reporting;
in-country and global telecommunications
infrastructure; deployable terrestrial and
airborne communications networks
to link mobile devices over large distances;
and short term, high use communications
systems for special events.
CAPABILITY STREAMS
ISWC - INTELL, SURV, RECONN, SPACE, EW and CYBER
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS
SAAC - STRIKE and AIR COMBAT
LCAW - LAND COMBAT and AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Space
Communications
Land Communications

BUSHCOMM ANTENNA
AND TOWER SYSTEMS

CALIBRE GROUP
calibregroup.com

www.bushcomm.com

50 St Georges Terrace, Perth WA 6000
Cameron Gillard
Defence Sector Lead (West)
Tel:
+61400700944
Email: cameron.gillard@calibregroup.com

21 River Road, Bayswater WA 6053
David Collins
Business Development Manager
Tel:
+61861443204
Email: sales@bushcommantennas.com.au

COMPANY OVERVIEW
Bushcomm Antenna and Tower Systems
specialise in high frequency (HF/VHF) antenna
and tower solutions, and are industry
innovators of premium quality fixed station
and lightweight tactical antennas and masts.
We are at the forefront of HF and VHF antenna
technologies, and industry leaders in the
design and manufacture of fixed base stations
and portable tactical antenna systems.
We have over 25 years experience in the
HF and VHF antenna industry and can provide
off-the-shelf solutions to end users of
commercial broadband fixed station
or light weight fast deployment military
antennas and towers.

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
Our products are used by commercial
operators, government and non-government
organisations and the military world-wide.
We supply a wide range of premium and
extreme environment grade broadband,
single and multi-frequency HF antenna
systems. We are able to custom engineer
products to suit specific applications;
100% Australian - our full range of products
are fabricated and assembled at our facility
in Perth WA. We are Original Equipment
Manufacturer (OEM) suppliers to
multiple organisations within the HF industry;
and we maintain on-call technical and
engineering staff.

CAPABILITY STREAMS
ISWC - INTELL, SURV, RECONN, SPACE, EW and CYBER
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS
MASW - MARITIME and ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE
LCAW - LAND COMBAT and AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Intelligence Surveillance Reconnaissance
Electronic Warfare
Science and Technology
Testing and Training Ranges
U.S. Force Posture Initiative
Air Traffic Management
Communications
Multi-Purpose Vessels
Search and Rescue
Maritime Support and Reconnaissance Aircraft

COMPANY OVERVIEW

CAPABILITY STREAMS

Calibre Group comprises a diverse group of
capabilities including: engineering design
services; consulting services; technology,
communications and control systems;
urban development; project management
and Engineering, Procurement, Construction,
Management (EPCM); maintenance and
shutdown services. These capabilities are
delivered across several sectors including
defence, resources, government, commercial
and private.

ISWC - INTELL, SURV, RECONN, SPACE, EW and CYBER

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS

Testing and Training Ranges

The diverse nature of Calibre’s capabilities
enables us to apply solutions traditionally
employed in one sector, to be transferred to
another sector. This provides customers with
value for money implementation of tried and
tested solutions.

KEYN - KEY ENABLERS

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Surveillance
Space
Cyber
C2 and Common Operating Picture
Base Support and Redevelopment

Training Platforms and Simulation
U.S. Force Posture Initiative
Communications

Air Bases
Ground Combat
Land Communications
Armour and Vehicles
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CAMCO ENGINEERING

CARNEGIE CLEAN ENERGY
/ ENERGY MADE CLEAN

www.camcoeng.com.au

www.carnegiece.com

18-20 Vulcan Road, Canning Vale WA 6155
Gregory James Carson
Business Development Manager
Tel:
+61417185428
Email: greg.carson@camcoeng.com.au

COMPANY OVERVIEW
Camco Engineering is one of Australia’s
largest mechanical heavy engineering firms.
We provide precision machining, gearbox
fitting, fabrication, specialised welding
and technical site services. Our machining
capabilties span all materials including exotics
from small mass produced components to very
large components in excess of 12 metres long
to 100 tonnes, and machining to tolerances of
.002 millimeters. Our fabrication capabilities
span specialist mechanical fabrications, with
applications in medium-heavy work involving
approximately 10,000 man hours per month.

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
Camco Engineering offers one of the most
responsive facilities in the region, including
24 hour-a-day operations with large
manning capacity to meet customer needs.
Our machining equipment - both fixed and
modular – supports some of the largest
machining capacity available in Australia.
Certified advanced welding capabilities include:
AS2980 / AS3992 / AS1554.1 / AS1554.4 /
AS1554.5 / AS1554.6 / AWSD1 / AWSD.6ASMEIX
/ API6A / API17D / ISO10423 / ISO15156 /
NACE / MR0175 and DNV supported by an
in-house welding engineer, the ability to
develop weld procedures and four robotic
welding units. Camco can manufacture gears
up to 1.4 metres diameter with ground finishes
down to AGMA-9. Our mechanical fitting
capabilities span equipment assembly and
refurbishment, rebuilds of gearboxes, valves
and pumps. Applications include: vacuum
pumps, winches, large mechanical assemblies,
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21 Barker Street, Belmont WA 6104
Caroline Bertolino
Bid Coordinator
Tel:
+61415102252
Email: caroline.bertolino@energymadeclean.com

marine loading arms, and mooring hooks.
Capacity limitations are: 8 metres x
8 metres access door and craneage (under
roof) to 80 tonnes. We offer end-to-end project
development, design, manufacture, delivery,
installation and sustainment.
CAPABILITY STREAMS
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS
AASL - AIR AND SEA LIFT
MASW - MARITIME and ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE
LCAW - LAND COMBAT and AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Destroyers
Frigates
Submarines
Minor War Vessels
Air and Missile Defence
Fighter Aircraft
Light Helicopters
Armour and Vehicles
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COMPANY OVERVIEW
ASX-listed Carnegie Clean Energy is focused
on the development of solar energy, battery
energy storage and wave energy technology.
Since 1993, Carnegie has invested more than
$130 million in the development of renewable
energy technologies and projects. Carnegie is
the 100% owner and developer of the CETO
Wave Energy Technology intellectual property,
and is also 100% owner of Energy Made
Clean Pty Ltd (EMC). Named one of Australia’s
most innovative companies by the Australian
Financial Review in 2016, EMC specialises
in the delivery of mixed renewable energy
projects that offer an end-to-end renewable
energy solution, which are ideally suited to
island, remote and fringe-of-grid applications.
We are dedicated to in-house research and
development, custom design, construction,
operation, maintenance and monitoring of
facilities across Australia.

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
Within Australia, Carnegie delivers its solar
energy and battery storage projects via a joint
venture between EMC and Lendlease Services
Pty Ltd. This integrated approach minimises
risk in project delivery and reduces overall
project costs, helping customers to navigate
the transition to cleaner energy sources, and to
safeguard energy assets for long term stability
and reliability. In achieving military, utility
and leading edge science engineering system
outcomes, EMC offers an extensive range of
robust battery energy storage solutions and
has the expertise to customise and configure
exact customer requirements and needs.
Our systems are developed and delivered with
the highest quality engineering capabilities

and proven track record of success. Through
Carnegie’s and EMC’s joint offerings, we are the
only entities in the world to offer a combination
of wave, solar, wind, storage and desalination
via microgrids.
CAPABILITY STREAMS
LCAW - LAND COMBAT and AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Base Support and Redevelopment
Science and Technology
Testing and Training Ranges
Training Platforms and Simulation
Communications
Air and Missile Defence
Air Bases
Land Communications

CDMS CONSULTING ENGINEERS

CLOUGH PROJECTS AUSTRALIA

Level 3, 44 Parliament Place, West Perth WA 6005
Damian Connelly
Director, Principal Consulting Engineer
Tel:
+61894219060
Email: damian.connelly@cdmsengineering.com

34 Parliament Place, West Perth WA 6005
Carl Titchmarsh
Business Development Manager, WA/NT
Tel:
+61892819281
Email: tenders@clough.com.au

www.cdmsengineering.com

COMPANY OVERVIEW
CDMS Consulting Engineers provides
engineering services specialising in innovative
product development, pressure vessel
equipment, heat exchangers, steel and
concrete structures, piping and pumping,
maintenance, storage tanks and thickeners,
major projects, lifting design, bulk materials
handling, fuel handling and storage and
specialist services. Our wider activities across
the Midas Group also include mechanical,
civil and structural, electrical, building services
and process engineering.

www.clough.com.au

CAPABILITY STREAMS
AASL - AIR AND SEA LIFT
SAAC - STRIKE and AIR COMBAT
LCAW - LAND COMBAT and AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Base Support and Redevelopment
Science and Technology
Testing and Training Ranges
Training Platforms and Simulation
Air Bases

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
Our reputation for delivering innovative and
quality engineering services for 31 years to
WA companies and other customers.

Barracks and Training Ranges

COMPANY OVERVIEW
Clough Projects Australia works with some
of the world’s largest companies to engineer,
construct, commission and maintain a
comprehensive range of facilities for oil and
gas and petrochemicals, metals and mineral,
infrastructure and marine projects. Established
in 1919, Clough’s services are underpinned by
a dedication to project delivery excellence.
Today the company’s workforce operates in
centres across Australia, Asia, Africa, Papua
New Guinea, the UK, USA and Canada. Backed
by an experienced leadership team, talented
people and sophisticated project management
systems, Clough is committed to safety,
sustainable development and the well-being
of people, communities and environments.

reduces project risk by providing a complete
engineering and project services solution.
We engineer to construct and construct to
commission, operate and maintain facilities,
optimising safety, productivity and cost across
every phase of a project. This project execution
expertise has been developed through work
on some of the world’s most logistically
challenging energy and resources projects,
and provides a fresh approach for customers
looking for a new way of contracting.
CAPABILITY STREAMS
AASL - AIR AND SEA LIFT
MASW - MARITIME and ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE
LCAW - LAND COMBAT and AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS

CAPABILITY DOMAIN

Pursuit of excellence is the philosophy that
drives the Clough Projects culture. This
philosophy is at the core of our value system,
which embodies the areas of zero harm,
performance, productivity, client focus, integrity
and innovation. These values guide and align
the implementation of corporate initiatives
to address industry challenges and help our
clients achieve operational excellence. Clough’s
global track record includes more than 95 years
in Australia, over 30 years in PNG and Asia,
and expansion into Europe, Middle East and
Africa, and North America. We provide services
across three key phases of the asset life cycle
- engineering, construction and operations.
These functions deliver high-value services to
blue chip clients operating in the oil and gas,
petrochemical, metals, minerals, infrastructure
and marine sectors. Clough specifically

Base Support and Redevelopment
Testing and Training Ranges
Air Traffic Management
Transport Aircraft
Maritime Support and Reconnaissance Aircraft
Minor War Vessels
Air Bases
Fighter Aircraft
Barracks and Training Ranges
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COCKY SMART

COMPOSITE COMPONENTS

Suite 15, 755 Albany Highway, Victoria Park WA 6100
John Chamberlain
Founder/CEO/Director
Tel:
+61419341755
Email: john@cockysmart.com.au

9A Morse Road, Bibra Lake WA 6163
Josh Fugill
Director of Operations
Tel:
+61420239660
Email: josh@compositecomponents.com.au

www.cockysmart.com.au

COMPANY OVERVIEW
Cocky Smart is a biotechnology company
focused on the development and
commercialisation of a proprietary avian
extract that has been shown to exhibit
insecticidal, anti-microbial, wound healing
and anti-cancer properties. Our proprietary
extract is the source of evolutionary proven
natural solutions for potential applications
in global pest, animal health and human
health markets.

www.compositecomponents.com.au

CAPABILITY STREAMS
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Science and Technology

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
Technologies and special know how in:
ectoparasiticidal efficacy; pesticidal efficacy;
anti-cancer efficacy; and anti-microbial
efficacy. There are 130 compounds in the
avian-extract that have potential for application
to biological activities, new patents and
products. Nine active ingredients and/or
combinations have already been identified as
exhibiting in-vivo insecticidal properties, ex-vivo
anti-cancer effects in isolated cancer cells and
in-vitro antibacterial properties. These active
ingredients and properties are the source of
Cocky Smart products and pipeline.
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COMPANY OVERVIEW
Composite Components is an advanced
composite manufacturer and research and
development business utilising material
processes such as compression moulding,
closed moulding and pre-impregnated
moulding. We have CAD/CAM capability and
export components worldwide with products
that operate up to 1,000 metres under the
ocean, at sea level and 20,000 feet above in the
skies. The diversification of our customer base
has been a key driver for innovation. We are
constantly reinvesting our past experience into
new client offerings. Composite Components
operates in a number of commercial arenas,
we are currently involved in the fields of:
defence - sea, land and aerospace; automotive;
mining; oil and gas; architectural and medical.

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
Our company consistently delivers strong
solutions across a broad range of fields.
We are the proud recipient of an Australian
Design Award (2006), along with JEC composites
nominations in 2004 and 2010. Our point of
difference is that we are Perth’s most advanced
composites manufacturer with abilities to work
with all types companies and government
bodies with big ideas in order to create what
others cannot, or think cannot be done.
We are not a risk-averse organisation and have
a strong track record of undertaking difficult
and complex projects and delivering positive
results. Our facility is state-of-the-art while our
composite processing plant and equipment is
all located under one roof.

CAPABILITY STREAMS
MASW - MARITIME and ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE
LCAW - LAND COMBAT and AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Science and Technology
Multi-Purpose Vessels
Maritime Support and Reconnaissance Aircraft
Minor War Vessels
Light Helicopters
Helicopters and Armed Aircraft
Special Operations

CULLYS

THE DATA EXCHANGE
NETWORK LIMITED

www.cullys.com.au

www.dataexchange.io

20 Egmont Road, Henderson WA 6166
Chris Wood
Operation / Project Manager
Tel:
+61433083697
Email: chris.wood@cullys.com.au

COMPANY OVERVIEW
Cully Holdings (T/A Cullys) is a highly-reputable
electrical specialist supplying, installing,
integrating and commissioning a range of
solutions for the defence and marine sectors.
As a Defence recognised supplier, we have
performed invaluable maintenance, upgrade,
defect, repair and through-life-support
services on key electrical systems fitted to
Royal Australian Navy vessels. Our range
of capabilities in electrical engineering
spans multiple applications, and can be
brought into projects at various stages from
initial planning, right through to a typical
post-installation maintenance and service
contract. Key competencies include: electrical
engineering servicing and fault diagnosis;
product recommendation and sourcing;
product installation and/or integration; project
management and advisory services; parts
requisition and supply services; project design
and automation and control.

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
Cullys has established a strong portfolio
and partnership with many world leading
manufacturers of defence and marine
systems across Europe and Asia including:
Praxis Automation; Scanjet Tank Management
Systems; ACO Marine; ZF Marine; Cummins
and Victron. In addition, Cullys has established
a strategic alliance with South Korean
maritime and defence suppliers in support
of naval vessels operating within the
Australasian region, with whom we have
provided procurement and electrical services.
Our capabilities extend to electrical,
engineering, installation, commissioning,

9 Mumford Place, Balcatta WA 6021
Peter Christie
CEO
Tel:
+61412277571
Email: peter@dataexchange.io

integration, maintenance and design
across: power/lighting and control systems;
termination, cabling and harnessing; military
plug connections; printed circuit board fault
diagnosis; installation, STW and commissioning;
switchboard and control panel manufacture,
cabling, testing, design and installation;
waste water and sewage treatment systems;
reverse osmosis desalination plants; energy
management systems; engine management
systems; alarm monitoring and control
systems; generator and Uninterruptible Power
Supply (UPS) solutions; ship navigation and
control systems; communication and CCTV; and
automated cargo control monitoring systems.
CAPABILITY STREAMS
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS
AASL - AIR AND SEA LIFT
MASW - MARITIME and ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE
SAAC - STRIKE and AIR COMBAT
LCAW - LAND COMBAT and AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE

CAPABILITY DOMAIN

COMPANY OVERVIEW

CAPABILITY STREAMS

Data Exchange Network is a modular data
centre operator and manufacturer.
We manufacture data centre modules
and associated power, cooling and
performance monitoring systems.

AASL - AIR AND SEA LIFT

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
ICT for Operations
Stable Defence ICT

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS

Communications

We are the only manufacturer of data centre
and computer room infrastructure in WA.
Our modular data centres can be deployed as
standalone units in remote, harsh locations.
These modular units are manufactured by us at
our facility in Perth. We purchase or lease a preexisting building and turn it into a data centre.
We do not require the purchase of a block of
land to build a centre from scratch.
Standalone buildings can be secured quite
easily, like any other data centre building.
Usually businesses would share data space with
other tenants, but in ours, you get your own
container and have a data centre within a data
centre contained in a steel box.

Training Platforms and Simulation
Multi-Purpose Vessels
Replenishment/Supply Ships
Maritime Support and Reconnaissance Aircraft
Destroyers
Frigates
Submarines
Minor War Vessels
Amphibious Landings and Breaching
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DEACON ENGINEERS

DIGITAL MATTER

3/28 Belmont Avenue, Rivervale WA 6103
David Andrews
Business Manager WA
Tel:
+61892172933
Email: dave.andrews@deaconengineers.com.au

9/100 Railway Road, Subiaco WA 6008
Stuart German
Business Development Director
Tel:
+61862801217
Email: stuart@digitalmatter.com

deaconengineers.com.au

COMPANY OVERVIEW
Deacon Engineers undertakes a broad range
of projects in mining, water and waste water,
industrial, recycling and sustainability and
mineral processing. Our senior engineers have
decades of experience in heavy engineering
design and manufacturing as a foundation
to providing our customers with high-quality,
sustainable engineering solutions. We pride
ourselves in offering many services including:
mechanical and structural design and
verification; electrical and control design;
finite element analysis; fatigue and fracture
analysis; computational fluid dynamics;
and strain gauging and data acquisition.

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
Our experience across multiple industries and
disciplines enhances our ability to develop,
analyse and optimise designs for customer
projects. Our diverse experience in equipment
design, manufacturing and the structured
application of design and analysis tools ensures
that we excel in the delivery of safe, fit-forpurpose and sustainable solutions that meet
customer challenges. At Deacon Engineers, we
embrace a value statement which defines what
our company is and what we will continue to
strive for in our business, our dealings with
customers and in the development of our staff.
We believe that by maintaining these values we
create long-term benefits for our shareholders,
customers, employees, suppliers and the
communities we serve.
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digitalmatter.com

CAPABILITY STREAMS
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS
MASW - MARITIME and ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE
LCAW - LAND COMBAT and AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Base Support and Redevelopment
Science and Technology
Testing and Training Ranges
Training Platforms and Simulation

COMPANY OVERVIEW
Digital Matter is an innovative Australian
technology company that designs and develops
embedded electronic solutions along with
software platforms required to manage
and report asset activities and events.
Our acheivements have been recognised via
many awards. We deliver tracking devices to
the tracking industry, along with devices in the
‘Internet of Things’ space that utilise LPWAN
networks, such as: Sigfox, LoRa, CatM1 and
NBIoT. Digital Matter is also a world leader
in battery powered tracking devices.

Multi-Purpose Vessels
Replenishment/Supply Ships
Search and Rescue
Destroyers
Frigates
Minor War Vessels
Air Bases
Amphibious Landings and Breaching
Barracks and Training Ranges
Ground Combat
Special Operations
Armour and Vehicles
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ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
Over the last 16 years, Digital Matter has
designed and commercialised products ranging
from customer feedback devices to vehicle fleet
management systems, and Internet of Things
(IoT) telematics solutions in Agtech and Smart
City solutions. Our skilled team of engineers
and developers are able to take a product idea
or specification and manage this through the
process of concepts, electronics design,
Printed Circuit Board (PCB) design and layout,
industrial design of housings and cases,
firmware development, communications
protocols, software development and mass
product production. We refer to this series
of activities as ‘owning the whole Intellectual
Property (IP) stack’. This provides uniqueness
and differentiation in the marketplace: being
able to design and develop with agility and
experience to deliver quality products and
solutions. Digital Matter also retains an ability
to customise an enterprise’s requirements.

CAPABILITY STREAMS
ISWC - INTELL, SURV, RECONN, SPACE, EW and CYBER
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS
AASL - AIR AND SEA LIFT
LCAW - LAND COMBAT and AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Surveillance
ICT for Operations
Land Communications

DIVERSE ENGINEERING (WA)

THE DOBBIE DICO METER CO (WA)

66 Stebbing Road, Maddington WA 6109
Michael Giles
Managing Director
Tel:
+61894930855
Email: mgiles@diversewa.com.au

430 Victoria Road, Malaga WA 6090
Rod Martin
Defence Business Development Manager
Tel:
+61892497000
Email: rodm@dobbie.com.au

www.diversewa.com.au

COMPANY OVERVIEW
Diverse Engineering is a multi-disciplinary
engineering company that provides an array
of services to the energy, industrial, marine
and transport sectors. We undertake design
and drafting including prototyping, product
development and reverse engineering services,
fabrication and welding of steel and aluminium,
repair and rebuilding of high pressure water
pumps, fitting, machining and marine supply
and repairs.

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
We have a very broad range of skills and
abilities and can deliver fit-for-purpose
solutions to a wide-range of market sectors.

www.dobbie.com.au

CAPABILITY STREAMS
LCAW - LAND COMBAT and AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Base Support and Redevelopment
Multi-Purpose Vessels
Replenishment/Supply Ships
Armour and Vehicles

COMPANY OVERVIEW

CAPABILITY STREAMS

Dobbie is an engineering company that
offers capabilites in: 3D design and prototyping,
pattern making and ferrous and non-ferrous
foundry. We possess a machine workshop
and NATA-certified mechanical and plumbing
test laboratory.

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
We are one of only two sizeable foundries
remaining within the Perth area. Our facility
houses a considerable array of vertically
integrated engineering capability - all within
a single location.

KEYN - KEY ENABLERS
AASL - AIR AND SEA LIFT
MASW - MARITIME and ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE
SAAC - STRIKE and AIR COMBAT
LCAW - LAND COMBAT and AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Base Support and Redevelopment
Multi-Purpose Vessels
Replenishment/Supply Ships
Destroyers
Frigates
Submarines
Minor War Vessels
Armour and Vehicles
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FRANMARINE UNDERWATER
SERVICES

FREMANTLE STEEL
FABRICATION CO (WA)

13 Possner Way, Henderson WA 6166
Adam Falconer-West
General Manager
Tel:
+61894373900 +61427430001
Email: adam@franmarine.com.au

115 Prinsep Road, Jandakot WA 6164
Laurie D’Amato
General Manager
Tel:
+61894179111
Email: laurie.damato@fremantlesteel.com.au

www.franmarine.com.au

COMPANY OVERVIEW
Franmarine Underwater Services is a highly
innovative commercial diving and underwater
contractor that predominantly supports the
Defence, infrastructure, shipping and oil
and gas industries. Established in 1981, we
offer unique capabilities, high-quality service,
professional integrity and commercial stability.
Particular expertise includes: in-water hull
cleaning for bio-security, maintenance of vessel
operational capability and fuel burn efficiency;
and UWILD Classification Society Certification
(ABS, Lloyds, DNVGL, BV and NKK). We clean,
survey and repair vessels (Defence, Merchant
and Floating Production Storage and Offloading
(FPSO)) to Class Society specifications, and
maintain key relationships with multiple
defence prime contractors. We maintain
proficiencies in: Defence vessels - especially
submarine and frigate dockings; submarine
rescue support and transfers taken under
pressure; mooring installation, inspection
and maintenance to 100,000 tonnes; we are
deep water +100 metres and remote location
capable; and can undertake underwater coded
welding and ultra-thermic cutting.

fremantlesteel.com.au

CAPABILITY STREAMS
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS
MASW - MARITIME and ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE
SAAC - STRIKE and AIR COMBAT

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Multi-Purpose Vessels
Replenishment/Supply Ships
Search and Rescue
Destroyers
Frigates
Submarines
Minor War Vessels

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
Our management has over 68 years of
combined experience in providing successful
underwater integrated engineering solutions to
the maritime industry, which is reflected in our
zero reportable incident status for >37 years,
despite principal operations being conducted
in a high-risk industry. We hold a number of
Classification Society approvals that relate
to vessel underwater survey and repair. We
also retain approvals to conduct in-water hull
cleaning within the Fremantle Port jurisdiction.
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COMPANY OVERVIEW
Fremantle Steel Fabrication is part of the
Fremantle Steel Group, which includes Park
Engineers and combined has over 100 years
of experience in fabricating structural steel
components. The Group has the capability
to manufacture, pre-assemble and deliver
40,000 tonnes of product per annum through
facilities that comprise 36,000 square metres
of undercover workshops and 60,000 square
metres of laydown area.

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
We offer the latest technology in advanced
manufacturing processes and project controls.
Our beam manufacturing facility has unique
capacities, including the ability to produce
beams with a web depth up to 4 metres in
height, and lengths of up to 30 metres across
all major steel grades. Our Computer Numeric
Control (CNC) laser pipe and tube processing
line can cut with extremely high precision
- up to 610 millimeters diameter pipe and
500 millimeters square tube. Project control
competencies include the development of a 4D
capability by combining our 3D Navisworks and
Primavera P6 programs for project progress
analysis. Having the ability to see a sequence
of events depicted on a timeline enables us to
quickly determine the required optimal solution
with regard to effectively utilising labour,
materials and time variables across a project.

CAPABILITY STREAMS
MASW - MARITIME and ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE
LCAW - LAND COMBAT and AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Destroyers
Frigates
Submarines
Minor War Vessels
Air Bases
Barracks and Training Ranges

FUTURE ENGINEERING

GENG

13-15 Felspar Street, Welshpool WA 6106
Victor Abramowicz
Business Development - Defence
Tel:
+61403192245
Email: victor.abramowicz@futureeng.com.au

223 Walnut Road, Bickley WA 6076
Cliff Green, FIEAust, CPE, Past NPER
Principal and CEO
Tel:
+61414823065
Email: Cliff.Green@geng.com

futureeng.com.au

COMPANY OVERVIEW
Future Engineering specialises in the end-toend project management and manufacture
of precision components and the assembly
of designs using a range of materials from
plastics through to high-strength alloys.
We provide a complete solution for the design,
fabrication, surface treatment, testing and
repair of equipment using a range of advanced
technologies including - five-axis computer
numerically controlled machines; turning,
welding and milling machines; and 3D printers.
We also regenerate equipment and provide
certified repair data and parts for equipment
that is obsolete or difficult-to-maintain.
Key projects include making tooling, gearbox
and transmission components, fixtures,
cylinders and housings, and conducting
valve repairs.

www.geng.com

CAPABILITY STREAMS

COMPANY OVERVIEW

CAPABILITY STREAMS

LCAW - LAND COMBAT and AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE

Geng comprise a group of consulting design
engineers within the product, mechanical
and manufacturing sector that is focused on
Defence force training facilities and equipment
requirements around Australia.

CAPABILITY DOMAIN

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS

KEYN - KEY ENABLERS
MASW - MARITIME and ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE
SAAC - STRIKE and AIR COMBAT

Multi-Purpose Vessels
Replenishment/Supply Ships
Destroyers
Frigates
Submarines

LCAW - LAND COMBAT and AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Base Support and Redevelopment
Science and Technology
Testing and Training Ranges

We possess unique knowledge and experience
of live fire training requirements, ballistic safety
and fire hazard reduction, particularly through
the appropriate use and design of special
plastics and rubbers, together with an extensive
knowledge of testing approaches.

Training Platforms and Simulation
Barracks and Training Ranges
Ground Combat
Special Operations
Armour and Vehicles

Minor War Vessels
Amphibious Landings and Breaching
Armour and Vehicles

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
Our key discriminator is offering prime
contractors the potential to reliably maximise
margins and minimise risk while protecting
and building reputation. This stems from our
unique mix of flexibility, breadth and technical
capability within a small organisational
structure that provides whole-of-life support
at highly competitive pricing due to low
overheads. Our expertise protects and builds
the reputations of our customers and enhance
government relationships while enabling the
maximisation of Australian Industry Capability
in Defence work.
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GEORGIOU GROUP

GLOBAL UNMANNED SYSTEMS

68 Hasler Road, Osborne Park WA 6017
Lucas Goodwin
Defence Sector Lead
Tel:
+61427923568
Email: lucas.goodwin@georgiou.com.au

2/153 Rockingham Road, Hamilton Hill, WA 6163
Robert Lednor
Operations Manager
Tel:
+61410953282 +61861881226
Email: robert.lednor@gus-uav.com

www.georgiou.com.au

COMPANY OVERVIEW
The Georgiou Group delivers projects
from inception to handover, in a range of
disciplines and a variety of industries. We are
one of Australia’s leading building and civil
construction companies. We have successfully
delivered a wide range of engineering services
professionally and capably in metropolitan
and remote areas. Our focus is on achieving
excellent results for our customers and
pursuing innovative solutions, while remaining
focused on first-class safety outcomes.
We have 40 years experience specialising in
building construction, urban development
and regeneration, transport, precast, marine
and port works, and water infrastructure.

www.gus-uav.com

CAPABILITY STREAMS
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Base Support and Redevelopment

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
Georgiou is a trusted and valued civil and
building construction company that operates
across four states of Australia with a specific
focus on certainty of delivery and collaboration.
We have made significant contributions to
developing infrastructure in metropolitan and
remote locations, and continually strive to stay
one step ahead through the application of
innovation in every project. We aim to minimise
any impact on the environment and to ensure
cost efficiencies by reusing, recycling and
replacing whenever possible to deliver ‘Best
for Project’ outcomes. Georgiou has delivered
a range of projects that required a unique
solution to manage challenges achieved by the
design, site or location of the project.
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COMPANY OVERVIEW
Global Unmanned Systems provides
organisational capacity building and data
acquisition with an emphasis on Remotely
Piloted Aircraft Systems (RPAS) and related
media processing and analysis technologies.
Particular competencies include: consultancy
related to RPAS (drone) operations;
training and capacity building; and data
acquisition, processing and analysis.

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
We have a deep level of understanding of
the RPAS market. We maintain relationships
with many technology manufacturers and
have the ability to generate custom solutions/
modifications in-house. Drawing on this base
of understanding and relationships, we provide
tailored training and ongoing support to ensure
that any RPAS program is sustainable and
generates value for customers.

CAPABILITY STREAMS
ISWC - INTELL, SURV, RECONN, SPACE, EW and CYBER
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS
AASL - AIR AND SEA LIFT
LCAW - LAND COMBAT and AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Intelligence Surveillance Reconnaissance
C2 and Common Operating Picture
Science and Technology
Ground Combat
Land Communications
Special Operations

ICETANA PTY LTD

ICM GROUP

4/6 Centro Avenue, Subiaco WA 6008
Francis Williams
Manager Strategic Partnerships
Tel:
+61438314025
Email: francis.williams@icetana.com

79 Bannister Road, Canning Vale WA 6155
Julian Hughes
General Manager
Tel:
+61893115311
Email: julian.hughes@icmgroup.com.au

icetana.com

COMPANY OVERVIEW
iCetana is a world leader in the provision of
real-time artificial intelligence (AI) assisted
video monitoring to service the demands of a
complex world. We believe it is a shortcoming
of modern technology that surveillance
equipment requires constant monitoring
by human eyes, so we have redesigned the
technology to provide better outcomes by
seeing through the chaos and identifying
undesirable events first.

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
Our capabilities are focused on real-time
AI-assisted video monitoring software.
The key point here is real-time. We don’t
just record what happened in the past.
We proactively monitor the present to identify
issues first. This contrasts to existing systems
which only alert operators once something
has gone wrong. To iCetana, that is one step
too late. Our software uses a rolling baseline
to learn daily - constantly establishing a
‘new normal’ set of behaviours to proactively
identify the abnormal and alert operators to
changes. Our system displays only undesirable
events to security operators in real time,
thus preventing monitoring fatigue and
boredom while increasing engagement.
Security operators then need only to
proactively assess and respond to events
that matter. Designed to scale to thousands
of cameras in one installation, our system
future proofs video surveillance infrastructure.
Our AI-assisted video monitoring analyses
what is normal across a whole scene, looks
for the not normal and then alerts operators
as to the difference.

icmgroup.com.au

CAPABILITY STREAMS
ISWC - INTELL, SURV, RECONN, SPACE, EW and CYBER
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS
LCAW - LAND COMBAT and AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Surveillance
C2 and Common Operating Picture
Base Support and Redevelopment
ICT for Operations
Science and Technology

COMPANY OVERVIEW
ICM Group WA is commited to optimising
productivity in materials handling.
Our specialties in mines and ports include:
trailing cable, drag chain and catenary
replacement; MCC and switchgear replacement;
upgrades, repair and maintenance; variable
speed drive upgrades; industrial electronic
and locomotive drive system repairs and
upgrades. We have a dedicated team of
experienced tradespeople, technicians
and engineers contributing to projects or
responding to the 24/7 demands for service
that our customers require.

Air Bases
Barracks and Training Ranges

CAPABILITY STREAMS
ISWC - INTELL, SURV, RECONN, SPACE, EW and CYBER
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS
AASL - AIR AND SEA LIFT
MASW - MARITIME and ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE
SAAC - STRIKE and AIR COMBAT
LCAW - LAND COMBAT and AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE

CAPABILITY DOMAIN

Testing and Training Ranges
U.S. Force Posture Initiative

control equipment and industrial-commercial
field service units for electrical maintenance,
installations and servicing.

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS

Intelligence Surveillance

We have embraced the management
systems required to earn and maintain
certification by embracing Compass Assurance
in Quality Management ISO9001:2015,
Environmental Management ISO14001:2015,
Safety Management Systems AS/NZS4801
and OH&S Management Systems OHSAS
18001:2007. ICM project personnel have
extensive experience in remote location work
backed up by an excellent safety record.
We are renowned for our superior technical
capabilities and willingness to address ‘too hard
basket’ types of work and custom solutions.
ICM has become the preferred support
provider to major brands, including: Aurizon,
Pilbara Iron, UGL, Davey Bickford, Siemens
Drives and the Department of Defence.
Our team of High Voltage (HV) technicians and
electrical fitters provide both a professional and
controlled workshop environment for servicing
equipment and building new switchboards,

Electronic Warfare
C2 and Common Operating Picture
Base Support and Redevelopment
ICT for Operations
Testing and Training Ranges
Communications
Multi-Purpose Vessels
Replenishment/Supply Ships
Destroyers
Frigates
Submarines
Minor War Vessels
Air Bases
Barracks and Training Ranges
Armour and Vehicles
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IKAD ENGINEERING PTY LTD

IMR TECHNOLOGIES

31 Stuart Drive, Henderson WA 6166
Rohan Green
Business Development Manager
Tel:
+61894949000
Email: rgreen@ikad.com.au

Suite 2, 4 Sarich Way, Bentley WA 6102
Martyn Gilbert
Managing Director
Tel:
+61864542531
Email: martyn.gilbert@imr-tech.com

www.ikad.com.au
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www.imr-tech.com

IMR Technologies
    

 

COMPANY OVERVIEW

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS

COMPANY OVERVIEW

IKAD Engineering is a highly-specialised
mechanical and structural engineering
company providing a diverse range of services
across Australia and overseas. We service a
number of industry sectors including defence,
marine, industrial, mining, oil and gas and
water technology. Our Head Office and
primary facilities in Henderson accommodate
state-of-the-art equipment capable of
undertaking machining, mechanical fitting,
fabrication, balancing, and protective coatings.
In addition, we have a satellite workshop/
office in Sydney, and an office in Adelaide.
Our services include: all aspects of fitting
and machining; fabrication and welding of
carbon, stainless steels and exotic materials;
overhaul, rebuild, and remanufacture of
ship machinery; overhaul, rebuild, and
remanufacture of fuel, gas and diesel plant;
overhaul, rebuild, and remanufacture of
gas turbine systems; overhaul, rebuild, and
remanufacture of power generation systems;
design, manufacture and installation of
piping and structural components; surface
treatments - including blasting and painting;
labour, tooling and equipment hire; accredited
supply chain support services consisting of
preservation, electrical, lagging, insulation and
sheet metal, refrigeration and non-destructive
testing; overhaul, rebuild and remanufacture
of fluid transfer systems (water, fuel, oil,
seawater); all aspects of heavy rigging and
load shifting; laser alignment and vibration
analysis; in-situ machining and labour and
plant/equipment hire. We act as RENK-MAAG
gearbox Original Equipment Manufacturer
(OEM) representatives for the Pacific Region for
cross connect and main reduction gearboxes
installed in the ANZAC-class frigates.

Our management and personnel possess
an unyielding commitment to results-driven
performance through the delivery of
high-quality services with accuracy, reliability
and productivity to ensure a strong industry
reputation for delivery which exceeds customer
expectations. We maintain a safe, supportive
and enjoyable workplace where everyone
operates as a tight knit team; displaying
integrity and a ‘can-do’ attitude; and fostering
a vigorous desire to be innovative, to learn,
to improve, to grow and to expand.

IMR Technologies develops information
and communication technology capable of
providing safety and situational awareness
for land, air and sea applications.

ISWC - INTELL, SURV, RECONN, SPACE, EW and CYBER

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS

CAPABILITY DOMAIN

We provide unique, adaptable and extendable
communications technology that can be
integrated into multiple platforms with little to
no modification, but can also provide bespoke
solutions as necessary.

Surveillance

CAPABILITY STREAMS
AASL - AIR AND SEA LIFT
MASW - MARITIME and ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Multi-Purpose Vessels
Replenishment/Supply Ships
Destroyers
Frigates
Minor War Vessels
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CAPABILITY STREAMS

AASL - AIR AND SEA LIFT
LCAW - LAND COMBAT and AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE

ICT for Operations
Science and Technology
Communications
Search and Rescue
Land Communications
Special Operations

INFINITUM TECHNOLOGIES

INFINITUM

www.infinitum.net.au

13 Bradford Street, Geraldton WA 6530
Lachlan Britt
Managing Director
Tel:
+61899438343
Email: lachlan@infinitum.net.au

COMPANY OVERVIEW
Infinitum Technologies are an information
and communications technology (ICT) service
provider, with specialist capabilities in Cisco
network engineering, virtualisation and wide
area networks.

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
We are local specialists for the mid-west and
northern regions of WA in the ICT fields, and
are willing to travel anywhere in the state,
no matter how remote to deliver our services.

TECHNOLOGIES

INNOVATIVE ASSET SOLUTIONS
PTY LTD
ias-group.com.au

17-19 Ilda Road, Canning Vale WA 6155
Josh Liwszyc
GM Asset Preservation
Tel:
+61893349444
Email: joshl@ias-group.com.au

CAPABILITY STREAMS
ISWC - INTELL, SURV, RECONN, SPACE, EW and CYBER
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS
AASL - AIR AND SEA LIFT
SAAC - STRIKE and AIR COMBAT

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Intelligence
Cyber
C2 and Common Operating Picture
ICT for Operations
Science and Technology
Stable Defence ICT

COMPANY OVERVIEW

CAPABILITY STREAMS

The Innovative Asset Solutions Group leads
innovation in the preservation, repair and
decommissioning of assets for the oil and gas,
mining, public infrastructure and industrial
sectors. We focus on delivering specialised
brownfield maintenance solutions that create
unmatched value through improved safety,
life extension and cost effectiveness - all whilst
minimising production downtime.

KEYN - KEY ENABLERS
AASL - AIR AND SEA LIFT
SAAC - STRIKE and AIR COMBAT

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Base Support and Redevelopment
Science and Technology

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
We deliver value-added solutions through our
leading portfolio of products and services and
the excellence of our people. Our focus is on
the provision of tailored solutions to asset
preservation issues incorporating state-of-theart tooling designed in-house. Combined with
staff who are leaders in their field of work,
these competencies assist in the achievement
of minimum downtime on production assets.
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IRONMONGER FABRICATION

J.N TAYLOR TRADING AS
TAYLOR MARINE

www.ironmongerfabrications.com.au

jntaylor.com.au

16 Milly Court, Malaga WA 6090
Glenn Ironmonger
Managing Director
Tel:
+61416244727
Email: ironfab@bigpond.com

COMPANY OVERVIEW
Ironmonger Fabrication is a family owned
and run fabrication shop. We are committed
to training and careers - not only of the new
generation of personnel - but also more mature
personnel. We have provided fabrication,
site installation and maintenance services to
the water, infrastructure, mining, oil and gas,
resources, power, utility and petrochemical
industries for twenty years.

62 Sparks Rd, Henderson WA 6166
Wayne Paris
National Technical Manager
Tel:
+61894949301
Email: wparis@taylormarine.com.au

and modules; gas pressure reduction
and metering skids; valve switching skids;
fuel gas treatment skids; and modular
process packages.
CAPABILITY STREAMS
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS
MASW - MARITIME and ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE

CAPABILITY DOMAIN

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
We are committed to maintaining a safe
workplace for all stakeholders (internal
and external) by enabling all personnel to
contribute to achieving the highest level of
safety performance. Safety is our primary
core value. We understand that care for the
environment is an essential part of conducting
business operations. We are also committed
to continuous improvement in our business
operations in order to protect the environment,
in accordance with the requirements of the
law, our customers, and expectations of
the general community. Our key strength
is that we are uniquely placed to undertake
a comprehensive range of multifaceted,
multidiscipline fabrication and complex welding
projects, offering our customers both cost
and time efficiencies and best overall project
value. Our key capabilities are in: pipe spooling
and fabrication; stainless steel - all grades;
receivers and pressure vessels; pipeline facility
components; plate manufactured items; tanks
silos, chutes and hoppers; pump skids, frames
and bases; lifting frames and appurtenances;
water treatment and reverse osmosis skids
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Base Support and Redevelopment
Multi-Purpose Vessels
Frigates
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COMPANY OVERVIEW

CAPABILITY STREAMS

JN Taylor (trading as Taylor Marine) is a
leading specialist marine electronics supplier,
integrator and service provider of world leading
brands of navigation and communication
marine electronics to Australia’s extensive
maritime industry. Our Major Projects Division
comprises a dedicated team of industry leading
specialists who provide detailed solutions from:
concept development and design to supply,
installation, termination and commissioning;
sea trials and pre-delivery training.

KEYN - KEY ENABLERS

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS

Replenishment/Supply Ships

As the exclusive sales and service agent for
leading marine navigation and communications
manufacturers we have a commitment to
deliver world best solutions and service - all
under the DNV/GL AS NZS 9001:2015 Quality
Management program. We pride ourselves on
delivering even the most challenging projects
on budget and on time. Our association with
notable Australian ship building projects
includes: the Pacific Patrol Boat replacement
(supplying the Nav/Comms packages); our
success in the high speed ferry market and
numerous other Australian projects.

AASL - AIR AND SEA LIFT
MASW - MARITIME and ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE
SAAC - STRIKE and AIR COMBAT
LCAW - LAND COMBAT and AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Communications
Multi-Purpose Vessels

Search and Rescue
Destroyers
Frigates
Submarines
Minor War Vessels
Amphibious Landings and Breaching

KAILIS MARINE

L2S ENGINEERING

50 Mews Road, Fremantle WA 6160
Terry Hewitt
General Manager Marine Services
Tel:
+61408912160
Email: terryhewitt@kailis.com.au

51 Burlington Street Naval Base WA 6165
Gavin Satie
Operations Manager
Tel:
+61894100787
Email: projects@l2se.com.au

www.kailismarine.com.au

COMPANY OVERVIEW
Kailis Marine is a marine engineering specialist
with more than 50 years experience spanning
boiler making and fabrication, fitting and
machining, shipwright, refrigeration, electrical,
corrosion control (blasting and painting) and
the supply of fuel and lubricants.

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
Our complete marine services solution
encompasses maintenance, rebuilds and
logistics to the commercial, defence and
recreational boat sectors. Our services are
supported by established logistics, experienced
engineers and tradespeople, specialised
equipment and dock-side facilities. We are part
of the M G Kailis Group, one of Australia’s most
trusted and respected marine organisations.

www.l2se.com.au

CAPABILITY STREAMS
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS
AASL - AIR AND SEA LIFT
MASW - MARITIME and ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE
SAAC - STRIKE and AIR COMBAT

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Multi-Purpose Vessels
Minor War Vessels

COMPANY OVERVIEW

CAPABILITY STREAMS

L2S Engineering maintains specialist
competencies in thermal and acoustic
insulation including blankets, sheet metal
and carpentry refurbishments for both
defence and commercial shipping, as well as
industrial programs. We have capability to
integrate a range of insulation materials and
provide assistance to the writing of technical
specifications to meet customer project needs.

KEYN - KEY ENABLERS
MASW - MARITIME and ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Base Support and Redevelopment
Maritime Support and Reconnaissance Aircraft
Destroyers
Frigates

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS

Submarines

We have earned a reputation as a reliable
partner that delivers on time and within budget,
with repeat customers looking to ensure the
continued value of their fleet as a result of
quality fitouts. We respond to market demands
actively by combining a flexible approach
with unbeatable technical and commercial
solutions and delivering upgrades that meet
the operational imperatives and aspirations
of our customers. Over the past 7 years, we
have worked with customers to integrate our
activities and, more importantly, the capabilities
of our services into the wider defence industry
sector. In the rapidly changing world of today,
it is important to stay ahead of developments,
and our combination of traditional methods
with contemporary materials and design
techniques ensures this happens every time.

Minor War Vessels
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LEISURECAT AUSTRALIA

LES AUSTRALIA PTY LTD

2 Egmont Road, Henderson WA 6166
Kevin Horsley
General Manager
Tel:
+61419049863 +61894376477
Email: kevin@leisurecat.com.au

Unit 1, 40 Bakewell Drive, Port Kennedy WA 6169
Jason Roberts
Managing Director
Tel:
+61407983706
Email: jason.roberts@lesaustralia.com.au

leisurecat.com.au

COMPANY OVERVIEW
Leisurecat Australia supplies fibreglass patrol
vessels to 12 metres, high-speed interceptors
and powered catamaran search and rescue
vessels to 12.5 metres. We make moulds to suit
new builds and offer fibreglass repair facilities
on-site or within our facility. We have a stainless
steel bar-work facility for all kinds of rails and
bow rails. We also support the full range of
Suzuki outboards.

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS

lesaustralia.com.au

CAPABILITY STREAMS
ISWC - INTELL, SURV, RECONN, SPACE, EW and CYBER
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS
MASW - MARITIME and ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
C2 and Common Operating Picture
Multi-Purpose Vessels
Search and Rescue
Minor War Vessels

Our capabilities include: mould making,
superior powered catamaran craft, fast
interception mono-hull craft and a close-towater facility location in Henderson.
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COMPANY OVERVIEW
LES Australia is a trusted and recognised
source for the supply of a range of operational
equipment into the Department of Defence,
Federal and State law enforcement agencies
and corrective services. We offer a holisticconsultative approach to equipment
procurement and specialise in the provision of
equipment that is proven within the battlespace
to contribute as a true force multiplier.

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
Established in WA in October 2006, LES
Australia is a wholly-owed Australian based
company that has become a trusted source for
the importation of commercially-available and
restricted equipment under the International
Treaty for Arms Regulations (ITAR). We supply
to a range of government and corporate clients,
both in Australia and overseas. Through the
provision of a range of commercial-off-theshelf and military-off-the-shelf products, in
combination with a suite of turn-key solutions,
we offer an unrivalled service that empowers
customers to identify and source products that
will enhance their capability at every level. We
also deliver an attractive business proposition
when it comes to the rapid acquisition of
tactical and operational equipment.

CAPABILITY STREAMS
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS
SAAC - STRIKE and AIR COMBAT
LCAW - LAND COMBAT and AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Ground Combat
Land Communications
Special Operations
Armour and Vehicles

MALCOLM THOMPSON PUMPS

MARINE TECHNICIANS
AUSTRALIA

www.mtp.com.au

www.marinetechniciansaustralia.com.au

33 Colquhoun Road, Perth Airport WA 6105
Chris Hogg
External sales - Prominent product manager
Tel:
+61864627731
Email: chogg@mtp.com.au

COMPANY OVERVIEW
For 50 years Malcolm Thompson Pumps has
provided a wide range of sales and service to
support capability delivery to the WA pump
industry, covering the commercial, industrial
and mining sectors.

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
Our team’s ability to offer practical pump
solutions that meet customer requirements
rather than simply a boxed product. Service
provision is backed by an experienced and
competent service crew. We believe in getting
the customer’s soluton right the first time.

28 Stuart Drive, Henderson WA 6166
Mark Brown
National Operations Manager
Tel:
+61424439241
Email: mark@marinetechniciansaustralia.com.au

CAPABILITY STREAMS
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS
MASW - MARITIME and ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Base Support and Redevelopment
Multi-Purpose Vessels
Replenishment/Supply Ships
Destroyers
Frigates
Submarines

COMPANY OVERVIEW

CAPABILITY STREAMS

Marine Technicians Australia (MTA) is an
Australian owned and operated marineelectrical company, with a major focus on
defence (and related government) platforms
and shore-based infrastructure. We have
operations in WA, SA and NSW. We are
specialists in defence maritime electrical
installation, maintenance and urgent defect
rectification. We are highly acclaimed and
sought after by our customers for our urgent
response deployment capability, and the
provision of innovative solutions. Our team
of dedicated technicians and electricians
have earned a reputation for delivering the
highest quality electrical system solutions for
complex problems.

KEYN - KEY ENABLERS
AASL - AIR AND SEA LIFT
MASW - MARITIME and ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Training Platforms and Simulation
Communications
Multi-Purpose Vessels
Replenishment/Supply Ships
Maritime Support and Reconnaissance
Aircraft
Destroyers
Frigates

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS

Submarines

We provide marine electrical support to the
System Program Offices and Defence prime
contractors, and have become the largest
specialised electrical contractor in the defence
maritime industry. Our multi-disciplinary
skills include: electrical installations, urgent
defect repairs, maintenance, engineering
changes, project management. We are sought
after for first of class engineering changes
and have become the preferred electrical
contractor across a range of surface platforms
for through-life-support. We employ highlyqualified technicians in a range of disciplines
who have accumulated a depth of experience
in Australian, US and other naval platforms.
Our facilities are leading edge and include
comprehensive maritime workshops with full
product, equipment and testing capabilities,
including MILSPEC fibre optics, MILSPEC cabling
and termination.

Minor War Vessels
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MARITIME ENGINEERS

MATRIX COMPOSITES
& ENGINEERING

www.maritime-engineers.com.au

matrixengineered.com

23 Sparks Road, Henderson WA 6166
Andrew Marsh
Managing Director
Tel:
+61893353250
Email: amarsh@mareng.com

COMPANY OVERVIEW
Maritime Engineers possess a wide span of
technical capability that can be drawn upon
through our parent company, James Fisher
and Sons plc. Our head office is strategically
based in Henderson, which means we are well
placed to promptly respond to any nature of
work requests. We have completed over 10,600
separate engagements from Henderson for
a wide range of Defence, government and
commercial clients.

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS

150 Quill Way, Henderson WA 6166
Jim Kingston
Technical Lead - Defence
Tel:
+61894121228
Email: jim.kingston@matrixengineered.com

CAPABILITY STREAMS
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS
AASL - AIR AND SEA LIFT
MASW - MARITIME and ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE
SAAC - STRIKE and AIR COMBAT

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Destroyers
Frigates
Submarines
Minor War Vessels

Our capabilities in the defence sector comprise:
naval hull surveying on the ANZAC-class frigates
and other fleet vessels; coating inspections on
naval hulls; naval architects with a range of
design software to undertake marine design;
general marine surveying and consultancy on
a wide range of existing and new construction
vessels; mooring design; commercial vessel
survey and consultancy and oil and gas industry
consultancy.
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COMPANY OVERVIEW

CAPABILITY STREAMS

Matrix Composites and Engineering produces
engineered products, functional additives
and advanced materials for the mining, energy,
infrastructure and defence industries.
We use innovative materials and engineering
to develop products and systems that are
easier and safer to use, improve productivity
and are more durable. There are many
products in widespread use today that could
and should be better engineered. Matrix is
creating them on a global scale.

AASL - AIR AND SEA LIFT

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS

Amphibious Landings and Breaching

When designing Australia’s largest,
most technically advanced composite
manufacturing facility, Matrix drew from the
latest manufacturing concepts including lean
production and one-piece flow. We have also
adapted highly automated manufacturing
processes including moving work cells
and production lines, automated chemical
processing, robotics and Scada-based
control systems. This underpins our ability to
produce superior quality products that are
competitively priced and can be delivered
within shorter timeframes. It’s also why Matrix
continues to be Australia’s largest exporter of
oil and gas equipment.

MASW - MARITIME and ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE
LCAW - LAND COMBAT and AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Science and Technology
Destroyers Frigates
Submarines
Minor War Vessels

Armour and Vehicles

MINING & HYDRAULIC SUPPLIES

NAUTI-CRAFT

11 Boulder Road, Malaga WA 6090
Steve Wells
Territory Manager, Hydraulics Division
Tel:
+61892492511 +61430869026
Email: enquiries@miningandhydraulics.com.au

9 Clark Street, Dunsborough WA 6281
Ben Allerton
Business development
Tel:
+61408553093
Email: ben@nauti-craft.com

miningandhydraulics.com.au

COMPANY OVERVIEW
Mining and Hydraulic Supplies (MHS) is a
WA, family-owned business established in
1985. We comprise three main divisions:
Hydraulics, Pumps and Seals, and we also have
an organic engineering and workshop facility
encompassing design, fabrication, installation,
and commissioning for custom engineering
projects. MHS continues to maintain a
reputation built in past decades for the supply
of high quality goods and services, either solely
or in partnership to a broad range of industry
that includes: mining, marine, industrial,
food services, medical and defence. We are
respected for our commitment to providing
value for money for our customers by achieving
the highest quality of project outcome,
on time and within budget with pumps, piping,
filtration etc.

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
We are known for taking the time to become
totally familiar with the capacities of our
products and engineered filtration systems,
in order to not only gain customer confidence,
but to also ensure the systems supplied achieve
the effect specified. We maintain the highest
standards in designing filtration systems,
fabricating, installing and providing after sales
service. We willingly take on the challenge of
gaining the understanding of customers who
have been entrenched in traditional processes.
Seeing the bottom line of a company improve
through the application of our technology is
a reward, and strengthens the sales
relationship we gain through improved
process and outcomes.

www.nauti-craft.com

CAPABILITY STREAMS
ISWC - INTELL, SURV, RECONN, SPACE, EW and CYBER
MASW - MARITIME and ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE
LCAW - LAND COMBAT and AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Intelligence Surveillance Reconnaissance
Electronic Warfare
Space
Cyber
C2 and Common Operating Picture
Base Support and Redevelopment
Training Platforms and Simulation
Multi-Purpose Vessels
Replenishment/Supply Ships
Destroyers
Frigates
Submarines
Minor War Vessels
Amphibious Landings and Breaching

COMPANY OVERVIEW
Nauti-Craft Pty Ltd is a research and
development company focused on the
design and development of the patented
Nauti-Craft marine suspension system.
This technology separates a vessel’s hull from
the deck and superstructure via a ‘passive
reactive’ interlinked hydraulic system to
realise increased levels of ride comfort,
control and stability. Our technology eliminates
buffeting in even modest wave conditions
by reducing whole body vibration by up to
75%, thus providing unparalleled levels of
shock mitigation. Improvements to stability
and the maintenance of a level attitude can
be further enhanced with active control of
the suspension system including deck attitude
and active cornering control. Our technology
has great potential application for commercial,
military and recreational vessels.

reduced health risk from exposure to whole
body vibration; a wider operating window in
adverse weather conditions; safer transfer to
a dock or other vessel; improved handling and
maneuverability; and a competitive advantage
and unique selling proposition.
CAPABILITY STREAMS
AASL - AIR AND SEA LIFT
MASW - MARITIME and ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE
LCAW - LAND COMBAT and AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Multi-Purpose Vessels
Replenishment/Supply Ships
Search and Rescue
Minor War Vessels
Amphibious Landings and Breaching

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS

Special Operations

We are a flexible style research and
development company with a small highly
experienced team of engineers, technicians
and naval architects who specialise in taking
radical new concepts from proof-of-concept
stage to commercially viable prototypes.
We have a growing Intellectual Property (IP)
portfolio comprising five international patent
families dating back to 2002. Nauti-Craft’s
technology solves buffeting issues in marine
vessels thanks to the inventor/founder
Chris Heyring and other core team members
that developed automotive suspension
technology company, Kinetic Pty Ltd.
Nauti-Craft suspension technology provides:
improved crew and passenger comfort;

WA DEFENCE INDUSTRY CAPABILITY DIRECTORY 2018
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NEWTON LABS

NGIS AUSTRALIA

191 St Georges Terrace, Perth WA 6000
Simon Vincent
Managing Director
Tel:
+61435112224
Email: simon@newtonlabs.com.au

Suite 1a, 53 Burswood Road, Burswood WA 6100
Richard Bentley
Executive Director
Tel:
+61893556000
Email: richard.bentley@ngis.com.au

newtonlabs.com.au

COMPANY OVERVIEW
The prime focus of Newton Labs is on the
Internet of Things (IoT), machine learning
and real-time data analytics for heavy
industry applications.

www.ngis.com.au

CAPABILITY STREAMS
ISWC - INTELL, SURV, RECONN, SPACE, EW and CYBER
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS
AASL - AIR AND SEA LIFT
SAAC - STRIKE and AIR COMBAT

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
We are an award-winning and leading
Australian IoT company that builds real-time
solutions for the global mining industry,
although our capabilites also have promising
applications to defence requirements.

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Intelligence
Cyber
Science and Technology

COMPANY OVERVIEW
For over 24 years, NGIS Australia (NGIS)
has provided government agencies and
private enterprises across a broad range of
industries with technology strategies and
solutions which have become the foundation
for growth, efficiency gains and innovation in
business operations. Our credentials include:
working with various Federal, State and Local
Government agencies; aid agencies; defence;
transport; multinational resource companies;
utilities; telecommunications providers;
consulting agencies; real estate, insurance,
logistics and construction; tourism; engineering
and international aid programs. As one of
the most awarded independent technical
consultancies in the Geospatial Information
Systems industry, NGIS offers impartial advice
to ensure the best solution for operators in
the spatial services businesses environment.
We are experts in configuring and developing
solutions on various software platforms,
technologies and platforms including: AWS,
Azure, Esri, Google, Oracle Spatial, Smallworld,
Skyline and QGIS. NGIS develops solutions for
applications across Australasia at our offices in
Perth (Head Office), Sydney and Hong Kong.

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
We have proven capability in developing
solutions to meet the challenges faced by
organisations in provisioning services through
cloud platforms. We are a partner of choice
for mass major technology providers requiring
the implemention of enterprise technology
in the spatial context. NGIS is committed to
innovation and excellence through our people
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while delivering industry-leading solutions to
our customers. This is demonstrated through
numerous prestigious awards including:
the United Nations Momentum for Change
Lighthouse award; various Spatial Excellence
awards for innovation; and back to back
JK Barrie awards for the best overall project
at the Asia Pacific Spatial Excellence (APSEA)
awards. Our philosophy – People, Partnership,
Success - reflects our approach to business over
the past 24 years. We invest in relationships
because we know that understanding our
customers business underpins the success of
every project we undertake.
CAPABILITY STREAMS
ISWC - INTELL, SURV, RECONN, SPACE, EW and CYBER
AASL - AIR AND SEA LIFT

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Intelligence Surveillance
C2 and Common Operating Picture
Base Support and Redevelopment
ICT for Operations
Science and Technology
Training Platforms and Simulation

OGS GROUP

ORONTIDE GROUP

Suite 2 Level 5, 216 St Georges Terrace, Perth WA 6000
Robert Strickland
Group Manager - Strategy and Business Development
Tel:
+61892262413
Email: robert.strickland@oilgassol.com

54 Sparks Road, Henderson WA 6166
Arianne George
Marketing Specialist
Tel:
+61892362555
Email: arianne.george@orontide.com.au

oilgassol.com

COMPANY OVERVIEW
Oil and Gas Solutions Group specialises
in the provision of engineering resources,
completions and commissioning, operations
readiness, hazardous area validation and
inspection, specialist identification and
deployment, manpower, maintenance,
construction, procurement, logistics and
completions management software (CONNECT).

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
We seek to ensure sustainable and efficient
operations. Everything we do - from large and
complex facilities to deploying professionals
on site - is focused on delivering value to our
customers. We provide a range of services
specifically geared to helping customers
manage risk and build profitable, sustainable
businesses. What sets OGS apart is that we
provide specialist technology solutions to
monitor customers projects and assets.
We link stakeholders and disparate systems to
capture data so that processes can be adjusted
and repeated, thus ensuring the things that
matter are delivered on time, every time.
When a project is complete, that same
technology can then be applied to managing
the customer’s ongoing operations.

www.orontide.com.au

CAPABILITY STREAMS
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Base Support and Redevelopment

COMPANY OVERVIEW
Orontide Group Limited is a WA owned
and operated company providing specialist
engineering, maintenance, fabrication,
machining, welding, painting, blasting and
preservation services for over 35 years.
Operating out of the Australian Marine
Complex at Henderson, we have a long and
respected history servicing the defence and
commercial marine industries working closely
with Primes, the Department of Defence and
naval contractors to meet tight deadlines
and provide safe, high quality solutions to
extend asset life. Our expertise in ship and
submarine maintenance, repairs, preservation
and upgrades (including re-builds) has been
demonstrated on vessels from all classes
including FFGs, ANZACs, amphibious ships,
the Armidale-class patrol boats, mine hunters,
submarines and commercial vessels.

of engineering and industrial services – thus
helping to reduce the number of contractors
required for each job; and we have the ability
to work efficiently in challenging and dynamic
environments. Accredited and certified to
meet defence-industry standards including
Bureau Veritas (ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 4801,
ISO 18001, ISO 3834); Lloyds Register (ISO
9606-1) and Painting Contractor Certification
Program (PCCP Classes 2 to 6).
CAPABILITY STREAMS
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS
AASL - AIR AND SEA LIFT
MASW - MARITIME and ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE
SAAC - STRIKE and AIR COMBAT
LCAW - LAND COMBAT and AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE

CAPABILITY DOMAIN

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS

Multi-Purpose Vessels

Our reputation as a quality supplier to defence
industry has been gaining momentum in
recent years, based on long-standing contracts
and new work awarded to our skilled and
experienced team. We have extensive
experience in repairs, maintenance and the
preservation of naval vessels spanning all
classes; convenient access and location within
the heart of the Australian Marine Complex.
We provide safe, high quality solutions with
minimal environmental impact to extend an
asset’s life cycle and we focus on minimising
wastage and reducing costs through planning
and innovation. We are able to work effectively
with other contractors; offer a wide range

Replenishment/Supply Ships
Search and Rescue
Destroyers
Frigates
Submarines
Minor War Vessels
Armour and Vehicles
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OROPESA PORT MANAGEMENT

PACIFIC INDUSTRIAL COMPANY

Level 29, 221 St Georges Terrace, Perth WA 6000
Captain Michael Edwards, OAM
Chief Executive Officer
Tel:
+614117295568
Email: enquire@oropesa.com.au

42 Hope Valley Road, Naval Base WA 6165
Adam Cornelius
Sales and Marketing
Tel:
+61894102566
Email: adam.cornelius@pacind.com.au

www.oropesa.com.au

COMPANY OVERVIEW
Oropesa Port Management provide innovative
and effective planning, as well as operational
and management solutions to deliver results
for port and maritime operators across the
defence, maritime and resources sectors.
Our unequalled capability in delivering
seamless crossover between sectors is
achieved through our ability to appreciate
the demand, see beyond the service
contract and into the operational intent.
Our ability to deliver is driven by having a
talented team, backed by global experience
in operations across both the defence and
commercial sectors, which ensures that
the delivery of services and objectives are
precisely what the Client requires.

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS

www.pacind.com.au

CAPABILITY STREAMS

LCAW - LAND COMBAT and AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE

Pacific Industrial Company was founded in
1969, is WA owned and is one of Australia’s
leading fabrication and construction
organisations with operations covering all
aspects of steel fabrication and construction.

CAPABILITY DOMAIN

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS

KEYN - KEY ENABLERS
AASL - AIR AND SEA LIFT
MASW - MARITIME and ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE

Base Support and Redevelopment
Training Platforms and Simulation
Multi-Purpose Vessels
Replenishment/Supply Ships
Submarines
Minor War Vessels
Air Bases
Amphibious Landings and Breaching
Barracks and Training Ranges

For defence, having unique and specialised
capability knowledge we are able to provide
advice on issues related to not only the
maritime sector, but also the relationship to
joint capability requirements.
Our strong defence and industry background
offers Defence, and the defence industry,
a partner for identifying opportunities to
develop products and services, which are
designed to meet the needs of the end user.
Our experience in working with Australia’s
allies and coalition partners provides us with
a first-hand understanding of the relationships
and culture of these markets, which is integral
to the successful delivery of the customers’
expectations and user requirements.
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We are experts in steel construction and can
provide value engineering in structural steel
solutions. This competency has been well
received in the commercial market as we can
conduct informed reviews of what an intense
structural steel solution provides to customer
challenges in terms of flexibility, stabilisation,
speed and costs.

CAPABILITY STREAMS
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS
AASL - AIR AND SEA LIFT
MASW - MARITIME and ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE
SAAC - STRIKE and AIR COMBAT

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Maritime Support and Reconnaissance Aircraft
Destroyers
Frigates
Submarines
Minor War Vessels

PEDCO ENGINEERING

PINNACLEQM

97-101 Poole Street, Welshpool WA 6106
Reece Carey
Customer Relations
Tel:
+61893519463
Email: reece@pedco.com.au

Ground Floor, 191 St George’s Terrace,
Perth WA 6000
Ian Charlton
Director
Tel:
+61425417668
Email: ian.charlton@pinnacleqm.com.au

www.pedco.com.au

COMPANY OVERVIEW
Pedco Engineering provides metal forming and
fabrication/welding services for mild, stainless,
exotic steels and alloys. We specialise in mild
to heavy steel plate, including impact resistant
steels. We retain an in-house drafting capability
and provide full material traceablity on all
supplied works. Pedco is ISO9001 certified
and to date has primarily serviced the mining,
oil and gas, defence and agricultural sectors.

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
We are a demonstrated research and
development organisation. As a multiple
recipient of research and development Tax
Incentives and Industry Facilitation and
Support Program (IFSP) grants, our company
functions as a project shop which prides
itself on our ability to solve problems in a timely
and cost-effective manner. Not only do we
design and produce works in-house, we also
provide import replacement services for some
global organisations.

pinnacleqm.com.au

CAPABILITY STREAMS
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS
LCAW - LAND COMBAT and AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Fighter Aircraft
Barracks and Training Ranges

COMPANY OVERVIEW

CAPABILITY STREAMS

PinnacleQM is a Quality Management and
Testing Services organisation. Founded in
2014 and headquartered in Perth, we deliver
advanced testing services and solutions across
the Asia-Pacific region. We have extensive
experience in military operations across
Army, Navy, Air Force, combined operations
and logistics. We also have expertise in new
technologies, including: satellite, real-time,
machine learning, Artificial Intelligence (AI),
predictive analytics and autonomous vehicles.
Our advanced solutions reduce delivery risk
for integrated and interoperable systems,
increase test coverage, find defects early,
and lower costs relating to the delivery and
maintenance of defence systems.

ISWC - INTELL, SURV, RECONN, SPACE, EW and CYBER
MASW - MARITIME and ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE
LCAW - LAND COMBAT and AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Intelligence
Space
Cyber
C2 and Common Operating Picture
ICT for Operations
Science and Technology
Stable Defence ICT
Testing and Training Ranges

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS

Training Platforms and Simulation

We are truly unique. Our business model is
based upon long-term services, rather than
simply providing contract resources from the
local market to satisfy demand. We invest
heavily in our own IP, solutions, products,
and services. PinnacleQM has been recognised
as a leader in agile delivery (CIO Outlook
Magazine - March 2017) and for our Smarter
Transportation and Autonomous Vehicles
research (CIO Review Magazine - August 2017).
We continue to develop out-of-the-box
solutions and services for our customers.
We are a supplier-partner to Lurssen with
respect to the OPVs and are developing
relationships with other companies supplying
into the Future Submarine and Air and
Missile defence projects.

Communications
Refuelling Aircraft
Replenishment/Supply Ships
Search and Rescue
Destroyers
Frigates
Submarines
Air and Missile Defence
Airborne Early Warning and Control
Electronic Warfare
Land Communications
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PIXELCASE GROUP

POZZTECH ENGINEERING

5/47 Havelock Street, West Perth WA 6005
John Colebrook
Founder/ CEO
Tel:
+61427573365
Email: john@pixelcase.com

11 Possner Way, Henderson WA 6166
Joe Vinciguerra
Client Manager
Tel:
+61422673780
Email: joev@pozztech.com.au

www.pixelcase.com

COMPANY OVERVIEW
The Pixelcase Group is a production studio
specialising in the ground-breaking use of
virtual reality, live capture 360 production,
aerial technology and photogrammetry.

www.pozztechengineering.com.au

CAPABILITY STREAMS
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS
SAAC - STRIKE and AIR COMBAT

CAPABILITY DOMAIN

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS

Training Platforms and Simulation

With over 20 years experience in the industry,
we have established ourselves as a leader
in the area of Virtual Reality (VR) production,
360 live capture and photogrammetry.
Australia’s leading fully licensed commercial
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) aerial
photography and video specialists, Coptercam
Pty Ltd, also operates under the Pixelcase
umbrella. This capability provides us with great
depth and the ability to provide customers with
complete end to end solutions through bringing
our knowledge and technical expertise to their
vision, and recommending ways to accomplish
their enterprise goals.

COMPANY OVERVIEW
Pozztech Engineering offers manufacturing
facilities for carbon steel and exotic materials.
Our team is committed to providing a quality
product that complies with and exceeds
customer specifications and requirements.
We have established and maintain an effective
Quality Management system which meets the
requirements of AS/NZS ISO 9001:2018. We are
also an approved DNV.GL welding workshop.
Our production facility is located within the
Henderson Industrial Area and is proficient
in producing a wide range of products large
and small, that are tailored to customer
requirements. We also have the ability to
support a 24-hour production cycle. Having a
strong network and vast industry experience
benefits Pozztech Engineering in being able
to recruit key personnel to assist in delivering
quantitative results for our customers.
We specialise in: pressure vessels/tanks/
hoppers; piping packages; skid bases; structural
steel; mechanical bulk material valves; lifting
beams and equipment; bulk materials handling
equipment and concrete cast in steel items.

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
The key factor that makes Pozztech Engineering
unique in the marketplace is honesty. We
don’t proclaim to know every aspect of all
required works, but really do make an effort
to understand the safety, procedures, quality
and techniques of all the systems we specialise
in. Our next project is to construct two Diving
Bells, whose specifications are very unique –
thus taking us into a very specialized field.
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CAPABILITY STREAMS
AASL - AIR AND SEA LIFT
MASW - MARITIME and ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Multi-Purpose Vessels
Maritime Support and Reconnaissance Aircraft
Destroyers
Frigates
Submarines
Minor War Vessels

PQR QUALITY SOLUTIONS

PRECISION TECHNIC DEFENCE

Level 1, 78 Discovery Drive, Bibra Lake WA 6163
Paul Reid
Managing Director
Tel:
+61421768388
Email: paul.reid@pqr.net.au

Unit 2, 8 Riseley Street, Applecross WA 6153
Gregory Whitehouse
Managing Director
Tel:
+61893161798
Email: gw@ptDefence.com

www.pqr.net.au

COMPANY OVERVIEW

www.ptDefence.com/aus

CAPABILITY STREAMS

PQR Quality Solutions is a NATA-accredited
inspection and quality consulting company
which services the Australian and Asia-Pacific
regions. We provide technical inspection
solutions and inspection staff across the oil and
gas, marine, construction and maintenance,
infrastructure, mining and resources Industries.

AASL - AIR AND SEA LIFT

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS

Frigates

Our senior management and inspection team
is among the most highly-qualified,
experienced and well supported in the industry.
Stringent recruitment processes are completed
to ensure our inspectors deliver on all project
critical requirements, timelines and outcomes.
We deliver a high level strategic quality
consultation service to assure project outcomes
and mitigate risk. We are able to work with
clients across the full cycle of a project, from
planning and implementation to operation
and shut down.

MASW - MARITIME and ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE
LCAW - LAND COMBAT and AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Base Support and Redevelopment

Submarines
Minor War Vessels
Air Bases
Barracks and Training Ranges
Armour and Vehicles

COMPANY OVERVIEW

CAPABILITY STREAMS

As a systems integrator and capability
developer, Precision Technic Defence brings
together world leading products to design
and deliver custom tactical solutions to the
warfighter, and to first responders around the
globe. Through years of military experience
coupled with engineering and scientific
knowledge, we provide capability to customers
that is high-quality, secure, flexible and
scaleable from a single credible company.

ISWC - INTELL, SURV, RECONN, SPACE, EW and CYBER
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS
LCAW - LAND COMBAT and AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Surveillance
Cyber
C2 and Common Operating Picture
ICT for Operations

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS

Stable Defence ICT

We differentiate ourselves from other
companies by building relationships with the
end-users, acquisition teams, commanders
and industry partners to bring together
complete capability solutions. We are not a
shopfront for disparate pieces of equipment.
We seek to engineer capability solutions
customised to the requirements of individual
mission sets. We complete capability delivery
through training, supply, support, advice on
organisational requirements, facilities and
contracting of personnel where ever in the
world it is required.

Communications
Fighter Aircraft
Ground Combat
Land Communications
Special Operations
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PROTECTIVE CASES

RADLINK COMMUNICATIONS

Unit 3, 15 May Holman Drive, Bassendean WA 6054
Greg Kippin
Technical Director
Tel:
+61861610295
Email: greg@protectivecases.com.au

6 Pavers Circle, Malaga WA 6090
Johanne Rodda
Health Safety and Quality Manager
Tel:
+61413005957
Email: johanne.rodda@radlink.com.au

www.protectivecases.com.au

COMPANY OVERVIEW
Protective Cases is a solutions-based company
that since 1990 have offered a wide variety of
case-based technical packaging products
and services. We carry out in-house design
and the manufacture of cases and foam inserts,
and also prototype to large scale production.
Our 500 square metres warehouse/factory in
Bassendean is close to road, rail and airport
hubs. Production equipment includes a
2400 millimeters x 1200 millimeter bed
Computer Numeric Control (CNC) router
(with back up facilities) and also maintain a
large holding of quality stock cases to ensure
rapid supply to customers. We employ 3D
modelling and design processes which are
well established for quick development of
design and repeatable production information.
Multiple foam sources are maintained to
ensure availability of foam stock.

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
Society is increasingly mobilising its technical
functions and solutions, which means that
sensitive equipment needs to be transported
into harsher environments with greater
accountability. We are very responsive to these
changes in customer requirements and have
developed the systems, networks and 28 years
of experience to satisfy this growing demand.
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www.radlink.com.au

CAPABILITY STREAMS
ISWC - INTELL, SURV, RECONN, SPACE, EW and CYBER
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS
AASL - AIR AND SEA LIFT
MASW - MARITIME and ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE
LCAW - LAND COMBAT and AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Intelligence Reconnaissance
Electronic Warfare
ICT for Operations
Stable Defence ICT
Communications
Replenishment/Supply Ships
Transport Aircraft
Utility Helicopters
Destroyers
Frigates
Submarines
Air and Missile Defence
Fighter Aircraft

COMPANY OVERVIEW
Radlink Communications comprises a team of
highly skilled and trained professionals with
years of experience in designing, supplying,
installing, commissioning, integrating,
supporting and maintaining communications
networks. Our expertise includes: critical
communications networks for the resources
sector, government, utilities, construction,
emergency services and public safety agencies
in Analogue, Tetra, P25 and Digital Mobile Radio
(DMR); wireless communication networks such
as point to point, point to multi-point, mesh
and LTE; SCADA, telemetry and Information
Technology/Operational Technology (IT/OT);
cyclone-rated, solar-powered communications
trailers and skids; cyclone-rated communication
towers, masts and poles; fibre optic and coaxial
cable networks; a fully managed 24/7 support
service providing monitoring and technical
assistance; communications power systems
utilizing all energy forms, including mains,
solar, batteries and backup generators; and
an electrical contractor (WA and QLD electrical
licences) capable of hybrid power system
design, installation, commissioning
and certification.

Ground Combat
Land Communications
Special Operations
Armour and Vehicles

WA DEFENCE INDUSTRY CAPABILITY DIRECTORY 2018

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
Our point of difference is reflected through
our dedication to exploring the constantly
evolving communications market. The
ability to deliver robust infrastructure to any
communications technology sets us apart
from competitors. Through our collaborative
engagement approach, we work with our
customers as trusted partners, delivering
reliable and dependable communications in

some of the harshest physical environments.
We are proud of being independent and
agnostic of technology or Original Equipment
Manufacturer (OEM), and continually monitor
technology market trends to provide the
right products and solutions to ensure we
meet customer needs and deliver successful
outcomes. We deliver simple, streamlined and
functional end-to-end solutions that make life
easier for customers. This enables them to
focus on what is important: improving their
agility, enhancing their processes and operating
more productively and efficiently.
CAPABILITY STREAMS
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Testing and Training Ranges
Communications

RCT

REMOTE IMAGING SOLUTIONS PTY LTD

Unit 1-5, 511 Abernethy Road, Kewdale WA 6105
Phil Goode
Senior Business Development Manager
Tel:
+61418908898
Email: phil@rct-global.com

73 Maroubra Parade, Secret Harbour, WA, 6173
Ben Durnin
Director and Chief Pilot
Tel:
+61407439777
Email: ben@remoteis.com.au

www.rct-global.com

COMPANY OVERVIEW
RCT is an innovative and dynamic smart
technology company. We are the Australasian
market leader in smart guidance, teleremote
and remote control automation solutions
for the mining industry. We offer a range
of intelligent and exclusive technology.
We research, innovate, design, manufacture,
deliver and support custom technology and
service solutions to support customers around
the world in numerous sectors including
mining, industrial, agricultural and civil.

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
Our vast range of solutions span five
sub-brands to include automation and
control solutions, fleet management for
mining and industrial sectors and specialised
parts. In addition to this we can install our
solutions on any machine, regardless of make
or model, and if customers require a niche
product then we have a specialised bespoke
department, RCT Custom, that can create a
specific need-based solution.

www.remoteimagingsolutions.com.au

CAPABILITY STREAMS
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS
AASL - AIR AND SEA LIFT
LCAW - LAND COMBAT and AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Science and Technology
Armour and Vehicles

COMPANY OVERVIEW

CAPABILITY STREAMS

Remote Imaging Solutions is currently the
only commercial Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
(UAV) operator conducting flight operations
over HMAS Stirling, courtesy of our initiative
in developing the necessary approval and
communication processes for flying in Defence
airspace. We also have the ability to drive our
vehicles onto any site with both UAVs and
ROVs (submersibles), and thus are able to fully
exploit both systems to generate imagery that
customers require. We are currently working
on ways to use ROVs and UAVs in the Navy
test and trials process to eliminate the need
for costly aircraft and divers. We also see an
opportunity to use ROVs to enhance the
anti-submarine warfare capability of the Navy.

ISWC - INTELL, SURV, RECONN, SPACE, EW and CYBER
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS
MASW - MARITIME and ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE
SAAC - STRIKE and AIR COMBAT
LCAW - LAND COMBAT and AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Surveillance Reconnaissance
C2 and Common Operating Picture
Base Support and Redevelopment
Testing and Training Ranges
Training Platforms and Simulation
Multi-Purpose Vessels

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS

Utility Helicopters

Our company’s point of difference is that
we possess today the skills and experience
across all the remote systems and industry
applications to be more than just an imagery
collection team. Using UAVs and ROVs,
we have worked with six companies in offshore
operations as well as Defence. We were the first
company to fly UAVs inside the holding tanks of
an Australian naval vessel to achieve aspects of
that vessel’s 5-year rolling hull survey. This work
was undertaken in conjunction with Neptune
Asset Services and a senior surveyor from
Lloyds Register. We were also engaged to verify
navigation light cut-outs for an ANZAC-class
frigate in its post-maintenance cycle. This work
involved a night flight with our UAV at HMAS
Stirling. We have worked closely with naval
authorities to develop a safe and repeatable
means of obtaining approval to fly UAVs in
Defence airspace.

Search and Rescue
Maritime Support and Reconnaissance Aircraft
Destroyers
Frigates
Submarines
Minor War Vessels
Amphibious Landings and Breaching
Barracks and Training Ranges
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SCANCAM

SCIENTIFIC AEROSPACE

55 Lindsay Street, Perth 6000
Eoin Byrne
Director
Tel:
+61423535539
Email: eoin@scancam.com.au

CSIRO Complex Building 52,
65 Brockway Road, Floreat WA 6014
Geoff Trowbridge
Managing Director
Tel:
+61421619083
Email: geoff@sci.aero

www.scancam.com.au

COMPANY OVERVIEW
Scancam specialises in vehicle licence plate
recognition and CCTV Security surveillance.
Scancam has identified the latest in camera
technology and is powered by one of the
world’s most advanced optical character
recognition engines delivering accurate licence
plate capture day and night. Recordings are
in HD clarity, which is uncontestable.

www.sci.aero

CAPABILITY STREAMS
ISWC - INTELL, SURV, RECONN, SPACE, EW and CYBER
AASL - AIR AND SEA LIFT

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Intelligence Surveillance
Base Support and Redevelopment
ICT for Operations

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
Our product has utilised the latest
advancements in technology and cloud-based
platforms to become a leader in automated
number plate recognition in Australia.

COMPANY OVERVIEW
ScientificAerospace was originally established
in 2006 as Cyber Technology (WA) Pty Ltd to
develop and market military drones. We were
one of the first unmanned operator certificate
holders in Australia, and the first Civil Aviation
Safety Authority (CASA) certified multi-rotor
remote pilot training organization. We currently
specialise in the design, manufacture and
operation of high-precision surveying industrial
drones. The company is certified to the
ISO 9001 Quality Management Standard.
We currently manufacture the market-leading
4Scight ducted fan Vertical Take Off and
Landing system (VTOL) system, co-developed
the Lynx FarScight long endurance fixed-wing
platform for large area survey coverage and
long-range applications, and provide bespoke
engineering services. We also provide aerial
data capture, analytical and training services
for customers to fully utilise the capabilities of
our system. We export our technology within
required Defence Export Control limitations
and plan to increase our export market share.
Our commitment is to continuous improvement
and the use of new technology.

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
We are the only designer, manufacturer and
operator of drones in WA able to tailor aerial
data capture solutions to meet customer
needs. We have specialist staff providing
sensor and photogrammetry expertise.
We are also currently collaborating with UWA’s
Microengineering researchers to develop an
airborne spectroscopy capability to counter
the Improvised Explosive Device (IED) threat
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posed to warfighters and civilians. We employ
former Australian Defence Force (ADF) staff
with significant experience relevant to creating
a sovereign Defence industrial capability
for Australia.
CAPABILITY STREAMS
ISWC - INTELL, SURV, RECONN, SPACE, EW and CYBER
LCAW - LAND COMBAT and AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Intelligence Surveillance Reconnaissance
Cyber
C2 and Common Operating Picture
Science and Technology
Airborne Early Warning and Control
Special Operations

SCOPE ENGINEERING (WA)

SECURE SYSTEMS LIMITED

35 Stuart Drive, Henderson WA 6166
Luke Roughan
Managing Director
Tel:
+61438197545
Email: luke@scopeengineering.com.au

Unit 3, 128 Main Street, Osborne Park WA 6018
Peter James
Managing Director
Tel:
+61892408708
Email: pjames@securesystems.com.au

scopeengineering.com

COMPANY OVERVIEW
Scope Engineering is a quality driven,
WA-owned and operated company with
extensive experience in the oil and gas,
marine, refineries and mining sectors.
We provide welding and fabrication services
in: stainless steels, exotic, carbon steel
materials; piping; frames, deck grillage
systems; PIG launchers, receivers; vessels;
heat exchangers; chutes, hoppers; lifting
equipment; structural assemblies; vessel
mobilisation; shutdowns, unplanned outage
support; and custom engineered solutions.
Our workshop machining capacities span
large turning and milling, Computer Numeric
Control (CNC) machining and prototyping.
Onsite machining capabilities inclued:
flange facing; milling; coating removal tooling;
pipe cutting, bevelling; shutdowns; and custom
onsite machining, equipment and solutions.
We are the Australian sales agent for
Sonardyne and Australian rental agent for
Ashtead Technologies.

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
Our innovative thinking and approach are
stand-out features of Scope’s product and
service offering. We have the ability to
perform in-house research and development
projects and manufacture bespoke solutions
within our invention centre, which sets us
apart from other fabrication and engineering
companies. The company’s founders
originated from the subsea and marine sector
with specilist abilities to generate bespoke
solutions. Successful management succession
has enabled the growth of the business into
servicing local refineries and the mining sector.

securesystems.com.au

CAPABILITY STREAMS
ISWC - INTELL, SURV, RECONN, SPACE, EW and CYBER
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS
AASL - AIR AND SEA LIFT
MASW - MARITIME and ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE
SAAC - STRIKE and AIR COMBAT
LCAW - LAND COMBAT and AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Surveillance Reconnaissance
Base Support and Redevelopment
Destroyers
Frigates
Submarines
Minor War Vessels
Special Operations

COMPANY OVERVIEW

CAPABILITY STREAMS

Secure Systems Limited specialises in the
design and manufacture of secure portable
storage technology for high assurance
applications. The company has developed
the award winning Silicon Data Vault® secure
data storage and execution technology.
This technology has been commercialised into
an Australian Signals Directorate (ASD) certified
high assurance portable data storage device
that is approved for use in the protection of
Defence’s most highly classified data.

ISWC - INTELL, SURV, RECONN, SPACE, EW and CYBER

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS

ICT for Operations

Our Silicon Data Vault - High Assurance
(SDV-HA) product is the only secure portable
storage device certified by the ASD to store
Top Secret data, yet it can also be handled
as an Unclassified device when not powered
on. Highly-sensitive data can therefore be
transported by personnel without the need
for a safe-hand courier. Unique features
of the SDV-HA include: a tamper detection
and response sub-system that continuously
monitors and cryptographically deletes all
data upon detecting a tamper event; strong
encryption of all stored data; strong 2-factor
authentication; two modes of operation;
and small form factor to enable portability.

KEYN - KEY ENABLERS
AASL - AIR AND SEA LIFT
MASW - MARITIME and ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE
SAAC - STRIKE and AIR COMBAT
LCAW - LAND COMBAT and AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Cyber

Science and Technology
Stable Defence ICT
Multi-Purpose Vessels
Destroyers
Frigates
Submarines
Electronic Warfare
Land Communications
Special Operations
Armour and Vehicles
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SEGNUT

SENSEAR

5 Carleton Place, Mandurah WA 6210
Tom Baskovich
Chief Executive Officer
Tel:
+61449253202
Email: tom@segnut.com

199 Great Eastern Highway, Belmont WA 6104
Omar Haji
Regional Sales Director - Australia,
Asia Pacific, Middle East and Africa
Tel:
+61439086777
Email: omar.haji@sensear.com

www.segnut.com

COMPANY OVERVIEW
Segnut Pty Ltd has developed an innovative
direct replacement for a traditional threaded
nut. The resulting “Segnut” incorporates
proprietary designs that allow fast and safe nut
release (2-3 seconds), even when bolt threads
are damaged or seized. The problem of seized/
jammed nuts becomes most acute during
mission critical times (eg: during production
shut downs for maintenance). Maintenance
tasks often require the removal of many
hundreds or even thousands of nuts in order
to service production equipment. When a nut
seizes, resort is often made to high energy
removal methods such as “gas-axing” (the oxy
cutting of bolts/nuts) which involve hazardous
procedures, increased safety risks and the need
to secure surrounding equipment. Alternatives
include high energy, bulky hydraulic nut
splitters or resort to drilling out the bolt
centre. The Segnut solution offers an effective
alternative, and thus makes a very compelling
business case as a direct and interchangeable
replacement for a standard nut.

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
There is no direct competitor to the Segnut.
There are various methods and materials
aimed at reducing the likelihood of nut
seizure (eg: Denso tape, anti-seize coatings,
etc), but these often depend on operator skill
and diligence for proper execution and may
deteriorate over time and environmental
exposure. None of the alternatives prevent
seizure in the event of thread damage.
The Segnut is able to release cleanly and
efficiently even if the bolt thread has been
damaged and also incurs less costs in materials
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www.sensear.com

and/or labour. Segnut’s design is the only one
on the market that is interchangeable with
standard threaded fasteners and allow efficient
upgrading and change-over. Because of the
compatibility of Segnuts with standard nuts,
back-to-back trialling with standard nuts is
possible for any particular application.
CAPABILITY STREAMS
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS
AASL - AIR AND SEA LIFT
MASW - MARITIME and ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE
SAAC - STRIKE and AIR COMBAT
LCAW - LAND COMBAT and AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Base Support and Redevelopment
Multi-Purpose Vessels
Transport Aircraft
Maritime Support and Reconnaissance Aircraft
Destroyers
Frigates
Submarines
Minor War Vessels
Air Bases
Amphibious Landings and Breaching
Special Operations Armour and Vehicles
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COMPANY OVERVIEW
Sensear Pty Ltd is a global leader in developing
and manufacturing best-in-class digital
over-the-ear and in-the-ear headsets for
use with two-way radios and Bluetooth
communication devices. Sensear’s patented
SENS technology simultaneously enhances
speech and suppresses background noise so
that users can verbally communicate, protect
their hearing, and still maintain 360-degree
awareness of their surroundings in noisy
environments such as oil and gas, mining,
construction, heavy manufacturing and other
industrial work places.

CAPABILITY STREAMS
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS
AASL - AIR AND SEA LIFT
MASW - MARITIME and ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE
LCAW - LAND COMBAT and AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
ICT for Operations
Science and Technology
Communications
Refuelling Aircraft
Replenishment/Supply Ships

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
Sensear’s patented SENS technology was
developed through a partnership between
UWA, Curtin University and Rio Tinto.
The company’s manufacturing, research and
development, service, technical support and
maintenance divisions are all headquartered in
WA, making the company uniquely positioned
to support the needs of defence customers.

Transport Aircraft
Utility Helicopters
Maritime Support and Reconnaissance Aircraft
Submarines
Air Bases
Light Helicopters
Barracks and Training Ranges
Helicopters and Armed Aircraft
Land Communications

SMART MARINE SYSTEMS

SOLID CONCEPTS

1/31 Cliff Street, Fremantle WA 6160
Craig Anderson
Managing Director
Tel:
+61418811511 +61894353200
Email: craig.anderson@smartmarinesystems.com

Unit 17, 64-66 Bannister Road, Canning Vale WA 6155
Francois Primon
Owner
Tel:
+61894555377
Email: prototype@solid-concepts.com.au

www.smartmarinesystems.com

COMPANY OVERVIEW
Smart Marine Systems is a developer
and manufacturer of sustainable marine
technologies. Current products include: the
Clever Buoy - an autonomous real-time marine
monitoring platform that collects marine
environmental information and identifies the
presence and movement of sharks in order
to provide warning alerts; SAMS - a visual
technology based on new understandings of
shark visual systems that is applied to marine
apparel and water craft to disrupt the visual
cues provided to large sharks; and Seabin an ocean cleaning device that aggregates
plastic and oils in marinas and harbours.

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
We have developed a globally unique
technology that is backed by robust science and
development. The Clever Buoy’s utility can be
found in its ability to identify sharks and send
instantaneous messages to enhance the safety
of water users. Our technology is based on a
pattern recognition algorithm developed over
the past 5 years. The SAMS visual technology
is based on patented knowledge of a shark’s
visual system developed in cooperation with
UWA. Seabin is revolutionising the low-cost
autonomous collection of plastics and rubbish
in harbours and marinas around the world.

www.solid-concepts.com.au

CAPABILITY STREAMS
ISWC - INTELL, SURV, RECONN, SPACE, EW and CYBER
MASW - MARITIME and ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE
LCAW - LAND COMBAT and AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Surveillance Reconnaissance
Base Support and Redevelopment
ICT for Operations
Science and Technology
Communications
Multi-Purpose Vessels
Search and Rescue
Minor War Vessels
Amphibious Landings and Breaching

COMPANY OVERVIEW

CAPABILITY STREAMS

Solid Concepts was established in 1994,
and was the first privately-owned rapid
prototyping company in Australia. We use
various 3D printing and rapid prototyping
technologies including selective laser sintering,
stereolithography, fused deposition modelling,
Computer Numeric Control (CNC) machining
and vacuum casting for short run production.
Since 1999, we have also offered a complete
manufacturing service from tooling to plastic
injection moulding.

KEYN - KEY ENABLERS
AASL - AIR AND SEA LIFT
SAAC - STRIKE and AIR COMBAT

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Frigates
Submarines
Armour and Vehicles

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
For the past 24 years we have worked with
some of the most stringent performance
companies in Australia, including providing
support to the research and development
programs conducted by companies such as
Holden, Ford, Robert Bosch, Resmed, Thales
and ASC.
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SPATULA.IO

SPOOKFISH AUSTRALIA

University of Western Australia School of Computer Science,
35 Stirling Highway, Crawley WA 6009
Andrew Walker
Founder and CEO
Tel:
+61466601706
Email: andrew@spatula.io

10 Brodie-Hall Drive, Bentley WA 6102
Guy Perkins
Director, Strategic Sales
Tel:
+61419102489
Email: guy.perkins@spookfish.com

COMPANY OVERVIEW

COMPANY OVERVIEW

spatula.io

Fleet Engineering Pty Ltd (trading as Spatula.io)
was founded by top engineering and software
graduates from the University of Western
Australia. Spatula.io is a smart logistics platform
that enables more efficiently functioning
supply chains and field teams. We can track
every driver and delivery in real-time and give
drivers, senders and receivers a great delivery
experience. The system can optimise
urgent deliveries and services with flexible
auto-dispatch strategies. It can define an
automatic dispatcher by creating a group of
dispatch policies that define the priority of
drivers based on driver group, proximity to
the pickup and number of jobs they already
have assigned to them. It can then assign an
appropriate dispatcher for categories of job
or even job by job through the Spatula API.
Other key features include live driver tracking
on a map with ETA, with fully customisable
driver tracking campaigns; announcements on
tracking link campaigns as an effective means
to distribute information and defining unlimited
different tracking link designs for different
services, different origins or just different days
of the week.

www.spookfish.com

the School of Computer Science Industry
Advisory Panel. Our technology is proprietary,
built with cutting edge event-driven techniques
that make the system more responsive and
low-latency than more traditional logistics
tools. Our focus on keeping Spatula lightweight,
low-latency and simple to use makes it easy
to implement rapidly. The flexibility of job and
data structure, the automation capabilities
and the power of our API also make Spatula
the ideal instrument for achieving rapid
transformational new processes even where
legacy systems remain core to the process.
CAPABILITY STREAMS
ISWC - INTELL, SURV, RECONN, SPACE, EW and CYBER
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS
AASL - AIR AND SEA LIFT

CAPABILITY DOMAIN

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS

Intelligence

Our unique technology chain enables Spookfish
to offer a world-leading capability that any
organisation can afford. Substantial unmet
market demand exists for a cost-effective way
to easily access current, very high resolution,
spatially accurate imagery that provides
consistent coverage across entire cities, states
and countries, preferably from a single source
supplier. Until now, no existing provider could
meet all of these needs. Traditionally, aerial
imagery collection data would be processed to
merge and correct the hundreds of thousands
of individual images captured, which would
take five to six-months – an industry-typical
timeframe for capturing on-demand survey
data for an area of this size for use by a single
customer. The cost of such and exercise

ICT for Operations
Science and Technology
Stable Defence ICT

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
We are the first early-stage technology
company to partner UWA through the UWA
Innovation Quarter program. Our whole team
is co-located in offices on the UWA campus
within the School of Computer Science,
and CEO Andrew Walker is a member of the
Real-time Optimisation of Scheduling and
Logistics research group, as well as Chair of
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Spookfish is an Australian company seeking
to redefine the global geospatial industry
by developing and commercialising the next
generation of premium geospatial imagery
products and services. Our revolutionary
technology enables rapid, very high resolution
imaging of vast areas at a fraction of the cost
of contemporary systems. Spookfish aims
to use these capabilities to make it easy for
organisations of all sizes to make accurate,
cost-effective decisions using premium
imagery content and pervasive 3D models.
Internationally, Spookfish is now supplying
US market leader EagleView Technology with
large volumes of our platform, certified by the
Federal Aviation Administration to fly in the
US and designed and tested to meet precise
customer specifications.
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would be typically more than $50 per square
kilometer. Spookfish can not only deliver
the same accurate processed product in a
matter of days, but the cost of acquisition is
around $10 per square kilometer. This low
cost of acquisition, very rapid capture and
processing, and use of cloud storage and online
distribution means that Spookfish aircraft can
be used to capture very large areas of imagery
on a regular basis, and then deliver that
imagery online to any number of customers.
CAPABILITY STREAMS
ISWC - INTELL, SURV, RECONN, SPACE, EW and CYBER
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Intelligence Surveillance Reconnaissance
C2 and Common Operating Picture
Science and Technology
Air Traffic Management

STIRLING LABS

THE SIMULATION GROUP

Suite 104, 396 Scarborough Beach Road,
Osborne Park WA 6017
Melissa Goh
Strategic Partnerships
Tel:
+61450664844
Email: melissa.goh@stirlinglabs.com

Level 19, 197 St Georges Terrace, Perth WA 6000
Craig Stewart
Senior Partner/ General Manager
Tel:
+61412555427
Email: craig.stewart@thesimulationgroup.com

stirlinglabs.com

COMPANY OVERVIEW
Stirling Labs provides collaboration and
visualisation tools in virtual reality and
augmented reality, advanced computing
simulation, learning and knowledge
development and transfer. We are literally
developing the workplace of the future.

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
We provide a world-leading graphics display
engine that is capable of displaying orders
of magnitude more complex than competitors.
We utilise one of the most mature and
advanced professional Virtual Reality (VR)
user interfaces in existence, backed by
20 years of learning and knowledge
transfer research and development. We are
a world-leading WA advanced technology
research and development lab aligned with
industrial partnerships around the globe.

www.thesimulationgroup.com

CAPABILITY STREAMS
ISWC - INTELL, SURV, RECONN, SPACE, EW and CYBER
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS
MASW - MARITIME and ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE
SAAC - STRIKE and AIR COMBAT
LCAW - LAND COMBAT and AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Intelligence Surveillance Reconnaissance
Space
Cyber
C2 and Common Operating Picture
Science and Technology
Communications
Maritime Support and Reconnaissance Aircraft
Destroyers
Frigates
Submarines
Minor War Vessels
Air Bases
Fighter Aircraft
Land Communications
Special Operations

COMPANY OVERVIEW

CAPABILITY STREAMS

The Simulation Group has pioneered the use of
advanced analytics and dynamic simulation for
both the private and public sectors, to provide
insight and value to our customers at executive
through to operational levels. We have some
of the most experienced practitioners in
their fields within the industry, however we
are software agnostic. We aim to help our
customers make better decisions in industries
and operations where: data sources are large
and fragmented; managing business variability
and dynamics is a core issue; and there are
many options to evaluate simultaneously.
We have three Australian offices: Perth,
Melbourne and Brisbane.

ISWC - INTELL, SURV, RECONN, SPACE, EW and CYBER
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
C2 and Common Operating Picture
Science and Technology

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
We are constantly evolving and optimising
processes that support the delivery of our
analytics projects. As industry trends toward
building internal simulation and analytics
capabilities, we are partnering with some
long-term customers to ensure they develop
not only technical solutions, but also put into
place all the necessary supporting processes to
ensure that value remains for years to come.
Our services extend beyond model building,
and include: modelling hardware selection
and set-up; development and implementation
of scenario management and analysis tools;
dedicated training programs for simulation
modelling software; team development and
structuring; organisational integration of
analytics; and technical back up and provision
of overflow capacity.
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TRACKEM PTY LTD

TRAUMASIM

Level 9, 251 Adelaide Terrace, Perth WA 6000
Ms Amna Hansia
Office Manager
Tel:
1300897610
Email: amna@trackem.com.au

Unit 11, 17 Elsmfield Road, Midvale WA 6056
Nola Pearce
Director
Tel:
+61409678056
Email: nola@traumasim.com.au

www.trackem.com.au

COMPANY OVERVIEW
Trackem provides a cloud-based platform for
companies and industries to help manage
their construction, maintenance and logistics
operations. Our system helps business to
track, manage and monitor their assets, tools,
safety equipment and even personnel. It
also manages maintenance and compliance
activities. Trackem provides a single source
of truth for all stakeholders and improves
operational visibility and productivity while
reducing costs.

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
Trackem is a unique product in that it uses a
combination of Radio frequency identification
(RFID), GPS and barcoding technology to track
and manage assets. This technology is patented
in Australia and the US, as is its accompanying
3D model plugin feature. Traditional methods
of asset tracking and management are time
intensive, prone to errors and provide limited
information. While there are other asset
tracking software systems available in the
market, Trackem is the only product that
delivers a solution utilising a combination of
the above technologies. It is also the most cost
effective solution on the market and is the only
solution that provides fast implementation,
integration capabilities, 3D model interface,
a progress control module and 24/7 support.
Trackem has the additional benefit of being
developed and improved through practical
application on over 40 projects in Australia.
The system has been improved and refined
through close customer consultation and
now provides an end-to-end solution for all
tracking needs. Trackem is a well-recognised,
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traumasim.com.au

award winning company that has a reputation
for delivering an innovative solution. We won
the 2015 Innovator of the Year Award - a
program targeted to address market problems
and realise opportunities of importance to WA.
Trackem also won the 2014 My Business Award
for best use of technology.
CAPABILITY STREAMS
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS
MASW - MARITIME and ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE
LCAW - LAND COMBAT and AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Base Support and Redevelopment
ICT for Operations
Science and Technology
Stable Defence ICT
Testing and Training Ranges
Training Platforms and Simulation
Communications
Replenishment/Supply Ships
Transport Aircraft
Maritime Support and Reconnaissance Aircraft
Barracks and Training Ranges
Ground Combat
Land Communications
Special Operations
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COMPANY OVERVIEW
TraumaSim has been providing medically
accurate products and services designed
to simulate traumatic injury and medical
conditions for the training and assessment
of medics and healthcare professionals since
2008. Our products and services have been
used by the Australian Defence Force (ADF) for
pre-deployment medical training since 2009.
TraumaSim provides realistic medical moulage
and medical part-task trainers for Army
Combat Health Training and Mission Rehearsal
Exercises under the Australian Army’s Exercise
and Advanced Services Standing Offer (EATSSO)
contract as a subcontractor. We also provide
moulage technicians on military training
exercises Australia-wide to produce realistic
special effects simulated injuries for training
purposes. Our realistic and durable medical
part-task trainers are designed to support
the training of personnel, of any level, in the
management of life threatening haemorrhage.
We also design and manufacture emergency
tourniquet trainers and haemostatic clotting
trainers to allow students to learn and practice
these critical skills. These are both sold and
hired to the ADF.

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
TraumaSim are a rare business as we take film
and TV quality special effects resources and
skill and combine them with extensive medical
knowledge and experience to create a business
that provides medically-realistic training
support for emergency and medical training.
We are the only full-time business in Australia
doing this work.

CAPABILITY STREAMS
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS
AASL - AIR AND SEA LIFT
SAAC - STRIKE and AIR COMBAT

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Training Platforms and Simulation

UNIDATA

UNI-POWER INTERNATIONAL

40 Ladner Street, O’Connor WA 6163
Matt Saunders
General Manager
Tel:
+61893318600
Email: m.saunders@unidata.com.au

Unit 4, 54 Christable Way, Landsdale WA 6065
Alexander Hermon
General Manager
Tel:
+61893024058
Email: defence@unipower.com.au

unidata.com.au

COMPANY OVERVIEW
Unidata Pty Ltd is a long established
environmental monitoring and industrial
measurement equipment manufacturer
based in Perth. We specialise in the design,
manufacture, supply and support of
products and solutions for the environmental
monitoring, hydrographic and meteorological
and industrial measurement sectors.
Our products and systems range from
acquisition devices, high accuracy instruments
and sensors to standalone and Intellectual
Property (IP) (Ethernet, cellular and satellite)
connected loggers, through to web based
logging and analysis tools.

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
Our equipment has been designed for ultra-low
power usage, allowing very remote installations
to run for several years on lithium batteries or
very small solar power systems. Our operations
are accredited to international ISO 9000 Quality
Assurance standards, while our products are
installed in North America, South America,
Europe, Asia, China, Japan and Australia.
We are a leader in satellite telemetry and the
provision of very remote area environmental
monitoring and industrial measurement
applications worldwide.

www.unipower.com.au

CAPABILITY STREAMS
ISWC - INTELL, SURV, RECONN, SPACE, EW and CYBER
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS
MASW - MARITIME and ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE
LCAW - LAND COMBAT and AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Surveillance
Reconnaissance
Space
Base Support and Redevelopment
Communications
Multi-Purpose Vessels
Search and Rescue
Minor War Vessels
Helicopters and Armed Aircraft
Special Operations

COMPANY OVERVIEW

CAPABILITY STREAMS

Uni-Power International manufactures
450 amp DC mobile diesel driven welder
generators, 200 amp DC mobile engine
driven welder-generators, vehicle-mounted
units that utilise engines as the generator’s
prime mover, high charge alternators and
NATO 28V DC jet and turbo prop aircrafts.

ISWC - INTELL, SURV, RECONN, SPACE, EW and CYBER
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS
AASL - AIR AND SEA LIFT
MASW - MARITIME and ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE
SAAC - STRIKE and AIR COMBAT
LCAW - LAND COMBAT and AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS

CAPABILITY DOMAIN

We are an Australian WA-based local company
that specialises in manufacturing the
Unipower 185 - a complete mobile power
supply in a kit. The kit comprises a multipurpose alternator, control module with
remote hand throttle and cable and welding
leads. The unit is automatically configured for
12V and 24V vehicle systems. It allows welding
from the vehicle, produces a constant 240V
or 110V power supply for all electronic hand
tools, provides power for all types of lighting,
provides fully regulated battery charging
for 12V and 24V batteries of 200 Amps and
140 Amps and does not make a difference
to the way a vehicle is driven.

Intelligence Surveillance Reconnaissance
Electronic Warfare
Space
Cyber
C2 and Common Operating Picture
Base Support and Redevelopment
Science and Technology
Air Traffic Management
Communications
Multi-Purpose Vessels
Replenishment/Supply Ships
Transport Aircraft
Search and Rescue
Maritime Support and Reconnaissance Aircraft
Destroyers
Frigates
Submarines
Minor War Vessels
Air Bases Airborne Early Warning and Control
Special Operations
Armour and Vehicles
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VIRTUAL GUEST

WATMARINE ENGINEERING SERVICES

virtualguest360.com

www.watmar.com.au

®

30 Fielder St, East Perth, 6004, WA
Brandon D’Silva
Founder and CEO
Tel:
+61433370258
Email: brandon@virtualguest360.com

COMPANY OVERVIEW
Virtual Guest is an integrated immersive
solutions company delivering storytelling,
marketing, research and training.
Founded by Australian entrepreneur
and creative director, Brandon D’Silva
(Disney, Sony BMG, Mitsubishi Motors,
Red Bull), we create compelling virtual,
augmented and mixed reality experiences
that amplify emotions, engagement
and results. We own Australia’s first
professional Virtual Reality (VR) camera,
and can provide the tools, knowledge and
crew for a customer’s project or coordinate
an end-to-end production with high
technical quality, narrative structure and
seamless delivery.

CAPABILITY STREAMS
ISWC - INTELL, SURV, RECONN, SPACE, EW and CYBER
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
C2 and Common Operating Picture
Science and Technology
Training Platforms and Simulation

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
We are a critically acclaimed immersive
production company that combines cinematic,
interactive and measurable techniques to
traditional training and research programs.
Our mobile, high-performance equipment
and global team of creatives, technologists
and developers provide us with the power to
collaborate with businesses and individuals
anywhere in the world.
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34 Hope Valley Road, Naval Base WA 6165
Simon Watson
General Manager
Tel:
+61894371305
Email: simon@watmar.com.au

COMPANY OVERVIEW
Established since 1989, Watmarine Engineering
Services is a leading provider of a broad
range of engineering services to the marine,
oil and gas, defence, mining and commercial
industries. Our headquarters and production
facilities house a number of specialist
services including, but not limited to: general
engineering, ship repairs and maintenance,
pump repairs and testing, welding and
fabrication, sheetmetal, insulation, sandblasting
and painting. We undertake research,
development and innovation for several
key clients through our subsidiary, Western
Thermal Technology. All of these services are
delivered under a fully accredited integrated
management system, thus assuring clients
that all relevant standards for quality service
delivery can be fully met.

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
We have a great, long established network of
local and international partners and maintain
a dedicated research, development and
innovation facility to generate and test concepts
and prototypes for the Department of Defence,
prime contractors and universities. We have
also established a physical presence in Adelaide
to offer a local solution to the SEA 1180 and
SEA 5000 projects. We have great security, and
understand the importance of confidentiality.
We specialise in conducting time critical
projects ensuring our customers adhere to
their strict schedules. We are a NATA-certified
laboratory for pressure testing components
and gauge calibration. A DNVGL certified
welding facility allows us to weld on any

Navy vessel. We have been ISO 9001 accredited
since 1991, and also are accredited to ISO
14001 and AS 4801.
CAPABILITY STREAMS
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS
AASL - AIR AND SEA LIFT
MASW - MARITIME and ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE
SAAC - STRIKE and AIR COMBAT

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Multi-Purpose Vessels
Replenishment/Supply Ships
Search and Rescue
Destroyers
Frigates
Submarines
Minor War Vessels

WESTERN ADVANCE

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
SPECIALITY ALLOYS

www.westernadvance.com

www.wasa.com.au

130 Mulgul Road, Malaga WA 6090
Jarrad Warwick
Business Manager - Defence
Tel:
+61417170043
Email: j.warwick@westernadvance.com

COMPANY OVERVIEW
Western Advance Pty Ltd is a security, safety
and surveillance integration specialist providing
solutions to Army, Navy and Air Force including:
long-range surveillance, gun bore camera
inspection and alignment, flight deck cameras,
CCTV, muster management and asset tracking.
We provide turn-key solutions from design,
sales, installation, commissioning, training and
on-going support and service.

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
We have been utilised in the past to provide
bespoke solutions to meet the stringent
demands of the Australian Defence Force.
We are able to provide full turn-key solutions,
or work with other larger organisations to
provide and integrate solutions into a bigger
picture. We work with leading manufacturers
throughout the world to bring the latest
state-of-the-art technology to Australia’s
military forces.

2-4 Hopewell Street, Canning Vale Western Australia 6155
Sandy Pelc
Personal Assistant to the General Manager
Tel:
+61894554111
Email: Sandy.Pelc@wasa.com.au

CAPABILITY STREAMS
ISWC - INTELL, SURV, RECONN, SPACE, EW and CYBER
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS
MASW - MARITIME and ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE

COMPANY OVERVIEW

CAPABILITY STREAMS

WA Speciality Alloys provides nickel, cobalt
and iron-based superalloy products for the
aerospace and defence industry in the form
of specialty steel forgings, billets and bars.

ISWC - INTELL, SURV, RECONN, SPACE, EW and CYBER
AASL - AIR AND SEA LIFT
MASW - MARITIME and ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE

LCAW - LAND COMBAT and AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Intelligence
Surveillance
Electronic Warfare
C2 and Common Operating Picture

LCAW - LAND COMBAT and AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
We are the only vacuum induction melting
facility of its kind in the southern hemisphere.
As such, we aim to provide the highest
quality alloys for the most stringent physical
applications.

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Space
Science and Technology
Refuelling Aircraft
Transport Aircraft

Base Support and Redevelopment

Utility Helicopters

Science and Technology

Maritime Support and Reconnaissance Aircraft

Training Platforms and Simulation

Submarines

Communications

Air and Missile Defence

Multi-Purpose Vessels

Fighter Aircraft

Replenishment/Supply Ships

Light Helicopters

Search and Rescue

Helicopters and Armed Aircraft

Destroyers

Armour and Vehicles

Frigates
Air Bases
Airborne Early Warning and Control
Land Communications
Special Operations
Armour and Vehicles
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ZELLABOX

www.zellabox.com
67 Howe Street, Osborne Park WA 6017
Clinton Keeler
Chief Technology Officer
Tel:
1300 117 644
Email: clinton@zellabox.com

COMPANY OVERVIEW
Since 2010, Zellabox has been a world leader
and specialist in the provision of micro data
centres. From our WA base, micro data centres
are delivered to a range of locations - from
remote mining sites and satellite locations to
office buildings in major cities. Customers span
five continents and a wide range of industries
including telecommunications, government,
defence, education, healthcare, and mining.

ORGANISATION UNIQUENESS
Zellabox micro data centres are the product
of our company’s rigorous research and
development process and close relationship
with customers. Our modular micro data
centres provide all the same capabilities as a
traditional data centre, but with a footprint
roughly the size of a kitchen refrigerator.
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CAPABILITY STREAMS
ISWC - INTELL, SURV, RECONN, SPACE, EW and CYBER
KEYN - KEY ENABLERS
LCAW - LAND COMBAT and AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE

CAPABILITY DOMAIN
Intelligence
Cyber
ICT for Operations
Stable Defence ICT
Communications
Land Communications
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CURTIN
DEFENCE
CAPABILITY
STATEMENT

Curtin University is gearing up for
Western Australia’s (WA’s) next wave
of industry, bolstered by the Federal
Government’s ambition to build an
enduring sovereign naval shipbuilding
industry. The current Australian
Government marine defence capability
acquisition and sustainment program
provides an intergenerational opportunity
for Western Australian graduates and
industry alike.
With an ambitious goal of regional
superiority and defence exports growth,
Australia’s maritime industry and
more specifically Western Australia’s,
will also need the people, new ideas
and technology to be competitive on
a global scale.
Curtin has over a number of years
built significant experience and
expertise by partnering with the global
oil and gas industry and delivering
research that reduces costs, increases
productivity and adds value to projects.
However, our industry linkages are
broader and deeper than just research
in mining and oil and gas.
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Curtin has bold aspirations to become a
trusted partner and fundamental part of
the Australian defence industry sector.
The University aims to become a
“Fundamental Input to Capability” (FIC)
providing research, technology and
workforce solutions to the sector so
to become an intrinsic part of the
“Sovereign Industrial Capability” (SIC).
Curtin has a broad capability offering
across science and engineering through
asset management, sustainment
and optimisation as well as exploring
the unknown operational environment,
and utilising our strengths in health
sciences to provide sustainable
optimisation of the performance of
Defence personnel that is continually
being pushed to the limits.
Curtin University has already established
a number of research hubs that support
the Royal Australian Navy in areas such
as hydrodynamics, remote sensing
and satellite systems, transport logistics,
corrosion science, subsea engineering,
data modelling and maritime policy.

New programs are being developed to
underpin innovation and capacity building
in regional security and strategy, natural
disaster and emergency response practices
to support Australia’s local, regional and
global security responsibilities.
With the defence sector undergoing
significant growth and investment,
Curtin anticipates being a fundamental
contributor and innovator in the Federal
Government’s Sovereign Industrial
Capability program.
Whether your business is a large industry
player, defence agency or small to
medium sized enterprise, Curtin can
help you develop solutions that increase
the expertise of sovereign defence and
support the nation’s security.
The University’s multi-disciplinary research
capabilities allow you to access a range
of engineering, mathematics and science
disciplines that can be leveraged to suit
your business needs, provide Australia
with a regional advantage and deliver
benefits for defence personnel.

Curtin’s defence expertise is centred on:
1. Science;

3. Health Sciences;
a. Human Machine Interaction;

a. Computation and Big Data;

b. Team Resilience;

b. M
 athematics - Modelling,
Visualisation and Optimisation;

c. Performance Optimisation; and

c. Radio Astronomy and
Planetary Science (Space);
d. Photogrammetry;

d. Wearable Technology.
4. Humanities;
a. Geopolitical Analysis.

e. Robotics; and
f. Energy Systems.
2. Engineering:
a. Corrosion and Materials;
b. Electrical (Signal Processing);
c. Structural Health;
d. Marine Acoustics; and
e. Mechanical.
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EDITH COWAN
UNIVERSITY
DEFENCE
CAPABILITY
STATEMENT

ECU has a proven record of
accomplishment in research and
education, a strong industry focused
culture, and extensive national and
international collaborations.
ECU has supported Defence on a
number of projects in areas of cyber
security, simulation, human computer
interface, biometrics, reconnaissance/
surveillance and cognitive psychology.
ECU has other areas of expertise that
would be of value to the defence sector.
Our broad capability comprises eight
schools, four research institutes and
fourteen research centres, many of
which produce research and education
outcomes of relevance to Defence.
Under the stewardship of a dedicated
Defence Research Director, ECU’s support
to the sector is being coordinated in a
multi-disciplinary approach, harnessing
the expertise and capacity of ECU through
three primary Defence aligned programs:
Cyber Security, Systems and Engineering,
and Human Capability.
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Virtually every aspect of Defence’s
capability is now reliant on information
systems to be effective. This dependency
also constitutes vulnerability; thus,
investment in cyber security research
and development will be critical to not
only maintaining a comparative military
advantage, but also fundamentally
preserving fitness for purpose of Defence’s
capabilities. While cyber is specifically
articulated in the Intelligence, Surveillance
and Reconnaissance capability stream,
in reality cyber security must be designed
into every element of capability and
recognised as an integral component of
all six capability streams.
The Security Research Institute at ECU
is the premier and most trusted cyber
research and education institution in
Australia and is recognised internationally
for its capability and contribution to
cyber security. It possesses an accredited
secure facility, as well as security-cleared
personnel, and has produced quality
graduates and post-graduates in cyber

security for over a decade. The institute
undertakes a range of leading edge
research and development activities, and
has the expertise and capacity to help
develop the next generation of protection
for Defence systems.
ECU has expertise in technology and
materials research in its schools of
Engineering and Science, as well as in
the Electron Science Research Institute,
with application to future Defence
systems across all the capability streams.
In maritime engineering, ECU is working
with the Naval Shipbuilding College to
deliver education to the ship building
industry, and is growing its research
capacity to enhance the capabilities of
future ships. ECU also has significant
expertise and capacity across a
range of electronic systems, including
photonics, nano-technology,
communications systems, robotics
and sensing technologies, as well as
software engineering, simulation and
artificial intelligence.

Whilst development of future technologies
for Defence is important, so too is the
human element of Defence’s capability.
ECU is rated in the top 20 of world sports
science schools, with the ability to enhance
human performance through exercise
physiology, bio-mechanics, strength
conditioning, injury prevention, nutrition
and proactive health management, all of
which are applicable to the future military
force. ECU has offerings in aeromedical
retrieval and emergency medicine
simulation. We also have multi-disciplinary
programs in cognitive psychology, PTSD
research, human-machine interfaces,
command and control, as well as strategic
studies in future security threats, conflict
and hybrid warfare that are of substantial
value to the future Defence Force.

ECU infrastructure and facilities are of
exceptional quality, rarely seen in a tertiary
education environment elsewhere in
the world, encompassing the best and
latest facilities, software, hardware and
technologies related to our research
programs. The outcome-focused approach
of our research groups ideally places ECU
to deliver real value to Defence, including
through industry partnerships.
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MURDOCH
UNIVERSITY
DEFENCE
CAPABILITY
STATEMENT

Introduction
Murdoch University has a range of
research capabilities that are translational
in nature. Focus is provided through local
industry-linked partnerships, as well as
international collaborations that address
unique national and global challenges.
Research is mostly conducted
independently, but with dual use or direct
relevance to the Defence portfolio.
Murdoch has partnered with the City of
Rockingham and the France-Australia
Chamber of Commerce and Industry to
develop an innovation hub (Technopole)
at its Rockingham campus.
The Technopole will foster and facilitate
innovation and Research and Development
to support the current and future Royal
Australian Navy fleet.

Biosecurity
Military forces are constantly moving
large volumes of equipment, personnel
and associated kit across international
borders. As a result, defence forces are
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one of the most important sectors
responsible for unintentional movement
of biological organisms. This impacts
on operational readiness whilst
equipment is cleaned; occupational
health and safety issues around the use
of de-infestation treatments; and
compliance with government regulatory
agencies responsible for biosecurity.
Murdoch is a world leader in biosecurity
and is currently, in collaboration with
Kansas State University, developing a
research program with US Military to:
1.	Develop new cleaning disinfestation
systems that are safe alternatives
to the current compounds that are
currently used.
2.	Provide advice on the design of future
equipment to enable effective cleaning/
disinfestation without the need for
removal of critical components.
3.	Advise on education programs that
will allow military personnel to adopt
high level ownership of the risks
for incursion of organisms across
international borders.

Drone Technology
Murdoch has one of the largest drone
fleets in an Australian higher education
institution and has established facilities
suitable for certification by the Civil
Aviation Safety Authority (CASA). Drones
are fitted with a range of optical and hyper
spectral imaging facilities with industry
partners. Examples of the capabilities that
these sensors provide researchers include:
1.	Capacity to track the movement of
objects under water.
2.	Ability to monitor the spread of
disease/pathogens in various
environments.
3.	Measurements of the chemical
composition of soils.
4.	Development of process control
instrumentation for remote or
autonomous control.

Human Performance

Cyber Security

Super hard coatings

Water management and treatment

Murdoch has a unique perceptual and
exercise laboratory facility, the MindBody
Lab, to explore and advance human
performance. Our researchers collaborate
with a range of partners in maritime
defence, air traffic control, elite sport,
forensics, and the police to understand
how stress and performance can be
adapted to optimise critical decision
making. The research includes:

Murdoch has invested in new activities
centred around network steganography,
the art in hiding information in network
protocols. The research team focuses on:

Research in the surface analysis and
materials engineering research group is
focused on hard and super-hard coatings
as well as the thermal-mechanical
properties of composite materials,
including:

Murdoch hosted the National Centre of
Excellence in Desalination, focused on
water and waste water management and
treatment. Current expertise is in:

1.	Advanced human performance
evaluation and enhancement of
physiological, biomechanical and
psychological capacity.
2.	Perceptual-cognitive (decision making)
expertise and skill learning.

1.	Characterisation and classification of
existing covert channels.
2.	Research into previously unknown
covert channels in existing and future
network protocols and applications.
3.	Countermeasures for eliminating,
limiting or detecting covert channels.

1.	Electronic structure effects on
mechanical properties.
2.	Changes in surface structures at
high temperature.
3.	Development of new fabrication
facilities for super hard coatings.

1.	Desalination and recycling innovation
and implementation.
2.	Heavy metal/metalloid release
and removal.
3.	Decentralised and off-grid water
and sanitation systems.
4.	Zero waste discharge water
treatment systems.

4.	The mechanical stability of thin film
coatings at high temperatures.

3.	Understanding the mechanisms
associated with perception of pain.
4.	Neuroplasticity research laboratory to
conduct non-invasive measurement of
neuroplasticity.
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UWA
DEFENCE
CAPABILITY
STATEMENT

The University of Western Australia (UWA)
is supporting the Australian Government’s
commitment to long term national
security and sovereign defence capability
by contributing with leading strengths
in marine engineering, human factors,
automation and sensing.
UWA is in the top 100 universities in the
world, ranked by the Academic Ranking of
World Universities, and as such, we attract
world-renowned researchers to work in
our globally-recognised research centres.
UWA has a diverse range of defencerelated expertise and looking to develop
sustainable partnerships to support the
national defence initiatives.

Submarine teams work and live in one
of the most unique and challenging
environments. To maximise the
capabilities of the new submarine fleet,
it will be important to consider not only
the technological aspects involved in
designing a submarine, but also how
the crew will integrate and perform
within these systems. UWA is a research
partner informing new developments
in the human sciences to maximise
the future submarine capability for the
Royal Australian Navy. As technology
development becomes more automated,
this research will be increasingly important
in understanding future works skills and
design in relation to individual and team
performance and productivity.
UWA has developed the necessary
expertise and specialised equipment to
operate a dedicated Astronomy and Space
Instrumentation Lab.
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In addition, UWA operates the observatory
located near Gingin, which hosts rapid
response, launch tracking and space debris
facilities. UWA looks forward to working
with industry more closely in the emerging
space industry here in WA.
The WA node of the Australian National
Fabrication Facility (ANFF) at UWA provides
state-of-the-art facilities in infrared (IR)
technology and microelectromechanical
systems (MEMS) fabrication processes.
The UWA group develop low power MEMS
based sensors, leveraging electrical, optical
or electro-optic sensing mechanisms.
The UWA team has developed a new class
of sensors operating in the IR spectrum
and provides unique multi-spectral sensing
capabilities with reduced size, weight
and power requirements. These robust
sensors have a wide range of applications
in field-portable and airborne-mounted
defence applications for intelligence,
surveillance, reconnaissance and detection
of threats.

UWA are world leaders in precision
measurement involving frequency,
time and quantum systems; and have
an internationally recognised group
for computer vision that focusses on
object/target detection, recognition,
classification, tracking and subtle
change detection.
As a leader in the Indo-Pacific region,
UWA provides a dynamic range of
expertise in marine science, engineering,
oceanography. Further to this, the
PerthUSAsia Centre is a leading think tank
focusing on geo-political issues, policy
development and strategic affairs.
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SOUTH
METROPOLITAN
TAFE
DEFENCE
CAPABILITY
STATEMENT
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South Metropolitan TAFE (SM TAFE) has
been working in partnership with the
defence industry for more than two
decades. The college delivers a range of
qualifications and courses, throughout
the state and nationally, to all arms of
the defence industry. With Western
Australia’s role in the nation’s defence
sector expanding rapidly, SM TAFE is well
positioned to deliver responsive, flexible
and nationally accredited training tailored
to meet industry needs.
Having forged a reputation as a global
leader in resources sector training, SM
TAFE is now poised to make a comparable
contribution to the defence and space
industry. With 14 campuses, an industry
training centre within the Australian
Marine Complex at Henderson and the
provision of technical training to the Royal
Australian Navy, primes, SMEs and the
supply chain over the past 20 years is
further testament to this capability.
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SM TAFE’s defence qualifications extend
to certificates I, II, III and IV, diploma and
advanced diploma levels, and the delivery
of specific skills sets and customised
training programs. SM TAFE has an
impressive track record of collaborating
with major partners in the defence sector.
A summary of SM TAFE’s ability to respond
to the workforce development needs of
defence industry primes, SMEs and supply
chain is highlighted under the following
capability domains.
ICT for operations/communications/
cyber - Training in the design, prototyping
and application of sensors for use in data
extraction is provided through higher
level applied engineering courses at SM
TAFE, with applications across various
industry sectors such as space, maritime,
aviation and defence industry. The training
we provide in robotics, code writing,
networking, communication, pneumatics,
hydraulics, 3D modelling, CAD design and
cyber security is constantly evolving to
meet the needs of industry and employers.
A curriculum is in development to address
automation in the workplace.

Maritime support - SM TAFE trains
students in vessel navigation,
maintenance and engineering, marine
radio operation, safety procedures at
sea, and demonstrating nautical and ship
knowledge. Students are equipped for
careers in the maritime industry such as
master (unlimited), naval engineer, marine
fitter, composites engineer, shipbuilder
and fabricator/welder. The Henderson
campus has a big focus on working
with employers and industry to train in
engineering, fabrication and ship building.
Submarines - SM TAFE provides skills in
submarine sustainment, which includes
the maintenance and repair of electrical
control systems and mechanical systems
to ensure the efficient running of a
submarine vessel. Specialisations include
engineering, fitting, machining and
fabrication, in addition to the maintenance
and repair of systems, navigation,
communications, surveillance equipment
and other on-board electronic systems.
SM TAFE manages the delivery of high
quality learning for

Collins-class submarine combat systems
and platform engineering training. We
equip graduates for careers involving navy
submarine maintenance.
Space, science and technology SM TAFE provides vocational training
pathways in aerospace, communications,
electrical, mechanical, software and
subsea engineering and covers skill sets
in robotics, mechatronics and big data
analysis. SM TAFE’s expertise in providing
oil and gas, mining, heavy automotive and
light automotive training is transferable
to the defence and space sector. Our
heating, ventilation and air-conditioning
training facilities are among the best in the
southern hemisphere. The methods used
to train to sub-20 degrees Celsius and at
remote mine sites can be extrapolated
to provide training in more extreme
conditions.
Training platforms and simulation SM TAFE’s possession of virtual reality,
remote operations and simulators for
various training platforms enhances our
capabilities with submarine, oil and gas
and maritime industries. This expertise

and the associated training assets can be
tailored to address the training needs of
many other industries. SM TAFE delivers
a wide range of trade and post-trade
training programs for the Royal Australian
Navy. These include specialist courses to
the Royal Australian Navy for electrical
systems, hull, propulsion and diesel
maintenance, maritime operations and
control systems.
Testing and training ranges - Courses
offered at SM TAFE prepare students for
many vocations in the defence industry,
including transportation, operations,
purchasing and procurement, contract
negotiation, logistics, warehousing,
inventory control, forecasting, customer
service and finances, stores personnel,
material handling, occupational health
and safety, dangerous goods and
forklift operation, heavy plant and diesel
mechanics and process control
technicians role.

Relevant Training at SM TAFE

Defence industry training
Ship Building
Submarine Maintenance
Applied Engineering
Composites Trade
Logistics and Warehousing
Maritime Studies
Defence Industry Trades
(including fabrication and welding)
Refrigeration and Air Conditioning
Aviation

Major Partnerships With Defence
Industry
Australian Submarine Corporation (ASC)
Collins Class Submarine training services
SM TAFE has, since 2002, partnered
with ASC to provide a dedicated team
of technical specialists, trainers and
multi-media consultants embedded at
HMAS Stirling on Garden Island to support
the Collins Class Submarines training.
SM TAFE has also trained more than
45 apprentices indentured to ASC over
the past 10 years.
Technical Training Services for
Royal Australian Navy
SM TAFE has a longstanding relationship
with Scientific Management Associates
to deliver a wide range of trade and
post-trade training programs for the
Royal Australian Navy (RAN). These include
specialist Royal Australian Navy courses
encompassing hull, propulsion and diesel
maintenance, electrical systems, maritime
operations and control systems.
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Advanced Navigation Pty Ltd

41

iCetana Pty Ltd

59

Scientific Aerospace

76

Adwest Group

42

ICM Group

59

Scope Engineering (WA)

77

Airobotics

43

IMR Technologies

60

Secure Systems Limited

77

Allgo Engineering

44

Infinitum Technologies

61

Smart Marine Systems

79

AMI Sales

45

Intertek

27

Spatula.io

80

Amristar Solutions

45

L3 Oceania

29

Spookfish Australia

80

Ausco Products

46

Leisurecat Australia

64

Stirling Labs

81

Autonomous Industries Australasia

46

Mining & Hydraulic Supplies

67

Thales Australia

35

AVI

47

Newton Labs

68

The Simulation Group

81

Barclay Engineering

47

NGIS Australia

68

Unidata

83

Blacktree Technology

48

PinnacleQM

71

Uni-Power International

83

Bushcomm Antenna & Tower Systems

49

Precision Technic Defence

73

Virtual Guest

84

Calibre Group

49

Protective Cases

74

Western Advance

85

Digital Matter

54

Raytheon Australia Pty Ltd

32

Western Australian Speciality Alloys

85

Fujitsu Australia Limited

25

Remote Imaging Solutions Pty Ltd

75

Wood

36

Global Unmanned Systems

58

RStahl Australia Pty Ltd

34

Zellabox

86

Hofmann Engineering

38

Scancam
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KEYN - KEY ENABLERS

Adwest Group
Aerospace NDI Pty Ltd
Allgo Engineering
Amristar Solutions
ASC
ASP Ship Management/ASP Defence Support
Services
Ausco Products
Austal
Autonomous Industries Australasia
Babcock Australia Pty Ltd
BAE Systems Australia – Henderson Facility
Barclay Engineering
BGC
Bid Write
Blacktree Technology
Bushcomm Antenna & Tower Systems
Calibre Group
Camco Engineering
CIVMEC
Cocky Smart
Coffey Services Australia Pty Ltd
Cullys
Deacon Engineers
Decmil
Digital Matter
Dobbie Dico Meter Co (WA)
Doric Contractors Pty Ltd
Eurofins

42
42
44
45
12
13
46
14
46
15
16
47
17
48
48
49
49
50
18
52
19
53
54
20
54
55
21
22

Franmarine Underwater Services
Fugro Remote Systems Technology
Fujitsu Australia Limited
Future Engineering
Georgiou Group
GHD
Global Unmanned Systems
iCetana Pty Ltd
ICM Group
Infinitum Technologies
Innovative Asset Solutions Pty Ltd
Intertek
Ironmonger Fabrication
J.N. Taylor Marine
Kailis Marine
L2S Engineering
L3 Oceania
Leisurecat Australia
LES Australia Pty Ltd
MacTaggart Scott Australia
Malcolm Thompson Pumps
Marine Technicians Australia
Maritime Engineers
Naval Ship Management (Australia) Pty Ltd
Newton Labs
OGS Group
Orontide Group
Oropesa Port Management
Pacific Industrial Company

56
24
25
57
58
26
58
59
59
61
61
27
62
62
63
63
29
64
64
30
65
65
66
31
68
69
69
70
70

Pedco Engineering
Pixelcase Group
Precision Technic Defence
Protective Cases
Radlink Communications
Raytheon Australia Pty Ltd
RCT
Remote Imaging Solutions Pty Ltd
RPS Group
RStahl Australia Pty Ltd
Scope Engineering (WA)
Secure Systems Limited
Segnut
Sensear
Solid Concepts
Spatula.io
Spookfish Australia
Stirling Labs
Thales Australia
The Simulation Group
Trackem Pty Ltd
TraumaSim
Unidata
Uni-Power International
Virtual Guest
Watmarine Engineering Services
Western Advance
Wood
Zellabox

71
72
73
74
74
32
75
75
33
34
77
77
78
78
79
80
80
81
35
81
82
82
83
83
84
84
85
36
86
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AASL - AIR AND SEA LIFT
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Advanced Braking Technology

41

Global Unmanned Systems

58

Pacific Industrial Company

70

Advanced Navigation Pty Ltd

41

ICM Group

59

Pozztech Engineering

72

Airflite

43

IKAD Engineering Pty Ltd

60

PQR Quality Solutions

73

AMI Sales

45

IMR Technologies

60

Protective Cases

74

ASC

12

Infinitum Technologies

61

Raytheon Australia Pty Ltd

32

Ausco Products

46

Innovative Asset Solutions Pty Ltd

61

RCT

75

Autonomous Industries Australasia

46

Intertek

27

RStahl Australia Pty Ltd

34

AVI

47

J.N. Taylor Marine

62

Scancam

76

Babcock Australia Pty Ltd

15

KAEFER

28

Scope Engineering (WA)

77

BAE Systems Australia – Henderson Facility

16

Kailis Marine

63

Secure Systems Limited

77

Barclay Engineering

47

L3 Oceania

29

Segnut

78

Camco Engineering

50

Marine Technicians Australia

65

Sensear

78

CDMS Consulting Engineers

51

Maritime Engineers

66

Solid Concepts

79

Clough Projects Australia

51

Matrix Composites & Engineering

66

Spatula.io

80

Cullys

53

Nauti-Craft

67

TraumaSim

82

Data Exchange Network Limited

53

Naval Ship Management (Australia) Pty Ltd

31

Uni-Power International

83

Digital Matter

54

Newton Labs

68

VEEM

39

Dobbie Dico Meter Co (WA)

55

NGIS Australia

68

Watmarine Engineering Services

84

Fujitsu Australia Limited

25

Orontide Group

69

Western Australian Speciality Alloys

85

GHD

26

Oropesa Port Management

70
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MASW - MARITIME AND ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE

Advanced Navigation Pty Ltd

41

Fugro Remote Systems Technology

24

Pacific Industrial Company

70

Adwest Group

42

Fujitsu Australia Limited

25

PinnacleQM

71

Allgo Engineering

44

Future Engineering

57

Pozztech Engineering

72

Allied Heat Transfer

44

Hofmann Engineering

38

PQR Quality Solutions

73

AMI Sales

45

ICM Group

59

Protective Cases

74

Amristar Solutions

45

IKAD Engineering Pty Ltd

60

Raytheon Australia Pty Ltd

32

ASC

12

Intertek

27

Remote Imaging Solutions Pty Ltd

75

ASP Ship Management/ASP Defence Support
Services

13

Ironmonger Fabrication

62

RStahl Australia Pty Ltd

34

J.N. Taylor Marine

62

Scope Engineering (WA)

77

Ausco Products

46

KAEFER

28

Secure Systems Limited

77

Austal

14

Kailis Marine

63

Segnut

78

Babcock Australia Pty Ltd

15

L2S Engineering

63

Sensear

78

BAE Systems Australia – Henderson Facility

16

L3 Oceania

29

Smart Marine Systems

79

Barclay Engineering

47

Leisurecat Australia

64

Stirling Labs

81

Bushcomm Antenna & Tower Systems

49

MacTaggart Scott Australia

30

Thales Australia

35

Camco Engineering

50

Malcolm Thompson Pumps

65

Trackem Pty Ltd

82

Clough Projects Australia

51

Marine Technicians Australia

65

Unidata

83

Composite Components

52

Maritime Engineers

66

Uni-Power International

83

Cullys

53

Matrix Composites & Engineering

66

VEEM

39

Deacon Engineers

54

Mining & Hydraulic Supplies

67

Watmarine Engineering Services

84

Dobbie Dico Meter Co (WA)

55

Nauti-Craft

67

Western Advance

85

Forgacs

23

Naval Ship Management (Australia) Pty Ltd

31

Western Australian Speciality Alloys

85

Franmarine Underwater Services

56

Orontide Group

69

Wood

36

Fremantle Steel Fabrication Co (WA)

56

Oropesa Port Management

70
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SAAC - STRIKE AND AIR COMBAT
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Airflite

43

GHD

26

Pixelcase Group

72

Amristar Solutions

45

ICM Group

59

Raytheon Australia Pty Ltd

32

Autonomous Industries Australasia

46

Infinitum Technologies

61

Remote Imaging Solutions Pty Ltd

75

AVI

47

Innovative Asset Solutions Pty Ltd

61

Scope Engineering (WA)

77

Barclay Engineering

47

J.N. Taylor Marine

62

Secure Systems Limited

77

Blacktree Technology

48

Kailis Marine

63

Segnut

78

CDMS Consulting Engineers

51

LES Australia Pty Ltd

64

Solid Concepts

79

Cullys

53

MacTaggart Scott Australia

30

Stirling Labs

81

Dobbie Dico Meter Co (WA)

55

Maritime Engineers

66

TraumaSim

82

Eurofins

22

Newton Labs

68

Uni-Power International

83

Franmarine Underwater Services

56

Orontide Group

69

Watmarine Engineering Services

84

Future Engineering

57

Pacific Industrial Company

70

Wood

36
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LCAW - LAND COMBAT AND AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE

Advanced Braking Technology

41

Forgacs

23

Protective Cases

74

Advanced Navigation Pty Ltd

41

Fremantle Steel Fabrication Co (WA)

56

Raytheon Australia Pty Ltd

32

Adwest Group

42

Fujitsu Australia Limited

25

RCT

75

Airobotics

43

Future Engineering

57

Remote Imaging Solutions Pty Ltd

75

Allgo Engineering

44

Geng

57

RPS Group

33

Ausco Products

46

GHD

26

RStahl Australia Pty Ltd

34

Austal

14

Global Unmanned Systems

58

Scientific Aerospace

76

Autonomous Industries Australasia

46

Hofmann Engineering

38

Scope Engineering (WA)

77

AVI

47

iCetana Pty Ltd

59

Secure Systems Limited

77

BAE Systems Australia – Henderson Facility

16

ICM Group

59

Segnut

78

Barclay Engineering

47

IMR Technologies

60

Sensear

78

Blacktree Technology

48

Intertek

27

Smart Marine Systems

79

Bushcomm Antenna & Tower Systems

49

J.N. Taylor Marine

62

Stirling Labs

81

Camco Engineering

50

L3 Oceania

29

Thales Australia

35

Carnegie Clean Energy / Energy Made Clean

50

LES Australia Pty Ltd

64

Trackem Pty Ltd

82

CDMS Consulting Engineers

51

Matrix Composites & Engineering

66

Unidata

83

Clough Projects Australia

51

Mining & Hydraulic Supplies

67

Uni-Power International

83

Coffey Services Australia Pty Ltd

19

Nauti-Craft

67

VEEM

39

Composite Components

52

Orontide Group

69

Western Advance

85

Cullys

53

Oropesa Port Management

70

Western Australian Speciality Alloys

85

Deacon Engineers

54

Pedco Engineering

71

Wood

36

Digital Matter

54

PinnacleQM

71

Zellabox

86

Diverse Engineering (WA)

55

PQR Quality Solutions

73

Dobbie Dico Meter Co (WA)

55

Precision Technic Defence

73
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